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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY. Island,) of 2,635.362, ought to receive 28 members
.jºie true .#....ºh. suggest- of Roads, Streets, and Bridgesº 8." ... and '. fo

Tuesday, Feb. 23.

The horse met at 3 o'clock.

On motion of the hoa Attoaxey GexeRAL, the

house resolved itself into committee of the whole on

the further consideration of the Confederation of the

British North American Colonies, Mr Knight in the

chair.

Dr. WINTER.—That was a subject of the deepest

importance to the county, and to which every Hon.

member sho.ld devote his greatest attention, and con

sider in all its bearings. He fully concurred in the

testimony borne by the hon Attorney General tº the

manner in which the Delegates had discharged their

duty at the Conference at Qnebec. They did credit

to themselves and the colony they represented, as well

as to the government by whom they were appointed;

and the part they took in the deliberations of the con.

ference secured them the respect ofthe delegates from

the other provinces. With regarl to the Report of

Whe conference, there was much difference of opinion

respecting its details. He (Dr Winter) would not

enter into a review of the arguments of hon neigbers

who had spoken in oppºsition to the report, many of

whºse views were entitled to consideration. The hon

member for Placentia, Mr Shea, assured the House

that steam communication would be provided for us;

but he (Dr. Winter) would like to have a guarantee

for it before entering into the confederation; both for

a second postal steamer, as for steamers to Canada,

and steam communication with Great Britain. That

was a matter which was too important to be left for

futnre arrangement. With respect to our representa

tion in the Fed.ral House of Commons, he must say

that he did not see that our interests were safficiently

protected. We were to have only 8 members in the

House of 189, Prince Edward Island, seeming to be

decidedly bostile to Confederation, might be left out.

The representation was to be adjusted every ten

years, according to the census, population being taken

as the basis. The other Provinces, especially Upper

Canada, increased, much more rapidly in population

than we did, so that we would lose members, while

Upper Canada got an increase every ten years. Taking

Lower Canada, under Confederation, as one of the

maritime provinces, as that province is interested in

the fisheries, he still found that, according to the ratio

of increase between 1851 and 1861, Upper Canada

would,at no very distant period, have a larger popula

ticn, and consequently a larger number of members

than all the maritime colonies reckoned together.

He looked upon Lower Canada as being a maritime

Province ; but still that was not sufficient to maintain

the belarce of power against the increasing numbers

of Upper Canada. That province increased every ten

years at the rate of 40 per cent., while the ratio for

Lower Canada was under 26 per cent, for the same

period. Now Lower Canada was always to have 65

members, and as the Upper Province progressed at

the rate of 15 per cent for every ten years, over the

Lower, it would receive an accession of members

every ten years. When he came down to Newfound

land, he found that by reference to the increase of our

population between the census of 1845 and that of

1857, the increase, reduced to a period of ten years,

was slightly under 20 per cent. Taking the relative

population of the several colonies as at the census of

1861, and looking at LowerCanada as having fisheries

and cther interests identical with Newfoundland and

the other maritime colonies. he at first considered that

the coinbilled influence of these colonies would be

sufficient to proteet them in the Federal Parliament;

but looking to the future, he apprehended that would

not be the case. The arrangement, so far as related

to the representation given to Upper and Lower Cana

da, appeared just, but its application to the maritime

colonies would have the ſect of kessening their no

merical as well as their relative representation, to such

an extent, that in a short period, the majority of 25

oyer Upper Canada, given to Lower Canada and the

Maritine Provinces, exclusive of Prince Edward

Island, on entering the union, will soon become,

... small and beautifully less,” until, in 36 years hence,

Upper Canada will have a majority of 20 over all the

other Provinces of the Confederation combined. This

would be seen on reference to the tabular statement

which he held in his hand, and which he would read

to the house. (Here the hon member read the sub

joined tabular statement.) That statement was based

upon the census returns of the several Provinces, for

1851 and 1861, the latter of which was taken by the

Conference as the basis on which they apportioned the

represen'ation of the several Provinces, the average

Fº
for each representative being about 17,000.

n 1871, the average for all the Provinces, taking

Lower Canada, with 65 members, as the basis, will be

21,495 for each member. In 1871, the total number

of members will be 196, Upper Canada gaining 9 mem.

bels and Nova Scotia and Newfoundland josing 1

member each ; the total population being 4,226,949,

five per cent. on which is 211,347, which divided by

196, the number of members, will give 1078 as the

five per cent. to each member. Newfºundland, to hold

her 8 members, will require 8 times 21, 495, the basis

of increase with 65 members for Lower Canada, or a

population of 171,960; but as the population of New

foundland will be only 154,227, which divided by 8,

gives only 19,278, or a decrease of 2,217 for each

member—whole decrease 17,733,-which being more

than 10 per cent, or over double 1,078, “ relatively

to the population of the whole union;" consequently,

by the operation of the 21st Resolution of the Confer.

ence, Newfoundland will lose one member, and Nova

Scotia one, without taking into account the gradsal loss

ºf influence arising from the rapid increase ofthe Upper

Canadian section of the union. He (Dr Winter) was in

duc d to go so much into detail, as there existed a

difference of opinion as to the construction of the 21st

resolution, more from a desire to elicit the logical

opinious of hon members, than with the wish or in

tention of pronouncing dogmatically on the Ioint.

However, in the mulitude of counsel which sur

rounded him, it was not too much to expect that he

would be more correctly advised, and that if his views

were not tacitly assented to, they would be"let down"

sº
by those hon gen:lemen who differed from him.

y referring to the tabular statement, it would be

seen that Upper Canada enters the confederation with

.82 members, Lower Canada and the Martime Prov

inces (not including Prince Edward Island), with a

representation of 107, being a majority of 25 members

ºver Upper Canada—tºtal isg members. In 36 years

fºom, this time the add.tional i, crease of popula

tion in Upper Calada will be 3,921,477, which wil

give her 42 additional members, in all 124: being a

majority of 20 over Lower Canada and the other

ºne provinces whose increasel population of 2,

635,302 will have 3 members fewer than the number

allººed tº then (107) when they enter the Confed.

eration, 9... in other words, 4,567,644 in 36 years

hence, will have 104 members, whilst in 1861 when

their wºo e population anxunted to only 1822.384

they were a lotted, on entering the Confederation,

107 rembers, there , giving Upper Canada a major

ity of 29 over Lower Canaia and the other Martime

Provinces. Surely if Upper Canada's increase of3

921477 gives her 42 aiditional members, or 1 to

9386; the increase of Lower Canada and the other

waritine provinces, (not including Prince Edward

-a-ºe-sºre------ a -º- e.

at the same rate of 1 member to 93361, making a

total of 124 for Upper Canada, and 135 for Lower

Canada and the maritime provinces being 259 in

all, 36 years hence. Even this would reduce the ma

jority of Lower Canada and the maritime provinces

from 25 to 11, and be a gain to Upper Cañada of 14.

W th regard to the observations of some hon members,

that Canada had to apprehend the hostility of the

United States, and that 'hus we would be involved in

a large expendittire, which we might avoid by keeping

out of the Confederation, and that our young men

would be drafted to defend the frontier of Canada, hº

did not attach any importance to that matter. If

there should be a war with the United States, of

which he (ur. Winter) was not apprehensive, it would

b” a war between England and the United States, in

which we, as a Colony of England would, in any case,

b- involved. Confederation or no Confederation, it

was our duty, as well as our interest, to aid in protect:

ing ourselves. . He (Dr. Winter) felt convinced that

the House would not adopt the Quebec R-solutions

in their present shape; but he had no doubt they

would be so modified as to meet the views of the Pro

vinces generally. He had, therefore, much pieasure

in supporting the resolution before the chair, that the

matter be referred to the constituencies before any de

cision shall be had in the matter.

Tabular Statement of the population of British

North America, (P. E. Island not included) with

the rule of increase, and apportionment of members

by the Quebec Confereuce, with the future re adjust

ment of the representation, on the basis of 65 mem

bers for Lower Canada.

Ratio of increase in ten years, according to the last

and preceding census.

Upper,Canada. . . . . .39 7-10 per cent.

Lower Canada... .25 8-10
-:

New Brunswick . . . .30 “

Nova Scotia... ... 20
--

Newfoundland..................
19 8-10 ”

To each No. of

member, members.

;.... 17,086........65

. 17,025 . .82

. 17,413. . 19

86

Population.

Lower Uanada, 1,119,644.

Upper Canada, 1,396,091.

Nova Sco ia, 330,857.

New Brunswick, 252,047........ 16 669 .15

Newfoundland, 128,736.... . . . .16,092........ 8

3.218,375 189

-

1871:

Lower Canada, 1,897,190 ..

Upper Canada, 1,950,339. “ gain 9–91

New Brunswick, 328,165. “. . . . . ...15

Nova Scotia, 397,021..
* loss 1–18

Newfoundland, 194,227.
º:

** 1– 7

4,226,949
196

#88i. -

Lower Canada, 1,757,664........ 27,041 ... . . . . .65

Upper Canada, 2 724 708. “ gain 10–101

New Brunswick, 427,271 . * ........ 16

476'433 ...

184,734 . . . . . . . **

5,570,84)

ł891.

Tower Canada, 2211.141 ...

Upper Canada, 38.03 419.

New Brunswick, 556,303

Nova Scot a,

Newfoundland,

...,42,793.......

“ gaºn 11–112- sº

Nora Scotia, 581,72.).

Newfoundland, 221 331 . . .
--

7,366,964 271

1901.

Lower Canada, 2.781 615........42 794........65

Upper Can ida, 5,317,508. ... " gain 12–124

New B. uinswick, 724 309 ... * ** 1– 17

Nova Sculia, 68.5, 65. “ loss 1– 16

Newfoundland, 265,657 * * 1– 16

9,775,214 228

Increase for Upper Canada,

8,921,449, average 93.361–42 members.

Increase for Lower Canada and Maritime Provinces,

2.635,262, average 93,361—no members.

The above ratio of increase would give 28 members.

Loss of Representation by the Maritime Provinces, at

the same average increase by which Upper Canada

would gain 42 members,

Due Lower Canada and Maritime Provinces..

No. given by Conference...…..........

-

135

Representation r"Upper Canada................ 124

(Ljt ſtufoumlimºr.

ST. JO H.W.?.S.:

MòNDAY, APRIL 10, 1865.

THE Legislative Session was closed by prorogation on

Friday last, when His Excelſency the Governor, ac

companied by his suite, came down to the Council

Chamber, and having given his assent to the Bills

passed during the session, addressed the members of

both branches in the following Speech : —

Mr. President and Honorable Gentlemen of the

Council:

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the Honorable House

of Assembly:

The period has arrived at which I may with pro

priety relieve you from further Legislative occupation,

and enable you to return to your personal duties and

business, which in their diligent fulfilment are not less

import,nt than your Sessional labors to the general

welfare of the community of which you are members.

I have been acquainted with the Resolution passed

by the Honorable House of Assembly on the snbject

of the proposed Confederation of the British North

American Colonies, to the effect that for the reasons

set forth the House deems it desirable to submit the

question to the consideration of the people before the

decision of the Legislature ts taken upon it; and that

for this purpose final determination

i.
this impor

tant subject should be deferred until the next meeting

of the Legislative bodies

Under other circumstances I might perhaps have

viewed with regret any delay in dealing with a subject

on which Her Majesty's Imperial Government have

exhibited so warn and get erous an interest. . But,

as it is almost certain that some of the other Colonies

concerned in the proposed arrangement will not dur

ing the Session of the present year declare y de

£d Confederation being comprehended and appreciated

by the people whom it is designed to *rve, I am not

now disposed
to dissent from the view which you

have taken of the matter, or the course you have

adopted. Her ajesty's Government would not, de;

sire to force any important modification of the local

constitution upon the acceptance of the people of the

Colony, against temperate and deliberate declaration

of unwillingness to receive it; and it is desirable that

the community should fully understand the advantages

of that to which their assent is sought. But the

Nation has a right to expect the Colonies to accept,

and does look to them to assume, their legitimate

portion of those charges and responsibilities which are

the inevitable concomitants of self-government and

free political institutions; and Her Majesty's Min

isters jusly regard with favor, a project of Union

which will mutually and matérially strengthen each

for sustaining the burden which must be borne by all.

I observe with much satisfaction the several important

and valuable measures which you have adopted during

the present Sessiºn. In some of them you have built

solid foundations for future improveme it in different

departments of public affairs; and in others you have

provided for immediate local requirements, such as

the proposed Light-House at Burgeo and the Bridges

over the Rocky River in Placentia Bay, which are in

themselves elements of progress. By the Act for the

Registration of Births and Deaths you will have, I

hope, established the means of procuring statistical

data of which the Colony has hitherto, been utterly

destitute, respecting the population, and their

sanitary and social condition, and of which the value

will not perhaps be appreciated fully until the know

ledge is acquired which can only be obtained from

them.

I trust at no distant period the wisdom will be ob:

vious of the amendments which you have made in the

previous system with regard to the repair and main

tenance of highways, by transferring to the Board of

Works the superintendence and control of expenditure

on the main postal rout-s. . . And by making perma

nent the legal provisions which are necessary for this

branch of the public service, you have left only to be

furnished annually the grant of money necessary to

carry them out, which may simply form an item in the

Bill of Supply.

The amendments and continuance of the Wolunteer

organization Act, and the encouragement which you

have bestowed upon the establishment of local Pro

tective Forces by the grant on account of Clothing to

the existing Corps, will I have no doubt effect much

towards the development of that patriotic spirit and

self-reliant tone of feeling which eommands respect

for communities. You may depend upon my cordial

solieitude in my office as Commander in Chief to use

the powers and the means which you have placed at

my disposal for the credit of the Colony, and in the

manner best ealculated to effect the improvement of

the Corps.

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the Honorable House

of Assembly *

I readily acknowledge the enlightened liberality

with which you have granted, not only the usual

amounts for the ordinary public service, but in ac

cordance with the suggestions contained in my Speech

when opening the present Session, have placed grants

at the disposal of the Executive authority for the en

couragement of the Bank fisheries;–the introduction

of the culture of Flax, and for the compilation of the

local Laws. Guided by the counsel of my Constitu

tional advisers, you may rely upon my sedulous care

being bestowed to ensure the judicious application of

the funds so entrustcd to the local Government.

Mr. President and Honorable Gentlemen of the

Council:

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the Honorable House

of Assembly :

In compliance with an Address which I have receiv

ed on the subject of the Sahmon Fisheries, attention

shall be given to enquiry respecting the best mode of

proceeding for their protection, with the view of rub

mitting a measure at the next Session of the Legisla

ture embodying the provisions which may appear ne

cessary.

Although the result of the Seal Fishery is not yet

fully known, the success enjoyed by some vesse's which

have already returned justifies the belief that the com

munity may be congratulated upon at , least a fairly

profitable season in this branch of our local industry.

The mildness of the Winter and the apparent prom

ise of a fine and early Spring would seem to encourage

hope for an equally successful Cod Fishery, and on

on separating now I trust that I may be permitted to

cherish the cheerful anticipation that when I again

have the pleasure of meeting the Council and Assem

bly in Session, it will be under circumstances more

propitious than those which ushered in the present

year.

The following is a list of the Bills:–

1—An Act to Indemnify His Excellency the Gov

ernor of Newfoundland for certain Sums of Money

advanced by him from the Colonial Treasury for the

Service of the Colony.

2—An Act to make provision for Wives and Chil

dren deserted by their Husbands and Parents, and for

aged persons deserted by their Children.

3-An Act to provide for the retirement of the pre

i.
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Newfound.

anol.

4—An Act for granting to Her Majesty a Sum of

Money for defraying the expenses of the Civil Gov

ernment of this Colony for the year ending the 31st

day of December, 1865, and for other purposes.

à–Au Act to regulate the Inland Posts of this

Colony.

6—An Act to regulate the office and duties of

Coroners.

7–An Act to make provision for the recovery of

Penalties becoming due upon the forfeiture of certain

Recognizances.

8-An Act to continue an Act passed in the 27th

year of the Reign of Her present Majesty entitled

* An Act for establishing the Standard weight of

Grain and Pulse, and to regulate the Sale of Bread,

Coals, and other Articles.”

9-An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain

Duties on Goods, Wares, and Merchandise imported

into this Colony and its Dependencies. -

10—An Act to enable Courts of Law to give relief

against adverse Claims made upon persons having no

interest in the subject of such Claims.

11-An Act to contiuue an Act passed in the 24th

and 25th years of the Reign of Her present Majesty

entitled “An Act to provide for the Organization
of

º”
Force for the protection of Newfound

and.”

12—An Act to provide for the erection of Bridges

across Colinet River and Rocky River, on the main

line of Road from St. John's to Placentia,

13—An Act to provide for the Registration of

Births, Marriages, and Deaths in this Colony and its

Dependencies. -

14—An Act for the erection of a Lighthouse in the

District of Burgeo and La Poile, on the coast of this

Island.

15–An Act to continue the Punishment of Banish

meat in certain cases.

finite judgment on that arrangement, and it imme- º

17-An Act to make further provision ºf

destruction of Sheep andtº and jº". .
person by Dogs.

e

*.*.*.
to amend an Act

year of the Reign of Her present Majest
-

* Art Act to improve and simplify theº:
Common Law Side of the Supreme and C. C. Cº.

*º:
the Laws respecting the same."

-àn Act, to Consolidate part of th
"... .

P;
of the Colony.

p e

Floating

9–3n Act to provide for the Contin
-

of the Legislature.
gent Expenses

M.*. ..
to Her Majesty a Sum of

Money for the making and repairing of Road

and Bridges in this Colony.

g s, Streets

pâssed in the
27th

It will be observed that the leading featue of the stati.

manlike address of His Excellency is the subject ofCo

lonial Unicn; and we are glad to see the view
which

His Excellency propounds on this great question as

well as the fitting position accorded to it in his
closing

Speech. There cannot, we think, be a doubt of the

wisdom of the course adopted by the Legislature in

postponing its decision upon so momentous a
change,

until the opinion of the constituencies shall have bº

maturely formed; and it is satistaetory to see that His

Excellency considers this proceeding justified by those

circumstances under which the proposition came before

the local public. Nothing can be more obvious than

that an endeavour to precipitate such a measure
upon

a people who had never before given it a serious

thought, and amongst whom fears and prejudice wers

arrayed against it to a large extent, would have been

in any case a very hazardous experiment. The
very

idea of haste would have prompted to their mind,

conclusions the least favourable to the new order of

things, and the designs of dishonest opponents would

have found large and rapid promotion in the furors

thus created. It was quite possible, we know, that the

course of events should have so placed us as to have

forced the choice of braving the danger to which wº

refer–of accepting Confederation in the face of it, or

of excluding ourselves indefinitely from a place in the

Union. Had the other colonies been prompt to form

the league, the alternaive of keeping Newfoundlend

outside it “in the cold” would have involved a re.

sponsibility which few of us perhaps would have had

the herdihood to assume. The probability is that in

that event the Legislature at all events would have

adjudged it the lesser evil to accept the proposed con

ditions, and to trust to time and to the practical work:

ing of Confederation to windicate their conduct to

those whose true interests they felt they were con

serving. Happily we have been spared this trying

ordeal. The delay which had arisen in the sist-r prº

vinces in connexion with this matter has made our

course an easy one ; and the Consequent postpoesment

of a final judgment here insures that object which

His Excellency Judly holds to be so desirable—“ that

the community should fully understand the advantages

of that to which their assent is sought.” -

And while agreeing fully in this opinion, we canno

but approve of the eandour with which His Excellency

has indicated the expectation of the Imperial G -

vernment as to the part these colonies should

assume. It has bêen clear enough to most

readers of the views of British statesmen and the

British press that Confederation was not only an

anxious desire of our Imperial rulers, but that it couli

hardly be regarded as less than their foregone con

clusion.Its opponents have laboured hard to shut their

own and other mens' eyes to the many plain evi

dencáš of this state of feeling which have come under

view ; and the dreamiest delusions have been wrought

up to make-believe that the mother country desired

nothing more than that the colonies should please

themselves in the affair, and least of all would she

for a moment think of crossing any predilection of

her “old and loyal”.Newfoundlandſ However egre

gious these absurdities, there are those amongst us

who cherish them, as people so commºnly do cherish

favourite conceits notwithstanding all that light can

do to dispel them. We therefore think it weil an!

judicious that the recognised Hepresentative an I expo.

nent of Imperial policy has so explicitly de-la-e t

the judgment of the Imperial authorities on this ques

tion, and we do trust that His Excellency's emphatic

pronouncement will work with salutary effect in the

correction of misapprehensions and in preparing the

mind of the country for that change whose fore

shadowings are certainly neithér few nor indis

tin:t.

-º-º-º

Tha Rev. Dr. Howley lectured on Friday evening at

the Catholic Institute on the subject of the Pontificate

of Pius the Ninth. It was no easy task to impart new

interest to a historical and personal narrative with

which most Catholic readers are already so familiar;

yet it is most justly due to the Reverend lecturer to

say that he reached this high pitch of excellence with

out the least apparent effort and as if by some special

aptitude for the theme of his selection. We feel sure

that not one of his audience, however conver

sant with the subject, could say at the close of the

lecture that he had not gathered from it some new

matter or had not had old incidents and characteristicº

presented in c'earer and more attractive light than he

had known before. The lecture was evidently the

product of a thorough, exact knowledge of the eyents

of this most eventful Pontificate and of the various

causes and springs in which they had their origin. Ins'

allusions to the character and virtues of the Holy

Father, and the profound admiration with which they

had inspired the lecturer, possessed that peculiar

freshness and glow which personal acquaintance
with

His Holiness could alone have given. The Reverend

lecturer's own views, and his deductions from the

events he grouped together, evinced acute judgment

as well as deep learning; addin whatever respect we

consider this production, we feel how favoured is the

Institute in being presided over by one whom thos”

members who would excel as lecturers may so fit ?

select as their model,

* r
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Mothers
Mothers : T.

D procure Mrs. WINslow's Soothing

br children teething. This valuab.

the prescription
of one of the best

and nurses in the United States; it

for thirty years with never faili .

icºss by millions of mothers and chi’.

# feeble infant of one week old to the

only relieves the child from pain, but

! stomach and bowels, corrects acidity

and energy to the whole system.”f:

tantly relieve Griping in the Bowels and

We believe it the best and surest remedy

n all cases of Dissentery and Diarhºea in

ther it arises from teething or any other

directions for use will accompany each

e genuine unless the fac-simile of Curti;

on
the outside wrapper.

Price only 25

tle. Sold by all Medicine Dealers. Office

it, New York, and 205 High Holborn."

fland.

1RS. WINSLO
W,

bed Nurse and Female Physician, pr
esents

ion of mothers,
her Soothing Syrup for

hing, which greatly facilitates the process

by softening the gums, reducing all infia.

1 allay all pain and spasmodic action, and

gulate the bowels. Depend upon it, mo

give rest to yourselves, and relief and

jur inſants. We have put up and sold this

ver thirty years, and can say, in confidence

fit what we have never boen able to sa

r medicine—never has it, failed in a singſ,

effect a cure, when timely used. Never

w an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one

i. On the contrary, all speak delighted

*rations, an
d speaks in terms of commenda

magical effects and medical virtues. We

is matter “wha
t we do now,” after thirty

Brience, and pledge our reputation for the

of what we here declare. In almost every

here the infant is suffering from pair and

!, relief will be found in fifteen or twenty

fter the syrup is a laministered
. Full direc.

ising will accompanv each bottle. None

unless the fac-simile of Curtis, and Perkins,

º, is on the outside wrapper. Soid by Drug

ºghout the wºrld ... Principal Office, 48 Dey

Y, and 205 High Ho-born, England. Price

ents per bottle.

lowing is an extract from a letter written by

S Holme, Pastor of the Pierrepont-st
reet

hurch, Brook
lyn, N. Y. to the “Jºurnal an

d

r,” Cincinuati, O., and speaks volumes in

that world-renow
ned medicine, Mrs. WINs.

ºthing Syrup for Children Teething—"
We

; vertisement
in your c lumns of Mrs. Wins

thing Syrup. Now we never said a word in

a patent medicine before in our life, but we

elled to say to your readers that this is no

—we have tried it, and know it to be all it

It is probably one of the most successfu

* of the day, because it is one of the best

e of your readers who have babies can't do

an lay in a supply.”

J. DEARIN
, St. John's,

25. Agent for Newfoundla
nd.

PHOEN
LY FIRE

$$$II:Hić6 toilipany.

hibard Street and Charing Cross, London.
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ºromptitude with which all claims upon
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t and paid – as well as for the almost unlimited

which it affords, comp
rising in addition to the

yested Capital of the Cempany, the whole for

f a numerous Proprieta y, composed oſsom

most opulent gentlemen
and Merchants

in the

Kingdom.

PH.U.N IX ORFICE has carried on an exten

d successful business for upwards
of seventy

ars, The duty paid by it to Governmen
t for

nces in Great Iºri aim and Ireland exceed

U0 Sterling per unnuja.

ma! and short time Insurances
are undertaken

PHOENIX COMPANY
on almost every de

ºn of lisk, in Newfoundla
nd at a moderate rate

mium which may be know on application to

ints,at their office, in St. John's, where policies

ed free of charge.

W. & G. RENDEI.L,

Agents for Newsroundla
nd.
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STERI,ING.
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THIRD DIVISION
OF PROFITS.
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Scheme, Proposa
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ohn's,Newfo
undland,or

with one of the Agent"
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e of the Books for the Present Yea
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BY special Act of PARLIAM
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.
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William Henry Mare, Esq.

!dical Adviser—Henry Hunt Stabb, M D.

Agent—Frederick J. Wyatt. *
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y for £1000,ope
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Bolloway's Pill and Ointment Establishment,
244,

Strand, London,

SPECIAL
INTIMATI

ON.

The BENEFIT
S of Life Assurance with the

SMALLES
T OUTLA

Y,

combined with the FULLEST
SECURIT

Y.

This desirable object has been attained by the Policy

holders of the

Life.Association o
fScotland

By means of its Allocation of Profit in Cash towards

the Annual
Reduction ofthe Prem

iums payable for the

Policies, the older Policy-holders
paying at present

only 12s. 6d. (instead of 20s) per £1 of the Premiu
ms;

and by the fºllowing

REGULATI
ON FOR FURTHER

DIMINISH
ING

OUTLAY
FOR LIFE ASS

URANCE
.

Urtil the time when the premiums may
be expected

to be reduced by the application of
profits, the Assured

for £500 or upwards,
may leave unpaid a considerable

portion (one-third or one-fourth) of the premium
s tie

cessary to keep the policy in force. The unpaid part

is allowed to remain
in the hands of the Assured

as

long as he pleases, and he is not asked to pay intërest

thereon; but the amount, with accumulated
interest,

will be deducted from the sum assured at death, New

Entrants thus at once commence with

PAYMENT
S MUCH

#2"
THE TABULAR

ES,

and continue to make such reduced payments for six

years, when they become entitled to reduction of the

premiums by the application of Profits. They will,

nevertheless, r
eceive the same benefits and the same

Share of profit, as if the full premiums had been paid.

Present outlay is also further diminished by means of

the Associatio
ns

INCREAS
ING POLICIE

S

in which the sums Assured shall increase by the mere

lapse of time to dowble the original amount, without

corresponding
increase of premium ; and, under the

Participating
Class, the pr

emiums will be reducible by

application of Profits.

The Policies do Not Contain
several of the Res

PRICTions
commonly impesed on Assured Lives, and

conier on the Policy-holde
rs unusual and important

liabilities and privileges.

tºENTRANTs on or before 5TH APRIL

will secure a decided advantage
over later Entrants

- L. at the Division of Profit.

NEWFO
UN i)LAND

BRANCH
,

HEAL) ()FFICE.-ST. JOHN S.

DirthCTO
Rs :

H. K. Dickinson, Esq. Hon. James Cormack.

Robert Grieve, Esq.

Agent and Secretary....
.................

E. L. JARWIS.

7March

*AN CAS
HIRE

Insurance Company.

FIRE AND LIFE.

CAPITAL
TWG MILLIONS

STERLIN
G.

Head Office: Exchange-St
reet, Manchester

.

Board
OF DIRECTO

Rs t

John Todd, Esq., Chairman.

William H. Bradley, Esq. William Pilkington, Esq.,

John Clegg, Esq.
Blackburn

.

B. Darbyshire, Esq., Liv- Joseph Schofield, Esq.

erpool.
N. Shelmerdi

ne, Esq.

Alexander Ewing Esq., James Smith, Esq., Liver

Glasgow
pool.

Samuel Hargreaves, Esq. James Wagstaff, Esq., Lon

John Knowles, Esq.
don.

J. Robinson Kay, Esq., Edward Wanklyn, Esq.

Bury.
Barton Wood, Esq.

J. Schofield Mayson, Esq.

George Stewart, General Manager.

E. L. JARWIS,

Agent for Newfoundla
nd.

Consolatio
n for The Suffering.

—There is no

little consolation in the thought
that, however the im

postor may flºurish for the season, he cannot long

continue to delude mankind. How many men con

trive to acquire a brief and flashy reputation, and

then sink into disrepute and oblivion! . This is espe

clally true of the pretenders to medical skill, who, in

an age when diseases aboun
d, seek to inveigle them

selves into the confidence of the public, and to im

pose upon it with their noxious nostrums... W
e con

fess that years ago, when we first heard of the univer

sal celebrity of Professor Holloway, we distrusted his

lofty claims, and arrogated to ourselves a superiority

discernment
which would not allow him to entrap our

judgment. Most heartily do we beg his pardon for

the unjust imputati
on. A careful study of his system

convinced us that we were indeed mistak-n, and that

the world, to do him justice, should immediately, as it

undoubtedly will hereafter, rank
him foremost amongst

its benefactors, He has solved the mystery of human

diseases, and proved that all medical freatment, from

the time of Hunter, hes been based upon false princi

ples. Jenner did not effect a greater revolution in the

method of dealing with the small-pox, than Holloway

has done in the ordinary medical routine of the present

day. The human blood is not a mere fluid, coursing

through the veins and arteries, and partaking of the

mere qualities of other fluids. It is—startling as the

statement may appear—alive. It is, in plain words,

"the life of man." All physiologi
cal diseases, such as

indigestion, deranged kidneys, liver, heart, lungs,

*tomach, all impure secretions in the body, and a

large majority of epidemic and endemic diseases

have their origin, or at least their exciting cause

in the impure state of the blood. Cleanse that and

tep it cleansed, and no sickness can prostrate, or

even assail the system. Tris splendid discovery has

given a lustre to Holloway's
name, transcending

the

renown of heroes and statesmen.
We do not wonder

at the great fame he has acquired in Europe, Asia,

Africa, and Australia. We rejoice that he has visited

Sur own country and opened an establishment
in New

York, which will be a very Temple of Health, to our

own citizens. His Pills and Ointment are the most

LEGISLAT
IVE COUNC

IL,

THURSDAY, March 30th.

The house met at 4 o'clock,

On motion of hon J. O. FRASER, the Bill to provide

for the erection of Bridges across the Colinet and Rocky

Rivers, on the Placentia main road, was read a third

time and passed;—and it was ordered that it be taken

to the lawer house with a message announcing the con

currence of the Council thereto,

Hon. N. STABB, in reply to hon. J. S. CLIFT, laid on

the table of the house the Report of the Physician ef

the Luñatic Asylum
for 1864;--Report of the Physician

of the St. John's Hospital for 1864;-Report on the

sewerage of the town for 1864; and statement of expen

diture under the Road Act for 1864.

Hon JAMEs S. CLIFT, thanked
the organ of the go

vernment for his courtesy and promptitude in laying the

documents aske
d for before the house. He (Mr. Clift)

had moved for them because he understood they had

already been furnished to the lower house, The institu

tions to which they have reference
are all regulated

under Statute, and be believed it was an obligatory c
on

dition that each should furnish an annual report to the

legislature, giving a detailed account of their respective

management and expenditure.
Now the legislature

does not, he took it, mean the lower house alont, and

he considered that this house was
equally entiled to be

provided with them and in manuscript
form, and not

printed copies as some of these were ; because experi

ence has shown us that we can't always depend upon

the accuracy of printed copies of Bills and documents

that come before us. He thought that all returns and

reports, &c. laid before the Assembly should be inserted

in its Journals for the use of hon members, so as not to

oblige them to have reference to the records of the other

branch when information is required by them respecting

the various matters co
ncerned. These we e the reasons

that induced him to move for these document,

Hon R. J. PINsent agreed with the remarks of hon

Mr. Clift that it was necessary that copies of all such

documents as those now laid before the house should be

supplied to this as well as the other branch, and in

manuscript form ; for it was not a Parliamenta
ry course

to place before it printed papers when moved for. Now,

one of those documents
was marked on the outside as

“ ordered by the hon the House of Assembly to be

printed,” and to lay a paper betore this Jhamber in that

condition was an improper course, altnough he perfectly

acquitted the hon the organ of tue government of any

intention of discourtesy to the Chamber. He thought

the governmen
t should always have duplicates of all

such returns prepared, that, when laid betore the lower

branch, the
y might also be supplied to this house.

Hon N. STABB-These returns are all in manuscript,

except one which is printed. It being a very long

uocument,
and as it would take a cousiderable

time to

copy it, he unuught he suould supply it with the others.

There was no discourtesy
at all intended by him (Alr.

S.) If the hon gentle.uan
is satisfied to wait until to

murrow the priuted papers can be copied into manu

Script.

Hon Mr. CLIFT was satisfied, He did not impute any

discourtesy
to the hon gentleman, nor did he desire te

give annoyauce
or unnecessary

trouble to the goveru

duent.

--

The house then adjourned until Monda
y next.

Monday, April 3,

The house met at 4 o'clock.

A deputation from the lower house brought up for

concurrence
of the Council the Revenue Bill —s Bill to

provide for the retirement
of the present Chief Justice

of the Colony; and a Bill to provide for the erection of

a light-house
in the district of Burgso and LaPoile.

Also, a message stating that the Assembly had agreed

to the Council's amend
ments on the Volunteer organiza

tion Bill ; and that it had also agreed to the Bill sent

down from the Council to amend the Practice of the

Courts, with some amendments
, to which the con

uurrence of the Council was requested.

Hon the President intºmated to the house that it was

the intentiou of his Excellency
the Governor to close

the Assembly on Frinay next.

Hon N. STABB gave notice to move the suspension of

the 35th rule of the house for the remainder of the

Session.

The house then adjourned until to-morrow.

HIO USE OF ASSEMBL
Y.

Tuesdar, Feb. 28.

(Continued.)

Mr. WHITEwA
Y had heard the remarks of the hon.

and learned member for Trinity, who had just spoken with

regard to a decrease of our representation
, which he seem.

ed to fear would take place in the course of time, in the

lower branch
of the proposed confederate parliament.

He (Mr. W.) must confess that he failed to comprehend

the hon gentieman's long array of figures. The resolu

tion in the report of the Delegates referring to this

subject appeared very simple. It was this—"No reduc

tion shall be made in the number of members returned

by any section. unless its population shall have decreased

relatively to the population of the whole Union, to the

extent of five per centum.” Now, to illustrate the case,

assuming the whole population of the Union to be 4,000,

000, (which
was near the present numbers) five per cent

on this wou'd be 200,000. Our present population

must therefore decrease 280,000 before we could be de

prived of a member. Our population was now only

130,000, therefore the Island must be depopulated be

fore we could lo-e a representive.
But he (Mr. W.)

would read what Mr. Galt said upon this subject, when

addressing his constituents at Snerbrooke, C. E.; and

surely his was an opinion on the construction
of the

resolutions
which the hon member for Trinity would

respect. He said, “The house would never have less

than 194 members, but it would increase at a very slow

rate, &c.” There was no ground for anticipating that

our representation
would ever be reduced below 8... If

vations upon the subject inasmuch as it proposed to

postpone the consideration
of the question of confeder.

ation for a twelvemonth
, until the next session

of the Legislature, and as there appeared to be a major

ity of the house favourable to that view, he deemed it

would be a wise policy to avail oneself of all the time

thereby afforded, reserving his opinion until called

for. But he differed from hon gentleman as to the

advisability of adopting this resolution, for reasohs which

he would state presently
, After the very ab e argumentativ

e

and eloquent speeches which he had heard within the

last two or three days, from the hon the Attorney Gen.

eral and the hon member for Placentia and St. Mary's,

Mr. A. Shea, it would seem at first almost impossible for

any one entertaining a favourable opinion of the proposed

scheme for confederati
on, to discover any topic connected

with the subject which had not been fully treated by

these gentlemen.
They had reviewed and discussed it

by the light , , of history, political philoso

phy, and the laws which govern mank nd in their rela

tions to each other individually, collectively an
d as na

tions. Reference had been made to the solid advantages

inveriably derived from the union of petty states on fair

and equitable terms under one firm and enlightened

government. We had heard every union spoken of,

from the days of the Saxon Heptarchy down to the

union of the two Canadas. They had treated it in its

moral, social, physicial financial and commercial aspects.

But still, if every hon gentleman in the House had spok

en upon the subject, it was one of such vast importatice

and so varied in its ramifications,
that he (Mr. W.) ven

tured to

W.
there would remain some point untouched.

He (Mr. W.) had heard the hon member for St. John's

West (Mr. Renouf) compare our position under
the pro

proposed union to that of Poland and Hungary under

Itussia and Austria. Such a comparison needed no com

ment, and he could not believe the hon gentleman was

sincere in comparing the union of free states on equal

terms, with equitable representati
on, with that which

was no union at all, but a compulsory
binding of the

oppressed to the despot. He (Mr. W.) gave the hon

gentleman credit for sincerity in the determined

opposition he had shewn, and for the zeal and industry

which he had displayed; but in doing so he thought his

remarks, as applied to the hon Attorney General and

Mr. Shea, that
“it must be a very bad cause which re

quired to be advocated
by such long epeeches,”

were

º
applicable to the honorable gentleman himself

or he had occupied the time of the Hous
e for a longer per

riod than either of them. He (Mr. W.) believed that

considerable ad
vantage to this colony would result from

the free intercommun
ication which would be brought

about between the several 1'rovinces now separated, and

to a certain extent antagonistic. Free intercourse
with

our neighbours would tend to elevate our minds from

those narrow and selfish views which invariably prevail

with men living in an isolated condition.
If it were

calculated to do no more than to raise our thoughts

above and draw them away from our present sectarian

differences, and give us something to think about outside

of ourselves and our petty disputes, it would be a benefit,

and promote social happiness. If we looked around

among those who had expressed opinions upon
the sub

ject,we shoula find but very few who were opposed to con

federation in the abstract; the difficulty seemed to be

altogether on
matters of cetail; and parties inside and

outside this house appeared dissatisfied with the Quebec

resolutions
as the basis. A little time and reflection

would probably have the eff, ct of doing away with many

of these objections : a reactiou, to
a certain extent, alrea

dy had taken place in the public mind. When the reso

lutions were placed on the table some gentlemea had

rushed fom the House, it may be actuated by political

motives, and endeavoured to alarm the people and raise

a popular clamour, saying that the government
were

about to force the adoption of these resolutions up
on the

House at once, that they were going to sell the countr
y to

Canada, to forsake the British flag for a Canadian, &c., &c.

Great excitement
prevailed for a day or two, and a pub

lic meeting
was called, at which, however, (the agitation

having been somewhat
calmed} not a single objec

tion was expressed as to the principle of Conderacy

and it resulted in a petition in which tiune was asked

for consideration of the subject, it being new and of such

great importance to our future. This was a reasonable

request. Although he (Mr. W.) fully concurred in the

principle of confederation ; he was, like many others,

not prepared to accept the report in its totality. He

believed it was laid duwn as a consequence
necessarily

involved in the adoption of this report, that a uniform

tariff would
follow. If such was the case, he felt hostile

to such a measure, for when we compared the condition

of the Canadian peasants who
consumed but few dutiable

articles,
with that of the fisherman of Ncw

found, who consumed
little else but duitable

articles, a uniform tariff would at first operate unfairly

upon our people. But whilst he entertained these views now

he was free to confess that in the course of time, when

Canadian manufactures
found their way into our markets,

and we had our local manufact
ures this objection would

be overcome. Some parties had said that Canada could

not manufacture
enough for herself, and that it was

absurd to suppose she could supply us. This certainly

contrasted with the outcry raised in Nova Scotia by the

anti confederates,
where they seemed to be afraid of

being flooded by Canadian manufactured
goods. We

had, however, heard undeniable proof from the bon

member for Carbonear, Mr. Rorke, of what Cauada can

do as regards leatherware.
But wily should not New

foundland be
come a manufacturi

ng country P. We had

all the facilities for it. We had good water power and

cheap labour. Why should all our hides and seal skins

be exported P Although fer soune time he (vir. W )

had been sceptical as to the bright prospects watch some

entertained
respecting the number of sneep which might

be kept on the island, still atter the retuns which had

*54-In consideration
of the transfer to the Genera

Parliament of the powers of Taxation, an annual grant

in aid o each Province, shall be made
equal to 80 cents

per head of the population, as established by
the Census

of 1861, the population of Newfoundlan
d being estimated

at 130,000. Such aid thall he in full settlement of all

further demands upon the General Government
for local

purposes, and shall be paid half yearly in advance to each

Province,”

was not enough for their local expenditure unless these

provinces were allowed to retain these sources of revenue.

Now we had no direct taxation, and at present were

deriving nothing from our mines; but all our expenses

were defrayed out of the customs’ revenue, which we

were to give up to the General Government
. 80 cents

per head for our population would therefore supply an

amount insufficient, by
$150,010, for the wants for our

local, Govern
ment and it was proposed to raise this

sum by transferring our Crown Lands, &c, to the Con

federate Government.
It appeared to him (Mr. W.)

to involve the conclusion
that we must submit to bs

taxed to the extent of $150,000, in order that we might

enter the Confederacy, on an equal footing with the

other Colonies, or, in other words, because we
were taxed

relatively $150,000 less than the other Colonies, we

must give up our.Crown Lands and mines; and hence

forth we should be ever debarred from looking to them

as a source of revenue, no matter what our requirements

might be. This was manifestly unjust to Newfoundland

which was made to suffer because not so heavily
taxed

as the sister Provinces
at the time of Union. It had

been said that our Crown Lands, mines and minerals

were worth nothing. If that was the case those gentle

men were correct, who said we gave nothing, and that

the $150,000, was a gilt. But he (Mr. W.) differed

from these hon gentlemen.
He believed them to be of

great value, and looked forward to the time when the

mines of this Ireland would be one of its riches resources.

It must be remembered
that very lately attention had

not been directed generally to the subject. It was only

last year that the first money was voted hy this House

for a geological survey; and the report of Mr. Murray

gave us reason to believe we had much mineral wealth.

That very enterprising gentleman who
m we all so highly

esteemed, Mr. Bennett, was
the only one, until within

the last half dozen years who had done anything toº

wards developing this resource; and he (Mr. W.) be

lieved that Mr. Bennett, now had fair prospects for an

ample return. Again, those parts of the report which

propose to define the powers of the General Govern

ment and those of the Local Governments,
were not

sufficiently
clear and explicit. There seemed to be

ample room fºr cailwing upon this point, and for a

can flict of opinion upon that which should be as clear an

the light. He (Mr. W.) observed that the London

Times had an article upon this subject, which
we would

take the liberty of reading.

“But the most important
clause in the whole Reso

lutions, and, unfortunatel
y, by no means the easiest to

understand,
is the one which defines the powers of the

Central Federative
Legislature.

We have expressed

the opinion, which we believe is generally held in the

American Colonies, that while certain subjects should

be delegated to the Local Legislatures, the Central

Legislature should have full power of making laws on

every thing relating to the Federation, in strict anology

tº the powers possessed by
the Imperial Parliament;

or

that if there be any exception to those powers, it should

be only with regard to those subjects which are es.

pecially delegated to the Local Legislatures. We are

sorry tº say that neither of these plans has been adop

ted. By Resolution 2
9, the General Parliament shall

have power to make laws for the peace, welfare, and

good government
of the Federated Provinces (saving the

sovereignty of England)
and especial laws respecting the

following subjects.” . Then follow thirty-six heads of

legislation, an
d a thirty-seventh

, which is as follows:–

“And generally respecting all matters of a general

character, not
specially and exclusively reserved for the

Local Government,
and Legislatures.”

We cannot find

that the Local Legislatures
have any exclusive power

of

legislation given them. They have power by the 43rd

Resolution to make laws respecting seventeen subjects,

the eighteen being—“And generally all matters of a

F.
or local nature not assigned to the General

arliament,”
It is exceedingly difficult to construe these

provisions. First, general powers of legislation are

given in the widest terms to the General Parliament;

then a power is given especially to make laws on thirty

seven subjects, one
of those being all matters of a general

character not exclusively reserved to the Local Legisla

tures. Nothing is exclusively reserved to the Local

Legislatures
, and it would “e

m, therefore, that the effect

of this clause is to cut the power of central legislation

down to matters of a general character—
a most vague

and unsatisfactory
definition, and one sure, if it be

retained, to produce conflict and confusion.
In the

aaze way, what are matters of a private and local nature

not assigned to the General Parliament P We have

failed to discover any matters of a private and local

nature which are so assigned, and therefore the power

will be limited by the words “private ’ and “ local ; so

that the effect of these clauses will be that, beyond the

subjects attributed to each, the Central Legislature
will

have jurisdiction over general matters, whatever they

are, and the Local Legislature
over local matters, w

hat

ever they are; while it is in the highest degree doubt

ful what the Courts would consider general and what

local, and whether the Central Legislature, has any

concurrent jurisdiction over private and local matters

or no.

* The inaccuracies
are probably the result of a sue

cession of compromises
, and we can do ng better ser

vice to the Federative movement than by thus oarly

recently been
obtained, it must be evident that by the

destruction of the dogs, the breeding of sheep could be

raised to an important interest. Supposing, for instance,

a million of sheep were kept, and this was a small esti

mate, we might calculate on between three and four

millions pound
s of wool. Why then might not woollen

factories be put in operation here to great advantage *

And why not cotton tactories. We could import, the

raw material as cheaply as our weighbourº.
All we

wanted was a market, and this confederatio
n would give

us. There were other portions of the report of the

delegates which he (Mr. W.) could not assent to. First

—it was resolved in the 66tn sec. that Newfoundlan
d

should cede ail her Crown lands, mines and minerals to

the General Government, aud receive in lieu there!oº an

annual allowance of $10,000
whilst Canada, New

Brunswick, No
va Scotia, and P. E. Island retaineu their"

for the purpose of uneir local governmants. .
Wny was

this distinction mad
e 2 We were told that in the

other

provinces the Crown lands, mines
and ulinerals

were

sources of revenue, whi
ch they could not give up, and

that in each of these provinces there existed systeus of

direct taxation and municipal regulations, that the 80

wonderlul sanatives which science and skill have yet

Produced.—N. Y. Sunday Times,

he (Mr. W.) concurred in the resolution now before

the house, he should prºbably at present offer no obser

º

cents per head mentioned in
sec. 64, watch runs taus :

| pointing them out. The
Resolutions

ask for the cº

operation of the . Local and
linperial Parliaments

for

; the purpose of giving them effect, and we have no

; doubt that, before they assume, the form of law, they

| in have undergone consideration
and scrutiny fully

commensura
te to their importance.

Of the wisdom of

the principle involved, we have no doubt, and we have

much pleasure in, giving our tribute to the ability with

which, on the whºe, that principle has been worked

out, in spite of difficulties and oostructions,
of which

our own negotiations
for the union of Scotland and

Ireland can furush us only with a very faint idea.”

When, therefore, parties at a distance and disinterested

are at a loss to understand parts of these, resolutions,

framed by 32 of the leading politicians of the British

North Auerican Provinces, in which there should be no

room for a doubt as to there meaning, our delegates

must not be surprised that
we whose interests are

sovital

ly affected, should narrowly scrutinize every line of the

report, and see that our rehts were definitely protected

and secured. It in ust be remembered
that the hon the

Speaker andMr.Shea,were
delegated by oºr gove

rnment

to proceed on their unission to Quebec, he (Mr. W. )

}
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believed. at less than a week's notics. The subject of

Confederation was one which had not heretofore en

gaged much of the attention of the public men of this

country, whilst it had been before the Legislatures of

the adjoining provinces for years. These gentlemen,

therefore, went under great disadvantages, but the

ability which they had displayed at the conference re

flected credic upon themselves and our Government,

in their judicious selection. The Solicitor General had

complained that our fisheries were to be under the

control of the General Government. He (Mr. W.)

considered it the best thirg that could happen, Then

we might hope for some legislation which would result

in their encouragement and protection. We had at:

tempted legislation as regards our cod-fishery, and had

done nothing. We had enacted laws respecting our

salmon and herring fisheries, which were a dead letter

upon our statute book, because we had no means to

rovide for sufficient superintend
ency and police regu

F. to carry these laws into execution; and the re

st it is that our salmon fishery is all but destroyed, and

our other fisheries are declining. How unfavourably

did our action regarding our fisheries contrast with the

poiicy adapted by Canada, notwithstanding that in

Canada they were only a minor staple ef industry,

whilst in this country our fisheries were all we had at

present to rely upon. A reference to the annual report

for 1863 of the superintendents of the Canadian fish

eries will show their watchful anxiety over this blanch

of industry. The report is in spamphlet of some 76

ages, closely printed, contain.ng much that is of deep

interest to ourselves. Here we have from the pen of

one of these Superintendent's a scientific view—the

full description of every fish found in Canadian waters,

seas and rivers; accurate statistical information as to

the general products, and as to each particular branch;

vessels, boats and men, where and how engaged, and

in fact most elaborate details of ail that is interesting

concerning the subject. We find that the whole pro

duce of the Canadian fisheries in the Gulf and Lower

St. Lawrence in 1863, including seal and whale oil,

was$329,160, and that the amount expended in super

intending, encouragement and protection,was $30,658

or over £6000 sterling, the amount paid by the Cana

dian Government in bounties, for one year, is over

$9000. They have made Gaspe a free port, solely with

a view to the encouragement of their fisheries; in fact,

so fully alive do they seem tº be to the advantages

which mist flow from a watchful care over this inter

est that nothing appeals left undone in order to devel

ope it. He (Mr W.) would take the liberty of reading

a paragraph from this rºyort of Pierre Fortin, Esq.,

showing that al.hough some in this country are under

the iupression that Canada can supply nothing for

our fisneries, the French and others are of a different .

opinion.
-

“The port of Gaspé has had this year the visit of

three foreign men-of-war
. First the French steam

corvette La Marceau, carrying 8 guns, Commander

Wavin, came during the month of July, to take on .

boar] Mr. le Baron Gauldrèe Boilleau, French Consul,

who was proceeding to study on the spot the resources

of the country bordering the waters of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, with the intention of creating, or rather

developing the trade with the French possessions of

Newfoundland; and it is by making better known to

the French merchants and outfitters the different kinds

of produce supplied by Canada and the other British

provinces, in order to supply the numerous wants of

their immense fisheries, and establishing the articles

the can give in exchange, that this desirable end can

be attained in a safer manner. There is no doubt bit

that this trip of Mr. Boilleau, whose intelligence and

capacity have been so well appreciated in Canada, will

produce in a future period advantageous results to the

trade of our country, as well as to that of France.

“The United States, armed schoons: George Mag

num, Commander Collins, (carrying 7 guns and a

crew of 70 men), which, according to rumour, had

cruised during a while in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

expecting to meet cruisers from the Confederate States,

also came in the basin of Gaspe, but remained only a

few days. This vessel was of nearly the same tonnage

as La Canadienne.

Lostly, his Majesty Victor Emmanuel's frigae, the

San Giovanni, of 28 guns, Commander Count Fraa

di Bruno, with a crew of 360 men, stayed there from

the middle of August till the end of September. The

populaticn welcomed this vessel with pleasure, for it

was seen that her presence was a proof that the princi

pal branch of trade of this part of Canada, that of cod

fish, had, since a few years, by its extensive develop

ment, dawn the attention of foreign countries, and

especially Italy, where so great a quantity of our dried

fish is consumed.

“Already an Italian consulate had been established

last year at Gaspe Basin, and Mr. Horatio Leſboutil

lier had been chosen to fill this important post. To

the advantageous information respecting our country

furnished by this gentleman to the Italian Minister of

Commerce, is mainly due the presence of the San

Giovanni in our waters.

“The communder of the frigate understood at once

the importance and wealth of our maritime fisheries,

and he intends to make them known to his Govern

ment in a special report, in which he will show,

amongst other things, the advantage for Italian vessels

to come and purchase at our free port of Gaspe a part

of the codfish they require, and bring us in exchange

the products of their country, such as olive oil, dried

and preserved fruits, and especially hemp, which is

cultivated on a large scale in the centre of Italy, and

of which we already make a considerable use in Cana

da since the establishment of cable factories.

“Mr. Horatio LeBoutillier had especially drawn

the attention of the Italian Government
to the advan

tage or the war vessels of their country, stationed on

the shores of North America, to buy their provisions

in our ports; this was done for the frigate San Gio

canni, which bought at Gaspe or at Montreal, through

the agency of the Italian Consul, provisions, and a

good deal of other stores, for a six months' cruise,

amounting to $12,000; the good quality and cheap

ness of which was well appreciated by the commissa

riat on board.

“The urbanity and politeness of the commander

Count Fraa di Bruno, and the steadiness of his crew,

won the esteem and the respect of the whole popula

tion of Gaspe, and he, the commander, gave hopes

that our maritime shores, and especially the port of

Saspe, would again, next year, be visited by one of

his Majesty's frigates; and no doubt that when the

Route will be so well traced, merchant vessels from

ltaly will hasten to follow.”

The report concludes as follows:–

"I will conclude by stating that our fisheries are,

compared to what they formerly were, in a state of

Pºp-Perity, thanks to the liberal encouragement and

effectual protection of the Government, and I hope

*bat this encouragement, either in the snape of boun

ties, or free ports, will not fail, so that the fisheries

may sºon acquire a development which will cause

** to be ºwnsidered all over the country as one of

the largest and most poun...ive industries of Canada.”

The Canadians are fostering, in every way possible,

their fisheſus, whilst we are asleep and a losing our

so e dependence to be destroyed without an effor. to

sustain it. Compare this ºbie report with the meagre

documents which emanate lion our Iriend who goes to

the Labrador in hi- l.tºle cu ter every summer ; and

the sum, a pended by the Jaladians, with the paltry

£500 which is all we afford to lay cut in protecting

this all important interest. If then, the Canadians

now are so zealous in promoting their fisheries, was

there not ample reason to believe that the same policy

would dictate the action of the Confederate Govern

ment, particularly when we consider how deeply, Son

cerned in the same direction are the provinces of New

brunswick and Nova Scotia with their extensive fish

eries. But out of the Confederacy, what
would be our

condition in relation to foreign countries where existed

our principal fish markets? Is it not likely that every

effort would be made to benefit so important an inter

est in the adjoining provinces, when they would bring

the powerful influence of a great Confederation, backed

by Great Britain, to bear, in order to procure aiyan

tages; and is it at all probable that we should
be

admitted to share in those privileges whilst we

remained separate and opposed to them * We were

evidently impotent of ourselves, as to advancirg this

interest; and the sooner we had ass stance, the sooner

we should progress. It had been stated that this

project of Confederation had its origin in a fear, on

the part of Canada, of invasion from the United States.

Whether this was true or not, it mattered little what

was the immediate cause of the scheme. The time,

he (Mr. W.) believed, had arrived, when these Colo

nies were bound o provide towards their defence,

Nay more, there was a reaolution on the Journals of

the House, by which the country was pledged to do

so. . But supposiog Canada was attacked, should we

not be bound at the call of Great Britain, to go to her

assistance, whether united under Confederacy or not?

Even, for our own safety, should we not be obliged

to do so? If Canada heeame a prey to the United

States, we may rest assured that we should soon

follow ; and certainly, should we now refuse to adopt

a measure highly approved by the British Government,

and prefer remaining in our selfish isolation, we could

hardly expect that Great Britain would make such

exertions to preserve our Island, as some gentlemen

had said, “as a bright jewel in the Imperial Grown.”

We, no doubt thought a great deal of ourselves; but

in reality, we were very small. Why, last year Great

Britain had sent nearly double our

Fºl.
º

emigrants to other countrys. In case of war between

Great Britain and the United States now; from

whence would we obtain our supplies of provisions 2

Some would say—from Europe, as we did in days

gone by. But what would we have to pay for them P

By confederacy we were building up within ourselves

a grand emporium, from whence to supply our re

quirements, regardless of the tumults which might

convulse other nations. He [Mr W.] would tske the

liberty of reading articles from the Colonial Presbyte

rian and St. John N. B. Courier, interesting upon

this subject. The former says—“In a political point

of view, every one will admit that, other things being

equal, union, unless physical and geographical con

sidenatious hinder, would be desirable. Now ... it can

not be denied, and no candid reasoner will deny, that

in Federation we should have to contend with serious

physical difficulties, but it might give the ability to

help to “annihilate time and space,' and muke five

Federated provinces “happy.” Defence must gan

by centralizition; it must gain by British cooperation

with colonial spirit and manliness, and, if need, be,

sacrifice.—We have a country which we should pre

serve from anarchy within, ºr aggression without ; wº

have a noble free-hold domain, in which no hereditary

burdens need crush the efforts, blight the hopes, or

quench the aspirations of future freemen. This inhe

ritance is worth the price of insurance, even if that

should be high. The millennium has clearly not yet

arrived, so we must insuls, be the cest what it may.

We do not know that any power will ever attack;us;

we are not aesolutelp certain that we could, even with

British aid, repel all attacks without tearful loss and

damage to our cities and country, but it sure j will

not be found easy to suite down, and keep down

millicns of patriotic men, resolved to repel invasion,

in a country walled with gunboats an i ships of war,

with an oli, rich and powerful nation at their back,

fighting in self-defence, for national existen je. Ou

our own account we should at least make the attempt,

on account of old England we should do so.--Thºse

who tell us that she is ready to part with ber colonial

prestige may represent a certain portion of Euglish

sentinuent ; but there is no reason to think they re

present the views of the British Government. English

statesºnen are too wise not to recognise the fact that

British America, shielded in its youth, might, as its

millions increase to tens and twenties, and upwards,

tº be able to rally to the defence ofthe uld flag, should

the despots of Europe ever combine to tranuple it in

the dust. Here the navies, the armies of England

might find men and material resources, but if no spirit

of self-sacrifice can now be evolved, we would be of

little value to England, and do liitle credit to our

selves.”

The latter, a paper which has always been remark.

able for the moderation of its tone in discussing public

questions, and holding a high position among Colonial

journals, says:

“But why caval about a few cents per head in a

question where so many important interests are in

wolved, and where the results are calculated to affect

so vitally the fatnre of these North American Colo

nies? The matter should be regarded from a higher

stand point than that of a few additional cents per

head of indirect taxes. The signs of the times por.

tead an early change in the position of these Provin

cºs. What that change shall be is within the power

of the people themselves to determine. Admitting,

as all will, that we cannot much longer remain in our

present isolated condition, on the confines of a warlike

neighbor, with different tariffs, different laws, and

different currency, there are but two alternatives open

for us, one or the other of which we must choose at no

distant day—we must either drift into “the maw of

the greaf democracy,” or
we must become a consolida

ted government, acknowledging allegiance to the

Sovereign of the British realm, whose virtues we so

much revere, and to a government beneath whose

aegis the rights and liberties of tee subject, whether

peer or peasant, are jealously guardsd, So circum

stanced, there is little doubt as to which of the two

alternatiaes the people of these Provinces, whose loy

alty is proverbial, and whose respect for British laws

and British customs is unsurpassed, will make choice,

and there can be little question as to which of the two

conditions would be most to our advantage. A few

cents per head in addition to the amonnt we now have

to pay, will be but a drop in the bucket compared with

the weight of responsibility and bebt we would have

to bear if annexed to the Republic. Having then

signified our preference for Union among ourselves

rather than ot onnexation to the States, the next

point to consider is the kind of Union we should

adopt. This is au important point, but it is one which

the careful student of past history and the thoughtful

observer of present realities will find little difficulty

in deciding. A Federal Union such as is in operation

in the S-afes, where the powers oi the Central and the

State Governments clash, and where there is no Ex

cutive fresponsibility, would not work harmoniously;

nor would a Legislative Union operate satisfactorily

over a wide extent of territory and among people

whose interes's are so divers,fied as those of the

British Provinces. What we require is a Union that

will give to a Central Government the contrºl iſ; met

ters of general interest; and leave to the Local Legis

latures the power of regulating matters of a purely

local cuaracter; the former body to take coanizance

Il new matters for which special provision has not

§: made. This appears to be the kind of Union

which is developed in the Confederation scheme, and

it is the one most likely to meet the approval of the

whole people. There may be some deſects in the

details; there may be sone inequalities which will re

quire ractifying; but shall we neglect the scheme on

that account? As yet the opponents of the sheme

have not pointed on better er more equitable; whe

ther a further siſting of the question will enable them

to do so we leave time to determine."

He (Mr W.) was surprised at the statement of the

hon member for Ferryland, Mr Glen, that our ex

penditure for the last 8 or 10 years averaged £13,000.

He (Mr. W.) believed that statement to be incor

rect. The hoa member had applied the present Cana

dian tariff to Newfoundland, and
had told us that,

under it, our revenue would be £145, whilst we

should only receive from the Confederate Governmen
t

#112,000. It was not fair to apply the Cana

dian tariff. He may just as well apply the tariff of

New Brunswick or Nova Scotia, and tell us what

our revenue under these would be. The Confeder

ate tariff would be altogether a new one, adopted by

the Confederate Parliament, having due regard to

each part of the Union; and when we saw that Canada,

New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia produced within

one-fourth as much fish as we did, and the desire

evinced by Canada to promote her fisheries at present,

we might fairly augur well for the protection of our

fishery interest. Would not the prosperity of New

foundland be the prosperity of Canada also. Could it

be supposed for one momeut that a policy would be

would be adopted inimical to the interest of any oae

province Of what advantage would it be to the

whole, to work an injury to any of its parts P Is not

the prosperity of Burged and LaPoile, although far

away from St. John's,the prosperity of Newtoundland?

It has been said that Newfoundland is too remote

from the seat of Government to profit in any equal

degree with the other Provinces; and hon gentlemen

wno are opposed to Newfoundland eutering the union,

say it would be of advantage for the other Provinces

to do so, because they are on the main, but we are

isolated. He (Mr. W.) bel.eved that we were not

nearly so much isolated from Q lebec as the district

of Twillingate and Fogo is from St. John's. With

Quebec we now have means of communication, an
d

under confederation facilities would be afforded by a

regular line of steamers in summer, and by steamers

and railroads in winter. But as regards Twillingate

and Fogo, during the winter months we could not

even convey a letter thither; and although he (Mr.

W.) had been for the last four sessions urging upon

the government the establishment of a system of

couriers for the conveyance of mails through the

country to these extern districts, he had always been

met by the cry of poverty and of inability from want

of funds to carry out his views. A change of some

whether it was confederation or something else, was

devously to be wished for. It had been also stated

that Canada wanted our revenue to enrich her impov.

arished exchequer. Nothing could be more ridiculous.

Canada with her $60,000,000 of debt, was better off

than we are wito our small debt. There they have

large public inprovements to shew for it; while ours

has been incurred in the relief of
poverty, with ºut a

single vestige of improvement remaining to the coun

try. Canada, in return for her debt, has 2000 miles

of railway in operation, which have cost $100,000,000

—one bridge alone has cost #12,000,000; she has

4500 miles of telegraph wire, over which three quar

ters of a million of in-ssages are annually sent; she

has 230 miles of canºl-, which cost $16,000,000, and

through which 3,000,000 tons of freight passed last

year; she has 15.000 miles of mail routes, 2000 post

offices, the income of which exceeds the expenditure.

This is what Canada has to show for her debt. What

have we to show for ours ? No one who has ever

visited Canada but has been astonished at her in

mense resources, and the opportunity which is every

where presented for the investment of money, Why

is it that her debantures are at a discount P Simply

because no one is desirous of investing mon-y at 6 or

7 per cent. when there are opportunities in all direc

tions for investing it at rrom 14 to 15, upon excellent

security. Here the reverse was the case. We had no

means of investing our money in any direction, and

were giad of the opportunity of paying a premium of

4 to 5 per cent. tor the privilege of investing it in 5

per cent. debentures. . . A party with a few hundred

pounds here was afraid to lend on mortgage. Our

landed property had become so frightfully depreci

ated, and there was no sign of improvement. Our

public debt had increased, since 1855, from £111,

wu9 to £213,000, and what public works had we to

shew 2 Due vist pile of pauperism. . We had spent

our reveaue in relieving the distressed, and now pow

erty had become an institution in the country; and

this was all we had to shew for our debt. Could the

hon. the Solicitor General, or other gentlemen

who oppsºd the principle of confederation, point

out a remedy for our difficulties Each party had

been in pºwer during the last nine years, and he has

been associated with both ; yet he had failed to

introduce any measure calculated to remedy the

evils which exist. Our middle class and our trades

people are fast disappearing. He says we want good

fisheries and factories; ba: san we expect large fac

tories to be establishment when there is only a liait

ed market? The difficulties which manufacturers have

to coutend with, was aptly illustrated in the case of

Mr. Wall's bakery at River-head. Such was the pre

judice in favour of Hamburg bread, together with

the limited market in which he could operate, that it

took him years before he could convince the people

that he could give them as good an article, at a cheap

er rate, than they could import. None but a man

of Mr. Wail's indomitable perseverance would have

overcome these obstacles. Now we have several baker

ies established, and most of the bread used is made in

the country. Had no benefit been derived therefrom ?

Had Mr. Wail at first a more extended sphere for ac.

tion, his success would have been more rapid, or com

petition would have been produced, resulting to the

public good. Complaints were frequently heard that

capital realized in this country was withdrawn from

it, and expended elsewhere ; and that as soon as a

man had made a little money he always left us. Well,

every man had a right to spend his money where he

pleased ; but if we could afford inducement for men

of means to continue among us, by offering them op

portunities for political ad t as our rep
-

atives in the Confederate Parliament, is it not proba

ble that, in course of time, it would have the effect of

retaining capitalists in the country P. They would pre

fer such positions to retirement and private life on

the banks of the Clyed in England. No doubt this

scheme would be opposed by those who were desirous

of perpetuating our present Local Legislature, in all

ts little grandeur, for the sake of the simall crumbs

that might be picked up within the circle of its patro

nage; for und-r Confederation the business of ex

pending the £79,000 we should get from the General

Government, which was, after all, more than our

present revenue, would be done by a much smaller

body than our present very expensive Legislature ;

but it would be at less cost, and consequently there

would be more money for public -improvements.
It

should be remembered that this subject did not come

before us without authority. It had been approved of

by the first satesmen in the worid, and strongly re

º

commended; among whom he might name Lord

Durham who was most eminently qualified to
give a

an opinion. He advised Union of the Provinë. º:

he (Mr. W.) might refer back as far as 1814, ºn.

the father of Her Majesty, the Duke of Kent, hº .

a letter to Mr. Sewell, then Chief Justice ºf ...

Çanada, highly approved of a similar proposition *

Again, the Duke of Newcastle urged the accompliº.

ment of this grand idea. We also saw the lºft.

Colonial_politicians in each province, buryingj

party differences, and anxious to promote the
general

gºod, by carying the union into effect. W. it.

among ourselves.

erally opposed in their politicial views, and represent

ing various interests in the country, were agreedup.

this subject, and he (Mr. W.) thought that the
opin

ion of meu of this staunp, both out of the
country and

in it, would have a little more weight than thos: who

raised the cry that the country was going to be sold

to Canada. The project for confederation received

his firm support ; but not upon the terms of the R.

port of the Delegates. He (Mr. W.) thought better

terms might be obtained, and he was opposed to a

postponement of the consideration of the Report until

next year. He thought we should now be engaged

in discussing the details and the conditions upon

which we were prepared to enter the union,and having

come to an understanding upon these points, ſº

should adopt resolutions expressing our view,

and containing our reasons ; and the Governmen:

should be authorised to take such steps as may be

expedient for protection our interests, in the shape

of a delegation to the Imperial Parliament or oth.

wise, as occasiou required. Canada had already adopt.

ed the report ; New Brunswick would in all probabili.

ty do the same, and although Nova Scotta seemed to

be hesitating, there was every reason to believe that

it would be carried in the Legislature of that Pº

vince by . a large majority. What, then, would be

our position, should they go to the Imperial Paſſ.

ment for an act to perfect the union during the present

session, after this house had been dissolved P but in

teres's would be neglected, and he (Mr. W.) thought

we should be recreaut to the interests of our conti.

ents, if we did not arm our Government with
power to

act upon any emergency that might occur. He was

sorry that in the discussion of this matter allusion hal

been made to the depressed coniition of the Colony.

It mad: us feel ashamed at our poverty : but it wº

absolutely necessary that facts should be stºi, H.

trusted that we should embrace the opportunity no.

afforded us, of rising from our degrafed and isºlatsi

condition, that we should extend the hand of friend.

ship to our brethºrn in the sister Provinces, and unite

in formin: the nucleºs of what, not long hence would

be a great and powerful nation.

(To be continued.)

EveRYTHING IN SEAsox. That grey hairs are hon.

orable in old age is a proverbill matter ; b it are

they so in youth P Mrs. S. A. ALLEx s World's

Hair Restorer and Zylobalsamum, or Hair Dressing,

are suited to botn young and old, they restore gray

hair to its youthful color, giving the roots the natural

nourisment. They renew, preserve and increase the

growth. Every Druggist sells them. J. J. Dearin

Sole Agent for Newfoundland, to whom all orders

must be addressed.
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ST. JOH.V’S :

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1865.

We have had no further arrivals from the Seal Fishery

at this port than those we have already announced,

and, naturally enough, the prospects of the voyage

form the chief subject of public anxiety. It was a

great relief to have heard of the arrival at Carbonear

on last Monday, of the Superior, which, though in a

leaky state, brought in 2800 seals, and wih them

favourable accounts of several St. John's and Goncep

tion Bay vessels which were seen doing well with

seals. Since then we also learn of the arrival of the

Rosina at Harbor Grace, to Messrs. Ridley & Sons,

with 2,100 seals. Our weather eontinues somewhat

more molerate than is desirable for the interests of

the sealers, and a lively breeze is much wished for on

their account.

The last arrival from England brought the intelligence

that the Hon. Hugi W. Horles, Attorney General,

had been gazetted as Chief Justice of this colony, in

the place of Sir Faancis Bradr, who has resigned the

position from ill-health. This announcement is re

ceived by the community with great and sincere satis

faction. The appointment of our first Native Julge

would of itself be a subject of gratulation, as

evidencing the progressive results of the work

ing of our representative institutions; but Mr.

Horles's case involves other considerations which

we are no less glad to see justly recognised. He

belongs to one of the oldest and most respect

able families in the island: he has for many years been

a leading member of the Bar and has worn its highest

honours with a reputation for distinguished ability and

integrity. He has, it is true, been foremost in the

political arena; but while broadly differing from most

of his views on public affairs, we nevertheless concur

in that estimate of his mind and character

which holds him fully capable of rising, in his

new sphere of duty, superior to party bias or

predilections, and adjusting himself without effort to

the rigid obligations of even-handed justice imposed

upon him by his elevation to the judicial seat. That

such should be the feeling of the public in his regard,

all ci idered, is itself high praise, but

his deservings rest on indisputable gro inds.

In acknowledging the following communication, wº

can assure the members of the Agricultural
Society

that we are exceedingly gratified by the high though

unmerited compliment they have bestowed upon our

humble efforts in the discharge of a public duty; and

we must injustice add that it was the alarming statiº"

tics brought to light through the seal of the Society

which most forcibly prompted our endeavour on bºr

half of the object they have had in view:

st John's, Nää., 12th April, 1865.

DEAR SIR,-We have much pleasure in communº

cating to you the following Resºlution
unanimously

passed at the Q larterly Meeting of the N
ewfoundland

Agricultural Society held this day:

Our leading politicians, men gén.”

*"Papa: throne.

e

Moved by the Hon

Mr. John Eales, and

Resolved.—“That th

Agricultural Societ.

to Edward D. Shea

the Legislature, an

for the Protection

Society.

The Society are the n

Shea's exertions in

much as being a pri

official obligation d

trouble of taking ch

“That a copy of this 1
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John's newspapers.”

To Edward D. SHEA,
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SIR,-Perhaps the b
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lı erature amongst us,
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uuinted with the life
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lie a

and paternal rule of t

Ninth inaugurated ºr

freedom ; but Socialis

anything except the s

He dweſt particularly
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the Sultan of Turkey

lence. He also refer
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mal Wiseman, show.

feeling in Britain at

great ecclesiastic, c
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reading was excellen:

through the whole
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the same time classi
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continued an hour lu

delighted. St John

distinguished son—t

sident; and long
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il to procure Mrs. WINslow's sº.

} for children teethºng. This *:::::

is the prescription of one of the b

le

ins and nurses in the United States º:

led for thirty years with never ºft.

success by millions of mothers and .

the feeble infant of one week old to i.

not only relieves the child from pain, b

3.

the stomach and bowels, corre
ctsº

one and energy to the whole system. #:

instantly relieve Griping in the Éowels..

* We believe it the best and surest ren.

}:
all cases of Dissentery and Diarhºea;

hether it arises from teething or anyj

ill directions for use will accompany ..

ºne genuine unless the fac-similé ofCº

is on
the outside wrapper. Price only 25

ottle. Sold by all Medicine Dealers, off.

feet, New York, and 205 High Holbº

ngland.

MRS. WINSLOW,

inced Nurse an
d Female Physician

ſtion of mothers, herj §.".

ething, which greatly facilitates the prec.

, by softening the gums, reducing all infia.

ill allay all pain and spasmodic action and

*gulate the bowels. Depend upon it. mio

give rest to yourselves, and relief and

our infants. We have put up and sold thi,

rver thirty years, an
d can say, in confidence

fit what we have never boen able to s.

r medicine—never has it failed in a
single

effect a cure, when timely used. Neº

ºw an instance of dissatisfaction by any on.

t. On the contrary, all speak delighted

*rations, and speaks in terus of commenda.

magical effects and medical virtues. We

is matter “what we
do now,” after thirty

frience, and pledge our reputation for the

of what we here declare. In almost every

here the infant is suffering from pair aná

, relief wiłł be found in fifteen or
twenty

tar the syrup is administered.
Full direc.

sing will accompany each bottie. Nons

inless the fac-simile of Curtis and Perkins

, is on the outside wrapper. Sold by firm.

ghout the world Principal Office, 48 Dºy

Y, and 205 High Ho-uoin, England
. Pries

nts per bottle.

wing is as extract from a letter written by

S Holme, Pastor of the Pierrepont-street

urch, Brooklyn,
NY, to the “Journal and

.” Cincinnati, O.. and speaks volumes in

hat world-renowne
d medicine, Mrs. WINS

thing Syrup for Children Teething—“We

ertisement in your cºlumns of Mrs. Wins

hing Syrup. Now we never said a word in

a patent medicine before in our life, but we

led to say tº readºrs.that...ºhiº is no

i to both young and old, they restore grey

s youthful color, giving the roots the natural

2nt. They renew, preserve and increase ine

Every Druggist sells them. J. J. Dearin
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LEGISLATIVE C
OUNCIL.

-

TUESDAY, April 4th.

The house met
at 4 o'clock.

The Revenue Bill was: on
motion of hon N. STABB

ada second time,
and the 35:h rule of the house hay

!
b.m. suspended, it was passed

through committee

ºja third time. It was then taken to the lower

is with a message stating
that the Council had given

in concurrence to it. .

second reading of Bill to provide for
the retirement

of

tº Chief Justice Sir Francis
Brady.

Hon N. STABB said it was cause for deep regret
that

the failing health of ºur
respected Jhief Justice has

made it necessary
for him to retire from the colony. He

Mr. S.)
consiuered his retirement from amongst us in

he light of a great
public loss. As a public officer of

i.”colony, ſor over , 18 years of faithful

ºices on the Judicial bench, it may be safely said that

... man was ever more entitled, to the
consideration

of

the legislature than
he was. A more independent,

up

rght
#. never sat upon the bench of Justice, and he

ºrhimself the confidence and respect...of all per

... and every class in the community. He was sure

he but echoed the sentiments of this Council in regret;

iſing the separation from us of one whº,
whether regarded

...hief administrato
r of the law or as a private gentle

man, discharged so well his official and social duties,

ºrg himself to every one. When we reflect upon

the troubious times we have passed through it was no

iſitesidence of the impartiality, justice and wisdom

of his official conduct, that there was but one opinion

as to its faithful discharge. His judicial
conduct and

private character
remain unimpugned 5–without, flaw,

Without reproach. He (Mr. Stabb) earnestly hoped that

the removal of the Chief Justice to a more genial. clime

would restore him to renewed health, and that he would

long live to enjoy the pension which this Bill proposes to

grant him, which
was so

well deserved, and which he

believed would be most cordially assented to by every

member of the Council. He would now move that the

Bill be read a seco.d time.

Hon R. J. PINsent, in supporting the motion, said he

filt it especially became
him, as a member of the pro

ſession of which tha Chief Justice was such an ornament

and distinguished member, to
offer a few observations

uffin the Bill before the house. He felt that too much

cºuld not be said of the worth of Sir Francis Brady. In

whºever capacity we consider him, whether as ab able

and abstute lawyer, and upright and highly gifted Judge,

—member of society or an exemplary private citizen,

we have -eep cause to regret his removal from amongst

us. We hate had experience of that gentleman, for a

period of about 18 years, during, which he presided over

the hightest legal tribunal in the land ; and in ail that

ume there was not one decision of his that could be

pointed at with the imputation of partiality, much less

corruption; and although no person, no matter how

exalted his position or deep and extensive his learn g,

or vigorous and well balanced his mind, can be wholly

exempt from liability to errors of judgment, yet he

(Mr.P.) believed that few were more free from this

natural and common lot of the best of men than he was.

It would be difficult to point out one who has adminis

tered justice with such unflinching integrity and impar

ta.ly, aed with such high respect, for the laws, and

consummate ability as he had done. It might be

difficult, he repeated, in these respects to find his equal,

—he believed it would be impossible to meet with his

superior. It must be a matter of regret to this house,

as it is to the bar, and (he ſelt he was warranted in say:

ing) to the community
generally, tha; the ſailing health

ofSir Francis Brady stould make it necessary for him to

retire from the cºlony; and while we all must feel

deeply upon this circumstance, it is gratifying to find

that the governme
nt and the legislature is so liberally

disposed to make a generous provision
for him, now

that from physical infirmity he is no longer able to con

tinue to the colºny the benefit of his valuable services,

and is compelled to take leave of a people to whom in

every relation of life his retirement will be felt to be a

ºrious loss. The pension is a handsome one for a

Colonial officer, one-half of the original salary; yet it

is not more than commensurate with the deserts of him

for whom it was intended. He (Mr. P.) hoped he would

long enjoy it in a more genial situation, and with the

blessings of recovered health, and in the repose of a

peaceful and happy retirement; and he had great plea

sure in supporting the second readug of the Bill.

The Bill was then read a second tims and committed,

-hon Mr. Tessier in the chair.

After a short deliberation
the house resumed, the

tommittee having reported the Bill without amendment,

t was then read a third time and passed, and it was

ordered that it be taken to the Assembly with a message

signifying the Council's concurrence.

On motion of hon R. J. PINSENT, the
amendments of

the Assembly on the Practice Bill were read a second

time and committad, hon J. O. Fraser in the chair,

The committee soon after rose and reported the amend.

the committee reported the Bill without amendment.

It was then read a third time and passed, and it was

ordered that it be taken to the Assembly with a message

signifying the Council's concurrence.

-

. Hon R. J. PINSENT presented the report of the con

tingencies committee, which was read a first time, and

on motinn received. The house then went into com.

ºmittee on privilege, and after a short time resumed, and

adjourned until to-morrow.

WEDNESAY, April 5.

The house met at 4 o'clock.

Immediately after the house met a deputation from
the

Assembly brought up for concurrence of the Council a

Bill to indemnify his Excellency the Governor for cer.

tain sums advanced by him from the Colonial treasury

for services of the Colony. Also, a Bill to continue an

Act passed in the 27th year of the reign of her present

Majesty, entitled an Act to establish the standard weight

of grain, pulse, and other vegetables, and
to regulate the

sale of bread, coal and other articles. Also, a message

requesting the Council to furnish the lower house with

the account of its contingent expenses.

On motion of hon N. STAB
B, the Indemnity Bill was

read a first and second time, and committed,—hon R. J.

Pinsent in the chair.

The first section was read and adopted.

Upon the item of $14,923 for the relief of shipwrecked

crews being read, Hon P. G. Tessier said that amount

appeared to him a most exorbitant one. In fact, the

Bill as a whole was the largest Indemnity this house in

his reco lection had ever been called upon to assent to.

Hon J. S. Clift observed
that there were several

amounts in the Bill for expenditure on account of re

pairs, &c. of public buildings. He (Mr. U.) thought

those matters were provided for in Acts containing

special provision for them. He merely asked for infor

*
how these amounts appear in the Indemnity

ill,

Hon N. STABB--There are sums estimated to defray

the expenditure on
public buildings and other matters,

voted each year under the regular Acts; but it is fre

quently found that the amounts so estimated are deficient

for the purposes required, and as it would be unwise and

injurious to stop before the completion of the various

repairs and works undertaken, it sometimes becomes

necessary to exceed the amounts voted by the legislature.

Such was the case with reference to these matters. As

regards the vote for shipwrecked crews, the expenditure

has been found necessary. There were 35 or 36 vessels

wrecked at the Northward last spring, whose crews, with

many other crews who were obliged to abandon their

vessels, were in a starving condition when they got on

shore. There were thousands of men so circumstanced

#.
had to be brought on to their homes from White

ay.

Hon P. G. Tess[ER—It appears to me that that vote

of £3,500 currency for shipwrecked crews. is a most

exorbitant tax upon the resources of the colony.

The remaining portions of the Bills were then adop

ted, and the committee rose and reported.

On motion the report was received, and the Bill was

read a third time and passed,—to be taken to the As

sembly with a message intimating the Council's concur

rence.

On
motion

of hon E. MoRRIs, the
weights and measu

res’ Bill was read a first and second time, and
committed,

—hon N, STAbb in the Chair.

After a short deliberation the committee rose and re

ported the Bill, which was then read a third time and

passed.

Hon R. J. Pinsent said he observed that this Bill

was merely a continuation for another year of the Act

which had been passed last session to operate for one

year only. He was glad to see that law revived, for al

though the Bill when it came up to this hºuse, last Ses

sion contained some
defective provisions which the ad

vanced period of the Session did not afford sufficient

time to consider maturely, with the view to practical

amendments, yet the measure in general, bearing and

object was of such an useful and necessary character that

it was agreed that it be allowed to go into operation for

one year. The effect of its operation his, he believed,

revealed its imperfection
in more points than those which

were anticinated at the time of the enactment ; and he

regretted that the matter was not dealt with more tho

roughly now than this Bill contemplates. He hoped that

next Session a measure will be matured of a more com

prehensive and perfect character. He had not offered

objection to this Bill, as the general object of the Act

of last year, as well as many of its provisions, are of so

beneficial a kind,

Hon J. S. CLIFT said he was in hopes that the gentle

man who brought in this Bill would have made provision

in it to remedy some of the defects which the operation

of the Act of last year has shown it to contain, and which

it would benecessary to amend. He thought the object

of the weights and measures’ Bill a good and useful one,

and hoped that next session those provisions in it which

require alteration will be rectified.

A deputation from the Assembly brought up for con

currence of the Council a Bill for granting a supply to

her Majesty; which on motion of hon N. STABP, was

read a first and second time and committed,—hon E.

Morris in the chair.

After some time the house resumed, the chairman hav

ing reported the Bill which was read, a third time and

passed, and ordered to be taken to the Assembly with a

message stating the Council's assent.

The house then adjourned until to-morrow.

THURSDAY, April
6th.

The house met at 4 o'clock.

monts without amendmen
t. On motion the report was

received, and the Bll was read a third time and passed ; ;

and it was ordered that it be taken to the Assembly j

with a message acquainting that body that the Council i

had agreed to the menuments,

. Second reading of Bill to provide for the erection of a

light-house in the district of 'Burgeo and LaPoile.
-

Alaº. R. J. Pissest briefly explained the object of

this
Bill. Its intention was to provide for the erection

of a
light house in the dis rict of Burgeo and LaFoile, on

the Western coast of the island,-4 matter of great im

Pºrtance to the people trading to the Westward, but

* Especially to those inhabiting the neighborhood

where it is proposed to erect the light. This desirable

*necessary object had long attracted the attention and

* the great political aspiration of the people of the

30
ºtern shore. It had been persistentiy urged for

º: years upon the notice of tie legi lature, and he

.
glad to see that the wishes of the district chiefly

*ined are at length acceded to. He begged to

*that the Bill be red a second time,

i

* Bui was then read a second time and committed

*n\lr. Clift in the chair, After a short deliberation

w

*\

Hon the President notified the house that it was the

intention of His Excellency the Governor to close the

eight General Assembly of the colony at 2 o'clock, P. M.,

to-morrow
.

A deputation from the Assembly bro
ught up for concur

rence of the Council a Bill to make further provision

against the destruction of sheep and cattle, and injuries

to the person by dogs. This Bill was on motion of hon

N. Stabb, read a first and second time and committed,—

hon P. G. Tessier in the chair.

Some additional sections and an
d important amen

dments

moved by hon R. J. Pinsent were adopted, and the com

mittee rose and reported the Bill, which was read, a

third time and passed; and it was ordered that it be

taken to the Assembly with a message informing that

body that the Council had passed the Bill with amend

ments, to which concurrence was requested.
-

A Bill to provide for the contingent expenses of

the legislature was then brought up from the Assem

bly.

Oa motion of hon N. STABB, it was read a first and

second time, and co.umitted,—hoa J. O. Fraser in the

chair. After a short deliberation the committee ri
se"

report;d progress, and asked leave to sit again.

It having been ascertained that the Assembly had in

serted. in its Contingencies a half Sessional allowance

for its officers and servants, which had been withheld

from them in the seednd Session of 1861, hon R. J. Pin

sent moved, and it was agreed, that a message be sent

to the lower house requesting permission to amend the

Contingency report of the Council, by providing for its

officers and
servants in the same manner.

The committee then resumed its sitting and proceeded

with the Bill.

In a short time, a message was brought up from the

lower house consenting to the insertion in the Council's

contingencies of the half sessional allowances to the offi

cers and servants for the second Session of 1861.

The committee having made the necessary amendment,

rose and reported.

On amotion the report was received, end the bill was

read a third time and passed,—to be taken by the Mass

ter in Chancery to the lower house, with a message

intinating the Council's concurrence.

A deputation from the lower house brought up for

concurrence of the Council a Bill to regulate the manage

ment of the Road service;—also, a message stating that

the Assembly had passed without amendment the Bill

to provide for the protection of sheep and cattle, &c.

The Itegulation Road Service Bill was then, on motion

of hon Mr. Stabb, passed through its various stayes, and

sent to the lower house with a message stating the Coun

cil's concurrence.

The Road appropriation Bill and a Bill to consolidate

a portion of the Public debt of the colony were then

brought up from the lower house. They were severally

read a first and second time, committed and passed

without discussion, and were then sent to the Assem

bly.

The house then adjourned until One o'clock to-mor

ro?.

FRIDAY, April 7th.

The house met at One o'clock.

At 2 P. M., according to announcement
, his Excellency

the Governor, attended by the usual suite, arrived at the

Council Chambe
r and took his seat upon the throne.

At summons of the Gentleman Usher of the Black

Rod, Mr. Speaker and Members of the Assembly soon

appeared at the Bar, when his Excellency assented to

the Bills which had been passed during the Session, and

then closed this the 5th Session of the 8th General

Assembly of the Colony with the Speech, already
pub

lished. The Hon the President, as we have already

stated, then declared that it was his Excellency's will

and plaasure that this General Assembly stand prwro

gued until the 1st day of May next.

* <

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, Feb. 28.

(Continued.)

Mr. LEAMon.—That question had been debated with

a great deal of ability, and very little was left for him to

say upon the subject. Still , he would not give

a silent vote upon it. In his opinion a union with the

other colonies, on fair terms, would have a tendency to

better our condition. We want other means ºf employ

ing and sustaining our people besides the fisheries; and

he (Mr. Leamon) concurred in the views of those who

believed that Confederation would give us these means.

Here we are with a small cod fishery, which if not decli

bing, is certainly not improving, and with those, who

are supported from it increasing in numbers. ...And not

withstanding all that had been said against it, and the

discussion in that house and the evidence taken upon the

subject, still they were hauling caplin for manure, which

rendered the fishery still more precarious ; and there

was no legislation to prevent it. The caplin went into

deep water, where the codfish were glutted with them,

regaining there and not coming in on shore as formerly.

If fish were as abundant as formerly, then our people

might be supported comfortably by it; but now it was

impossible. It was the same with the seal fishery. Hall

the men had not got berths this spring... There were

not sufficient vessels to to take them; and if all the ves

sels going out came in loaded, what good, would that be

to those who had remain a shore, many of whosefamilies

were in a condition of severe destitution P And how

could the governmentca
rry out improvement

s, with a short

revenue, and so much distress to mitigate 2 In his opinion

we could not to hetter than enter the colfederation,

and he only regretted that, the resolutions were not, to

be at once taken into consideration, that they might judge

whether they would be accep ed as they stand, or that

some other stipulation should be insisted on ; and then

let them be sent to the constituencies
for their decision

upon them. These were his opinions, and they were

entirely based upon the presant state of the colony, and

the impossibility of our people going on much longer, as

at present, while the other colonies were propetous. Our

able bodied Feople would leave us, and, we would

have the aged and it firm to support. Better see if

we could now improve the circumstances of all, so that

thera should not be inducements fur any to go away.

These were his sentiments. Let his constituents judge

of them. He believed, as the question was more fully

discussed and better unuerstood, it would the more con

mend itself to the people of the country. For his (Mr.

Leanon's) part, he never indulged in clap-trap. He ap

proved of confederation, and he did not hesitate to say

so. Whenever small states had been united, on fair

terms, it was found that general properity was the result;

and why snould it not be so in this instance

Mr. E. D. SHEA said that although ou a former occa

sion he had expressed his views on the subject of Confed

eration, there were a few points that had come out in

course of the discussion, on which he would now offer

some observations. This Resolution of the Attorney

General, postponing to next session any final decision of

the quation, s-ened to him (Mr. Shea) to have ºperated

like a spell in the extraordinary effect it bad produced on

hon members. He was at a loss to understand how it

was that the framer of this resolution had contrived to

impart a magical influence to words which of themselves

presented no unusal or striking characteristics... But
the

effect was plain, and not a little remarkable. Up to the

time that tris wonderful concoction made its appearance,

we who were favourable to the scheme of couleueration,

were threatened by our opponents with the direst conse

quences if the question were continued to be pressed upon

the public mind. It was declared to be a theme hateful

to the people, because it bodied, nothing
to this country

but the most hateful results, and the aunthilation of all

those irril, ges and possessions which
we most prize and

ch-rish. But the same hon gentlemen who uttered thess

wholesale sweeping condemnations, are now found joined

hand in hand with us on the other side of the question

in praying only for a little time to enable the people to

consider the subject and pronounce their verdict upon it.

The most unquiet spirits nad suddenly been hushed to

tranquility by a few scratches from the pen of the hon

mover of this resolution ; and the dread convulsion of

of the country was marvelous'y averted. He (Mr. Shea)

bad heard of a quick who had advertised pills, which,

he said, were good against earthquakes, and he was now

reminded of him by this prescription that had saved us

from the political earthquake which was to have been our

punishment. Now if there was a particle of sincerity in

the denunciations of hon members on Colonial union,

how was it that they have so soon come round to the

notion of making it a question of time and conditions f

He could clearly see why those who favoured the measure

approved of the present resolution, because it only em

bodied the view they had expressed, since the opening

of the Legislature. But how it had come to take the

uncompromising
opponents of the proposal from

their very high ground of opposition was a problem.

yet to be explained. Was it because they had lost

their guide, philosopher and friend of the Bullfrog,

who, it was said, had become a unionist P Or was it

that changes of opinion had taken place nearer home,

and even amongst the constituences of hon members

in this town P Was it the influences of the late public

meeting that was acting upon their minds—that meet

ing which, got up against Confederation, had resulted

in making many converts to the measure ?. It was

notorious that the gentleman who advocated Confedera

tion on that occasion had received the best and most

attentive hearing from the audience; and so chagrined

were some anti-confederat
ion members who attended

that meeting, at seeing that the feeling of the people was

in accord with our view, and that they only asked time

to think the matter over, that these hon members had

actually allowed their friends of the meeting to fall into

the absurd mistake of presenting a
petition to the House

which the house could only receive as the petition of the

two persons who signed it though it was
intended to be

the petition of the citizens of St. John's It was well

however, that the wholesome agency of public opinion

had brought hon members into , acquiesence in this

reasonable proposition, aud.th
at they had been shown

how far behind the views of their constituents were the

stand still, do-nothing notions which they themselves

entertained on this subject. Much stress had been laid

by some hon members on the motives and ºjects of

Canada in deserving Confederation; but he (Mr. Shea)

thought these were points which it did not at all concern

us to consider. What we had to reflect upon was not

whether it might suit Canada to further union, but

whether it did really suit our own interests to enter into

it, and to govern our decision by regard to our own

peculiar case and circumstances;
for though it might

prove highly beneficial to Canada, it
did not follow from

this that it woulu be on ejºt-the less beneficial to us.

But hon members, in endeavouring
to bolster up their

bad case, were driven to strange saifts and very guring

contradictions. Take, for example, their reference to

the Delegates. They had all told us that the conduct

of these lyelegates in Canada had been must priseworthy,

that it had reflected the hightest credit on their charac

ters as public men
and, indeed, that the

.

that

sent them, might be proud of them. But scarcely had

they exhausted the
vocabulary of eulogium than they,

one and all exhibited those same Delegates as betrayers

and traitors who had done their worst to sell the country,

and blight for ever the prospects of her, people. There

was a sample of the cousistency which marked the

opinions ºf hon members on his subject, and
which

showed what weight ought to belong to their opinions in

the judgment of the public. He (\lr.
Shea) had been

much uprised, by a statement put forward the other

day, that our expenditure for the last eight years
had

been at the rate of £113,000 per year, and it was urged

from this that we should gain nothing if we accepted

the £112,000 proposed for us under Confederation, in

lieu of our present revenue. . He could not see how it

was, if we had been spending this rate, that our debt on

current account was not much more than £36,000. If

we had only received, in that time, £100,000 a year of

revenue, and had spent £113,000, we ought to be

£104,000 in debt, instead of £36,000. But assuming,

for argument's sake, that our expenditure had been as

large as was stated, what then P.ſt told strongly against

the position it was intended to support. It was clear.

on this supposition, that we had been annually spending

a large sum of money
which, was not our own, whereas

if we accepted the terms now proposed to us,
and re

ceived over £112,000, this together with more than

£4,000 of revenue from local sources, which we should

retain, would give us a surplus even over the assumeſ

expenditure of which hon members had spoken. It had

been said that the tariff of Canada
was a protective one :

but experience had shown that it was no such
thing, that

it was a tariff adjusted to revenue alone, and producing

only a sufficiency of means for the demands ofthe public

service. It was extraordinary that hon members con

ceived such, horror of this protective tariff, as they

called it, and were so indiffernt about the danger of the

really hostile tariff which stared us, in the ſage
if we

choose to stick to our present isolation, and forfeit all

claim to consideration
from the neighbouring

provinces

We were told that the Canadian tariff of 1864 must

necessrrily be imposed upon our trade by the Confedera

ted Legislature and this statement was repeated and

repeated, for want
of argument,

in the teeth
of the ex

planation that, had been given by the pelegates, whº

nowed that the tariff of 1864 was an entirely exceptiona
l

one, that it had been so proved to them by the Canadian

Finance Minister, who declared it to huve been raised

for special emergencies, and who also declared that it

would be reduced in the coming seesion of the Legisla:

ture. It was on this account that the tariff of 1863 had

been selected as the ſairest basis for their calculations'

But this basis did not suit the purpose of hon members

opposed to the principle of Confederation., and,
they

therefore refused to adopt it, But he (Mr. Shea) con:

tended that it was a faſtacy to assume inat either of

these scales of duty was to be outs under Confederation.

It was much more rational, inuch more in accordance

with all we had seen and heard, to believe that the

Confederation
tariff would be a tariff revised and ad

justed to the trade and circumstances of the , colonies

comprising the Confederacy, as a whole. This belief, he

said, was what common sense aſhrined ; for what possi

ble object could the Confederate Government have in

maintaining a tariff injurious to us or to any other por:

tion of the league * Would it not rather be its interest

to accommodate
its legislation to our peculiar require,

ments P But in all they had said on this, subject, hon

geau, men had chosen to torget that change in out

trade under Confederation
which would inake it next

to impossible that we could raise the revenue they

spºke of even in tué worst view of the case, it

the Canadian tariff of 1864 were put it force hera
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They had ignored the fact that Canadian
manufactures

of woolens, leather, hardw
are, &c., would be imported

here duty free, and that in proportion as we consumed

these goods must the revenue from the same class of

goods from England decrease. . He thought we should

be gainers by our free importation from Canada, not

only in a fiscal point of view, but as affording employ

meit to our women of the labouring classes in ºp n

ning, weaving and making up matrials for clothing;

and any arrangement which wouid provide suitable

occupation for the female population ought to be wel

comed by every one interested in our common
pros

perity. It was impossible to believe hon members

serious in their apprehension on the score of taxation

in view of the necessary changa of condition under

Confederation, and bearing in mind the interest of the

General Government in making as light as possible

those burdens which it would have to share. The as

surance given by the Secretary of State for the Colon

ies on this head, and the security we should have in

the watchfulness of members representing the other

maritime colonies, as well as of those who should be

sent trom Newfoundland, ought to satisfy hon mem

bers that there need be no anxiety as to excessive tax

ation. It was very remarkable how nervous hon.

members became in mere anticipation of most impro

bable burdens, while they were willing to bear actual

and heavy burdens of present taxation, in the shape

of puperism, depreciation of property, and other

'evils that prostrate the energies of the country. And

they further seem to forget that, even if we take their

advice and stay as we are, we must submit to further

taxation, though only for the purpose of paying off our

existing debt. It had been pretended that Canada was

eagerly bent upon securing us to help to pay her

debt. The idea seemed to him (Mr. Shea) to convey

a bitter mockery of our financial position. It should

be first known that we could pay our own debts, before

its being at all likely that we could excite the cupidity

of other countries. And even if our condition in this

respect were improved, why, to talk of Canada having

designs upon us to help her out of any difficulties, was

as reasonable as to suppose that our own Government

should make a raid upon Quidi Wid, or Goat's Cove
,

to compel the inhajitants of those classical localities

to discaarge our present liabilities. , Great alarm

seemed to exist that we should part with the nºanage

ment of our fisheries; but a moment's reflection would

show that our fisheries were more likely to he better

managed and protected by a powerful government

interested as well as ourselves in their conservation,

than by any small efforts of our own. We should then

have a chance of having our salmon and herring fisher

ies turned to good account; and this surely would be

a vast improvement on the present plan of consigning

these valuable resources to neglect. But the hollow

ness of some of those outside doors, who now made

stock of this cry about the fisheries,was manifest when

we remember that if these very people had their way,

our fisheries would long since have been wrested from

us by the French convention; for they had done their

worst to oppose that self-governmen
t which alone

gave us the power to resist the spoilation. The Solic

tor General waxed pathetic over what he called the

loss of our local Legislature, and told us the people

had much more regard than formerly for our local

institutions. The hon gentleman had related an in

stance of very hard things haid years ago by some

one he had met in the street at a very late hour of the

night. It must have been on some very rare occasion

indeed, to account for the Solicitor General having

been at large at an unseasonable time. But he (Mr.

Shea) much feared that if the people judged of the

Legislature by the amount of good of a practical kind

that we had since done for them, their opinion of us

would not be found much more flictering than that

which had greated the ears of the Sºlicitor General on

his nocturnal peramb
ulations. The same hon gentle

man had also ridiculed the idea of our eight members

being effective in the Confederate Ležislature. Well,

if they only exercised there anything like the influence

brought to bear on our own Governinent
by one

member from Harbor Grace, we need never feur for

the sustainment of our interests in the Confederate

Parliament. Reference had been made to those politi

cal distractions in Canada which had caused such fre

quent changes of government; but the hon member

who made this allusion should have seen that it only

told against his own view, because _these differences

there would render the combined efforts of our eignt

members all the more powerful and avail 'ble to the

interests of the co ony. We were threatened with

losing the protection of England; but we had only to

read the views of British statesmen and the British

ress to see that the union would cement and consul

idate our connection with the parent state; and that it

would be in rejecting it that we should run tue risk of

forfeiting our right to Imperial consid ration. It was

plain beyond any possible doubt that Great Britain

earnestly desired this measure; and it was absurd to

suppose that we were likely to conciliate her favour by

flying in the face of her advice and admonitions. The

union with Ireland had been held up to scare us away

from this proposition. But had the Irish union with

England been a real and honest one, had Ireland only

been governed as was Yorkshire, Lancashire, or any

other county of England, the agitation for repeal would

never have been raised. That agitation was the result

of despair of a true union; and it was monstrous to

pretend any parallel in the present case, where there

were no causes existing, as in the instance of unhappy

Ireland, to prevent fulfilment of the union which we

were invited to enter. The horrors of the draft were

also pictured to our imaginations by hon members; but

they must be well aware that, in this respect, our po

sition would not be in any degree changed by Confed

eration. The draft was never
resorted to but in those

extreme national emergencies which suspend even
law

itself—Any such crisis as regarded us was highly im

probable. But if it ever arose, even in our present

ielations with the mother country, Great Britain her

self would have that power which we are now asked to

believe could only be exercised by the Confederate

Government. This was but another of the scarecrows

set up to alarm the people with imaginary dangers,

and turn their minds from the real evils of their pre

sent condition. Hon inembers had argued that even

though advantageºus to the sister colonies, union

could not benefit Newfoun
dland, so different were our

circumstances fro
m theirs. He (Mr. Shet) regretted

to be obliged to agree with them, that our circum

stances are indeed very different from those of New

Brunswick or Nova Scotia; but this very difference, so

far from being a reason against Confederation, was a

strong one in its favour. These colonies were prosper

ous and progressing. Pauperism, as it is with us, was

wbolly unknown to them; and they could afford, it they

thought fit, to go on, as they have shown theniselves

able to do, on their own account. Ours was a condi.

tion opposite of this—the Colony had been for years

going down the hill; and the best of the labouring

classes were fleeing its shores to seek bread. Our

resources, thoug
h contess'dly good, required an aid

that we could not give them; and a reliable prospect

of th’s au was attora-d oy our junction with older and

wet, ther cuminunities, 1ſ the measure suited the

other Col ules, it appeared to him that it was all the

more desirable for us, in proportion to our greater

need of a helping hand. We are foºd our isolation

is a rºaºun as ainst it. It is, if we desire to perpetuate

this isolation, which
we all agree to consider so i ju

rious to our interests. A pour man offered a mesus

-

of living might as well say that while the offer might

suit his better off neighbºur, it was useless to him,

because of his poverty. The steam communication
to

be provided for us by the Confederate government,

some hon members regard as very uncertain. He

(Mr. Shel) Jii not so consider it. It seemed to him

to be a necessary consequence of the union; but on

this view he certiny would not rely altogether; and

ha would have steam secured by agreement, for he

regarded this as an indispensible condition. It was

supposed by some that we were not interested in the

railroads, canals and such public works of the other

provinces. But it must be evident, on a moment's

thought, that we had an important interest in what

ever means tended to cheapen produce and enhance

the value of libour. O ºr mines and minerals, it was

s ill said, would be lost to us; but han members knew

well that th’s statement was grºundless, that these

mines would be always just as free and open to our

people as now, and with the greater probability, under

Confederation. of being made practically open and

valuable to then, instead of being useless, as they are

now, from want of means or enterprise to work them.

We were told of the all-sufficiency of our fisheries for

the support of the people; but the wretchedness
an

want around us answered and refuted that grossest of

fallacies. Confeieration was considered by some a

too speculative project for us to entertain. It was not

to be denied that about all such changes there was

something more or less speculative. Nose of us could

pretend to guarantee the beneficial operation of the

measure, no matter how just and strong were the

grounds of our expectations. It might as well have

been objected that Responsible Government, Free

Trade or any other change we have known, ought not

to have been advocated, becaus
e no security could be

given that it would realise its promises. In sºuch ca

ses we were cºmpelled to rely upon certain principles

the safety of which haſ been tested by the experience

of other countries; and these had been shown to be

conclusively in our favour on the subject under consi

deration. But he would remind those who cavitled

about the point of a speculation, that
not even this

mush could be said in favour of the course they had

recommended.-
There was nothing, even speculative,

about the results of their choice to remain as we are,

for that plalaly meant, to pass from bad to worse,

even into the slough of Despond itself. That was a

clear, inevitable certainly
before us, -and yet it was

preferred to the proposed change, because w
e could

not guarantee that this change wouli work all the

good we anticipated from it. "We are ad monished to

trust to Providence; and far be it from him (Mº.

Shea) to gainsay this proposition, und
er any and all

circumstances, but let us well weigh its meaning.

Providence provides us with sense and reason, and, in

worldly affairs, manifestly intended these attributes

to be our guides as far as they can reach our require

ments. If, then, we choose not to use these guides,

and will run our heals against walls, can we complain

that our trust in Providence has been misplaced, it our

heads get the worse for the contact? To him (Mr.

Shea) it seened something worse than profane to talk

of trust in Provilence to avert from us the consequen

ces of our own deliberate and designing folly. It was,

however, most sa isfactory to find in an ine, allegations

put forward by the oppone its of union, how unsub.

stantial was all the material they could urge against

it. The futility of their so-called arguments was so

fºr useful, that the country would see how unassail

able was our position by any stronger or in ºre legit:

mate means. He (Mr. Shea) would now rapeat the

onallenge tº hon unenbers oposed
to him, to au;gest

someºning better themselves, if they were determined

tº resist the measure now offered to our acceptance.

It would not dº to tºll as we could stºy as we were.

I was an itsult to the unlerstanding of the public,

and it was a cruel insult to the thousands of our la:

bouring population and our tradesman of al.: sorts,

now piling away for want of emplºyment. But, if it

turned oil that hon menoes were only loud o ject

ºrs, and were incapable of proposing one single step

of themselves to which the country might look with

the faintest, hopº, it would behove that country to

decide whether, in view of the circumstances arºund

us, it will ºccept the advice to do nothing but sink

deeper and deeper in wretchedness and degradation,

or whether, moved by manly energy and the progres

sive spirit of the day, it will put fortn its best efforts

to ea incipate itself from the causes of desline, and

enjoy its place and share in the advanced civilization

of British North B nºrica. He concluded by support.

ing the Resolution whicn committed this momentous

question to the muture reflection of the country.

Mr. MooRE.—A remark made by the hon member

who had just sat down (Mr. E. D. Shea) was that

Confederation would drive poverty from our

shores, and raise our people from their present state

of lestitution to a state of prosp ºrity. Now if these

prophecies of the hon gentleman should prove to be

not more correct than similar assertions made by him

and others on the introdu', ion of Responsible G
o

vernment into this country, certainly Confederation

will be any thing but the boon represented; and will

fall far short of the sanguine expectations of those

who are so unuch in favor of it. What has been the

experience of the last ten years, since the establish

ment of Responsible Grovernment * Why, we never

befºre had such, destitution amongst our operative

population, as during the laſter half of that period.

He (Mr. Moore) did not wish to infer that the same

result would follow Confederation, if caried into effect,

nor did he say that Responsible Government contri

buted much to the depressed circumstances
of the

country, although
well known to be too expensive a

machinery ſor so small a population as we are com

posed of. Neither did he think that any system of

governmert would produce prosperity in the face of

prevailing bad fisheries. He (Mr. Moore) was not

oap sed to Confederation in the abstract. He believ

ed it was a principal which must be established and

brought about in the course of time. There were

causes in operation which would necessarily lead to

the burden of their defence being thrown on the North

American Colonies, to a greater extent than hitherto.

The British taxpayers are crying out for a reduction

of taxation. The products of the British artizans'

labour have no longer protection in the markets of

the more important Cºlonies; and they reasonably

object to be taxed for the protection of those who deal

witn them only as far as it suits their convenience.

And why should the British artizan be taxed for the

benefit of the colonist, whose trade is entirely free,

and who, besides, is rolling in comparative wealth,

whilst many of the operative population in England,

Scotland and Ireland are struggling for the bare means

of subsistence 2. The statesmen of England see the

necessity of yielding to opposition raised against the

military expenditure in the colonies. Besides, there

is reason to believe that the expenditure has some

times been largely increased by the colonists them

selves,in order that they may profit by it; for instance,

that the war in New Zealand was provoked by the

colonists, contrary to the desire of the British Gov

ernment were involved in it, and were in honour

bound to sapport the coiodists, whether they were

right or wrong. But, for the future, it is evident,

from the tone of leading statesmen, if these colon st;

involve themselves with the aborigines, or with any

neighbouring nation or , people, on imaginary or

other causes,contrary to the policy of the British Gov.

ernment, they must defend themselves. The same, in

effect, is now said to the North American Colonies.

From the fact of the Canadians countenancing,
to

all

appearance, the late raid across the Uniteſ:
States'

border by Southern sympathizers, robbing the Bank;

and firing upon and mortally wounding citizens of

St. Alhans, Canada has now to turn out a portiºn
of

her militia and Wounteers for the protection of her

frontier. The British Government very properly

said, if you conduct yourselves towards, your neigh

burs in such a manner as to excite their hostility, you

must take the consequences. And there
could

be no doubt that, for the future, these large

Provinces must make provision for their own defence;

by making their militia efficient, and that they will

also be caled upon to contribute towards the main

tenance of a regular army, and will have to provide

themselves with a navy. He (M. Moore) did say

that in the face of circumstances involving such an

enormous expenditure as will inavitably be entailed

upon Canada, it would be unwise to pledge this colo

my tojoin such an alliance on the basis proposed in the

report of the Quebec Conference Neither did he be

lieve thatNewfoundland
was originally included in the

proposed scheme, or expected to join
therein. Nor

did he see that we would be benefited commercially b
y

entering into Confederation on such terms. The

geographical position of New Brunswick and Nova

Scotia, contiguous to Canada, placed them in a very

different and more favo arable position in regard to

Confederation
than this Island; and still it was seen

that these provinces h
-sitated about entering the union

and taking upon themselves their share of the im-,

mense responsibility. And was not that enough to

warrant us to keep back? It had been said that we

are not so far advanced in population, wealth, or

material improvement as the other colonies, and that

the union would confer great benefit on Newfound

land, that we wou d derive great advantag’s from
the

railroads, canals, and other improvements of Canada.

He admitted that we would, and will benefit, whether

we enter cc.nfederation or not ; in the same ratio as

we have benefited, and will benefit by every improve

ment in other countries wherever our comm ree ex

tends. For instance, by the extension of railroads in

Spain, which has tended to facilitate the transport of

gools and merchandise required for the interior of

that country, the article of codfish being largely con

sum ºd by the inhabitants. Hence the facilities affºrd

ed by these railroads have greatly tended to increase

the demand, and enhance the price of that staple

product. Canada had constructed ber railroads

and canals for her own advantage —for the

conveyance of her produce to the seapor s,

and of the produce of other countries into the interior;

also to induce customers'from other countries to resort

to her markets to purchate of the abun lance of her

products, in preference to that of the United Sates.

In this way Newfoundland will derive great benefit by

these improvements, without being compelled to pay

for them. We might, in the course of years, find it

for our advantage
to go into the Confederation ; but

would not now, under
the constitution laid before us,

unless some far more favourable terms are offered

than the present. A great deal had been said about

steam communication. It had been a great boon to

every country; and he granted it would be goºd for

us if established. One of the arguments put forwald

of the alvantažes of steam communication
between

tnis island and Canada was .hat it would affold facili

ties for our operative population to proceed to Canaia

where there was a field for their labour. But he did

not see how the prosperity of this country was to be

promoted by the more energetic of our working

classes leaving us, some of whom would no doubt

prosper in Canada. But it was not a portion of the

most energetic of our population going elsewhere and

prospering that would restore the prosperity of this

country. For the mater of any of our people pro

ceeding to Canada, what is there to prevent them

going now * The general colonial policy is to induce

people to settle in the respective colºnies; but it would

seem, by what some hon gentlemen have stated,

that the policy of this unfortunate country should be

to banish and send our people out of it as fast as they

can go; and by their exert.ons in Canada we are to

be raise 1 from our present depressed state. If we

require steam communication,
it will be better for us

to pay for it directl , and then we shall have it; but

there is no guarantee in the Q lebec resolntions that

we would have it under Con ederation. The tariff of

Canada, on which , the calculations for the proposed

union were based, is protective. It was denue i by

the hon member for Pacantia, Mr Shea, that the Cº

nadian tariff is protective, or that it should now be a

matter 2f consideratio
n, as a different tariff would be

adopted by the Confederate Legislature. But he

(Mr Moore) could not look upon the matter in that

light. That tariff is protective; and he (Mr Moore)

considered it a matter of vital importance to this

Colony, that we should well consider and understand,

before entering Confederation, the position we woul-i

be placed in with regard to it, and the affect it would

have on the country. A protective tariff would not be

beneficial to Newfoundland at present. For example,

our duty upon manufactured leatherware, at present,

is 11 per cent; but under the Canadian tariff it is 25

per cent. Would not this difference of 14 per cent

be a bounty to the Canadian manufacturers ?" It was

idle to say that they would not take advantage of it.

Another consideration-supposing the question of

union had not been thougnt of, and that our govern

ment proposed a tariff similar to that of Canada,

woad it receive any support in th s House? He

believed no government in this colony would dare to

introduce such a tariff; and, if not, why should we

put it in the power of another government to do so?

That tariff would produce at least £50,000 over the

amount guaranteed to us by the Quebec resolutions.

Wny should we send £30,000 a year to Canada, and

more than probable have to subunit to a direct taxa

tion of £20,000 a year besides to support our poor

and for other purposes? If Confederation would re

move the barriers of ice that sometimes block our

coast, regulat- the winds, and give us more prosperous

fisheries, then that would be an advantage.
twº

foundland requires free trade ; and can we have it to

a grea er extent by confederation
than we have at

present? The Canadian markets are as free to us now

as we can desire. Some few articles of Canadian

manufacture might suit us; but we cannot afford to

shut ourselves out from the British or any other mar

ket for the purpose of fostering Canadian manufac

tures at our expense. It would be more for our advan

tage to continue our present relation with Great

Britain, even if we shºuld have to pay, according to

our pºpulation, a small amount towards the mainte

nance of a military force for our defence. And when

the British governm
ent saw the desire of the people

of this Colony to establish Volunteer Companies, as

they are doing with such spirit and ardour, to be

ready to aid and assist in their own defence, they

would not compel us to join the Confederation con.

trary to our expressed wishes and interests. What

the trade of Newfoundland
requires is that we should

be as free to go tº the markets of the world as possi

ble, and with as little taxation ſaid on out imports as

practicable, and try to keep foreign markets open to

our exports-to-endeavour to encourage the people to

devote more of their attention to agriculture, whi
ch

must prove more profitaole to the contry than Con

federation. I'ne prosperity of the country mast

|º upon the energes of the people, and the re

sources within themselves, and not on the
prosperit

or resources of another country. It is patent.

the fishermen generally have a reluctance tº tº.

themselves to agriculture, from the very nature. .

pursuits being so vastly different from the puniº

the fisheries. But necessity would show and teach

them that it is their best alternative; and from th

and other resources he anticipated more effective

at

permanent relief for the present destitution ºf

portion of our operative. Populrti
on, than fro,

union with the other British North American 6.

In 185 s

-

On motion of the hon ATToRNEY GENERAL the

Committee then rose, and the Chairman reported.

gress. To sit again to-morrow.

The hon RECEIVER GENERAL. by command of his

Excellency the Governor, prese
nted to the Hous, ths

following documents:

Shipping returns for 1864.

Return of Imports and exports for 1864.

Ordered that these documents lie on the table.

The house then adjourned until Thursday at thrº

o'clock.

THURSDAY, March 2.

The house met at 3 o'clock.

Mr KENT presented a petition from Michael Bany

and others, of the Mjor's Path, which was received

and read, praying for a grant to complete that road,

Ordered that the petition lie on the table.

Dr. WINTER presented a petition from John Tillºr

and others, of Shoal Harbor, Random Sound, whii

was received and read, 2raying for a grant to make *

road down the North side of the harbor.

Ordered that the petition lie on the table.

Mr. KAYANAGH presented petitions from Patrick

McDonild and others, of Qirer Cove, from John

Pounder and others, of Gallows Cove, from Romeº

Firm and others, of the same place, from James Kelly

and others, of Outer Cove, and from Thomas Pow.

and others, of Shoe Cove, which were severally re.

ceived and read, praying for grants to open andrepair

roads in these settlements.

Ordered that these petitions lie on the table. #

On motion of the hon. ArroRNEY GENERAL, pur.

suant to order of the day, the house resolved itself

into committee of the whole on the further consider.

tion of the Confederation of the British North Aumers

ican Colonies, Mr. KNIGHT in the chair.

Dr. WINTER—The critical remarks of the hon and |
learned menoer for Fogº, Mr. Whiteway, on the dº. .

crease of the representation of Newfoundland in 1871, º

under Confederation, required reply, as they wer.

specially directed against his (Dr Winter's) views of §

#. operation of the 21st Resolution of the Quebec ||

Conference. Th
e hon and learned member, Mr. White.

way, said that he “must confess that he failed to con.

prehend the hon gentleman's long array of figures."

The resolution in the Report of he Delegates on this

subject appeared very simple. It was this:–“No

reduc’ion small be made in the number of members

returned by any section, unless its population shall tº

have decreased relatively to the population of the

wnole union, to the extent of 5 per centum.” Now,

(said Mr. W ), to illustrate the case, assuming the

whole population to be 4,000,000, (which was near tº

present number) 5 per cent on this would be 200,000.

Qur present population was only 130,000. Therefoº #

the island must be depopulated before we could lose a

representative.
But he (Mr. W.) would read what

Mr. Galt said on the subject, when addressing hit #3

constituents at Sherbrouke, C. E., and surely his wai

an opinion, on the construction of the Resolution, which

the hon and learned member for Trinity would respect.

IIe said —“The House would never have less thin 194 k

members ; but it would increase at a very slow rate."

This latter remark applied truly to Lower Canada and

the other Maritime Provinces, and fully bore out his

(Dr Winter's) argument, that whilst the represen a.

tion of the whole union would appear to increase “at ſº

a very slow rate,” the upper section—Canada West

—would, in 36 years, have an unjustly preponderating

majority over Lower Canada and the other Maritime

Prºvinces, alt
hough these latter will have a majority

of 23 on entering the union. But Mr. Gaſt gave nº

opiniºn on the constitution of the 21st Resolution,

which runs thus:–“No reduction shall be made in

the number of members returned by any section,

unless its population shall have decreased relatively

to the population of the whole union, to the extent 0

five per cent im" Mr. Gºlf comprehends
the effect of .

the 21st Resolution, as well as its construction; and #3

certainly would not commit himself to an shsurjity, by

telling bis constituents a: Sherbrooke,Can
ada Eust,that

the population of Upper Canada, N wroundland, or ;

any other section of the union must decrease 200,000,

being 5 per cent on 4'000,000, before any reduction

shall be mada in the number of members returned by

that section of the Confederatton.
So much for the

authority quoted by the hon and learned inember for

Fogo, Mir. Whiteway, to illustrate the case submitted

by him to the House, and the country. Now toil &

lustrate his . (Dr. Winter's) view, 5 per cert on

4,000,000—the whole population—is 207,000, which

divided by the total number of members (194) give:

1,003, as per cent for each member. This multiplied

by the number of members for each section or Pro

vince will show the relative amount of decrease of

population required by the 21st Resolution before

any of them will lose a member: as shown in the ſok

lowing tabular statement.

Upper Canada,82:4100
3

Nova Scotia, 19 “

NewBrunswick,15 “

P. E. Island, 5 “

Newfoundland, 8 “

Now Newfoundland will, in 1871, have increased from

130,000 to 155,740; but as the ratio of Lower Canada

will give 21,495 for each of her 65 members, New

foundland will require 8 times 21,495, or 171,960, tº

enable her to return 8 members. But having
decreased

16,221-more than double the amount of 5 per cent,

or 8,024, relatively to the proportion of the whol,

union, consequently will lose a member, and will tº

tain 7, in place of 8. Such was his (Dr. Winterº

view of the matter, to which he would adhere until

some suund and logical reasons were given to continº

him to the contrary.
-

M1. WHITeway—What he had stated was that."

might possibly have been from his (Mr. W.'s) dº

tuseness, but he could net understand the hon

learned member's long array of figures or his mode.”

calculation. Now his (Mr. W.) figures were wº

simple. If the hon gentlemán would only tº

4,000,000, the present estimated population
of th;

Confederacy, at 5 per cent, he would find that to co"

stitute a reduction sufficient to deprive us of a
męż"

ber, we would lose exactly 200,000, or in other
words,

the colony must be entirely depopulated before
wº

could lose a member. He
(Mr. W.) was

confirme

in this view of the matter by the opinion of Mr.
Galt,

who said that the house would never have lºss thº

134 ºn-mbers,but it would increase et a very slow tº

Now tortified by such an opinion as that, he ( Mr.
W] ;

must adhere to what he before stated, that he?"

not, understand the learned Doctor's figurºs wº

mode of calculation.
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

TUesday, Feb. 28.

(Continued.)

Mr. Wyatt was sorry that he was not present when

this Resolution was laid before the house, and that he

had not heard the speeches of the Hon Attorney Gell

era; and Mr. A Shea. He also regretted that he had

not up to this time seen a report of the hon
Attors

ney General's speech. He (Mr. Wyatt), felt that

on a matter involving such vital interests to the country,

it was necessary for every representative to give the

question his most serious consideration, to calmly weigh

every particular, so that he might be enabled to arrive

at a just conclusion. He saw that the hop member for

Placentia and St Mary's, Mr. Shea, found fault with the

hon Attorney General for saying that the advantages

which Confederation would bestow were entirely specu

lative. He (Mr. Wyatt) quite agrred with the opinion

of the hon and learned Attorney General on this point,

and thought that before we hastily entered into any

great speculation of this kind, we should see whether

its working would be practicable or not. Now in the

return which had been laid before the House, shewing

the difference between the Canadian tariff and our own

he believed there were some mistakes. During then he

observed that no allowance had been made for the

difference between the Imperial and Old English gallou,

which would of itself produce a difference in the esti

mate of some £3,000. Now it was very clear that not

withstanding the advocacy that had been given to this

project by hon members, they were not agreed among
themselves as to the terms on which they would join

this union. There were very few who would accept

the report of the Conference as it stood, and there were

many others who had particular objections to each

paragraph in that Report. He (Mr. Wyatt) must say

that he felt some diffidence in standing up to spak on

so important a question as this,before gentlemen so accus

tomed to debate. It had been stated that when these

Resolutions were laid before the House, some hon mem

bers were said to have rushed out. and clamorously in

formed the people that the country, was to be sold to

Canada, and the result was the public meeting which had

lately been held in the town. He (Mr. Wyatt) believed

that that meeting had only been called for the express

purpose of petitioning for a postponement of a decision

on this question. He had the honor of presenting a

petition from the Commercial Society, that, simply

prayed for a postponenent. The hou the Speaker had

the second time thrown down the gauntlet to the mer

chants, and had singled him (Mr. Wyatt) out as their

champion. Now he (Mr. Wyatt) was not there in any

such capacity, but merely as a representative of the

eople of Bonavista Bay. As a junior member of this

H. he had waited for his colleagues to first express

their opinions ou this question. He regretted that up to

the trésent time the Surveyor General had not placed

his opinions before the public. Now he (Mr. W.)

could not perceive what the advantages were which were

to be received by this country when we joined this Con

federatin. It appeared, however, that we were to be

driven into it by threats. It was stated that if we did

not join, we would be compelled to pay for our military

defences. In the event of a war under this Coufedera

tion, would not Canada have quite enough to do to

defend her own territory P. Our share of the expense

of the new nation would be more than we would be able

to pay. He did not see, in the financial statements put

forth, an adequate allowance for the maintenance of an

army and navy for Canada. The hon member for Pia

centia and St. Mary's, Mr. She , would lead us to be

lieve that such would not be necessary. That hon mem

ber said—“As regards the burdens the confederation

would entail, an army and a navy were held out in pro

minent relief, and the alarm of tax payers is sought

to be excited. He had already on a former occasion

explained his views on this head, and they are not

ged by further

-

iou. "I he colonies are ex

pected to assist themselves, but no intention exists of

placing on them so great a burtheu as an army and navy

would create. While we are d' pen-tencies, manifestly

unaule to sustain so great an obiigation, its imposition

would be imposed to alt sense of justice, and the relation

we hold to the mother country. No doubt the day will

come when the Confederation will, from increase of

population and wealth, necessarily cease to be a depen

dency, and with the best wishes of the mother cuuntry,

from which these colonies will never voluntarily separate,

an independent national position will be assumed. When

that time does arrive, an army and a navy, and the other

obligations of national existeuce will doubtless become

ecessary, and the country will have the ability to sus

tain these burdens. But at present we have no need to

deai with such considerations. Mr. Mill, the great

writer he had already quoted, though belonging to the

ºchool that holds the colonies of light valus to England,

yet admits that “as the mother country claims the

privilege, at her sole discretion, of taking measures or

pursuing a policy which may expose then to attack, it

is just that she should undertake a considerable portion

of their military detence, even in times of peace ; the

whole of it so far as it depends on a standing army.”

That this is the view entertained by H. M. present Go

vernment is evident from the paragr pn in Mr. Card

well's dispatch:

“A very important part of this subject is the ex

F.”
which may attend the working of ine central and

ocal goveruments. Her Majesty's Government cannot
but express the earnest hope that the arrangements which

may be adopted in this respect may not be of such a ha

ture as to increase, at least in any considerable degree,

the whole expenditure, or to make any material addition

to the taxation, and thereby retard the internal industry

or tend to impose new burdeus on the commerce of the

country."

* Ihese words would be an idle mockery if it were

contemplate 1 to impose on the Confederation the heavy

the chair,

“In Mr. Tilley's estimate of expense nothing had been

allowed for the Army and Navy. The hon A. S. Smith

puts down its cost at $2,500,000 per annum" , Mr.

Smith, states that he had examined the resolution of

the Conference carefuſly, and could find no such item

provided for, and, during all the discussions of Confer

ence, he never heard it proposed to establish an army,

and construct a navy.”

-

“The Hon George Brown, at the dinner already re

ferred to, at which the New Brunswick Delegates were

present, said: ‘I cannot conclude without referring to

some other things which have received the grave atten

tion of the Conference. And the first point to which I

desire to call attention is, the fact that the delegates have

unanimously resolved that the United Provinces shall be

placed at the earliest moment in a thorough state of

defence. The attacks which have been made upon us

have created the impression that those Provinces are in

a weak and feeble state ; if, then, we would do away

with this false impression, and place ourselves on a firm

and secure footing in the eyes of the world, our course

must be to put our country in such a position of defence

that we may fearlessly look our enemies in the face. It

is a pleasure to me to state,
and I am sure it must be a

pleasure to all present to be informed, that the Confer

ence at Quebec did not separate before entering into a

pledge to put the Military and Naval defences of the

united provinces in a most complete and satisfactory

osition.”

“To prove the correctness of Mr. Brown's statement

we have only to refer to the Published Scheme, Article

13 is as follows: “Militia—Military and Naval Ser

vice and Defence,” Mr. Smith then was fully justified

in adding $2,500,000 for the Military and Naval Ser

vice.”

The military and naval defence of the confederation

could not be provided for without very great expense,

of keeping an Army and Navy would be very large ; and

we would have to pay our proportion of the cost. How

ever grand the idea of Coufederation migºt be, the true

basis of the question was the pounds, shillings, and pence,

no matter how much hon gentlemen might sneer at that

view of the question. Every one had admitted that

the expense of the new nation, at first, would be very

great. He (Mr. W.) considered that we were going to

obtain all our manufactures from Canada, was a purely

speculative one. We certainly had the testimony of

the hon member for Carbonear, Mr. Rorke, that leather

ware could be imported at a cheaper rate from Canada

than from England, and that the articles imported were

as good as the home manufacture. But again we must

not forget what had been universally admitted, that

during at least six months of the year the Navigation of

the St. Lawrence would be closed. And would hon

gentlemen say that that would nºt tell against us

Again, it was held out to as an inducement to join the

Couſeueration, that the Cana:ians would establish a dock

here. He (Mr. W.) believed that if we had one, it would

be of great advantage to us. He, however, thought that

it was very questionable whether we would ever be

indebted to the Canadians for one Again, he thought

it would be years before Agriculture could be made

anything more than a mere auxiliary to the fisheries.—

And now, that the fisheries have been unproductive for

years ; and although large prices have been obtained fer

produce, those persons engaged in the fisheries who

have been only partially successful are in absolute want.

How would it be if we joined the confederation, and the

fisheries were unproductive P would we be able to obtain

a grant from the Federal Government for the relief of

our poor Or would we not be compelled to raise the

means of relief by direct taxation? It had been admitted

on all sides that the system of local assessment for the

relief of the poor could now be carried out here. He

was surprised to hear the hon. the Speaker say that the

delegates had obtained as good terms for Newfoundland

as could be expected. He (Mr. W.) must say that it

these were the best terms that could be obtained for us,

we should boldly state at once that we could not join the

Confederation. I he question had been ...] to us

at a very unfavourable time, when the country was to be

at its lowest ebb. He would like to know whether the

stamp tax which existed in Canada was to be applied

here? And if so, in what shape or form? The people of

this country could not bear direct taxation. See how dif

ficult it was to co-lect the present water rates. Wny.

in many instances, the ground landlords were compelled

to pay the rates, from the extreme poverty of the tenants.

Then it must be remembered that we would also have

to pay the sewerage rates, and further direct taxation was

out of the question. even in the capital; and still less in

the outports could direct taxation be resorted to. His

own impressions, from the first, were decidedly favour

able to Confederation, which he regarded as a very grand

and imposing question. But the terms proposed in the

Resolutions of the Conference at Quebec weie not such

as he considered for the advautage of Newfoundland to

accept. So far he had seen nothing that could induce

him to go into it. He would be sorry to deprive his

constituents of any benefits which might flow from it,

if really there would be any to counterbalance the dis

advantages under these Resolutions. He was very glad

indeed that the Resolution before the cilair had been

proposed, which provided that the question should be

subunitted to the constituencies previous to a final deci

sºon being come to upon it. He thought the aduministra

tion of our affairs and resources would be much better

in our own hands than in those of any eght gentlemen

whom we might send to Canada. A delegation to ºng

land on that question had been suggested. He was not

in favour of sending home a delegation ; because he

thought the interests of the country were safe in the

hands of the gentlemen interested in Newfoundland

resident thers, who had an intimate acquaintance with

our circumstances and wants i and wiio were deeply

interested in the prosperity of the country. They would

bring much parliamentary influence to bear on the ques

tion, and would watch the progress of affairs. In the

meanume, until we had more reliable information, and

could obtain better terms, we had better abstain from any

proceedings committing the country to any course.

Holding these views, he had much pleasure in supporting

the Resolution before the chair.

Mr. McGRATH had listened with the greatest attention

to the speecres of hon inembers on both sides of the

House on the great and important question before

the Cantederation of the British North

American Colonies. This was a vital and importatit

subject to the future interests of Newfoundland,

and one that he thought should be dealt with

houestly by every hon. member of the House. The ques

Ohe most necessary condition he (Mr. McGrath) consid

ered to be a guarantee for the establishment of staam

communication, both with Canada and England. He be

lieved hon, members were agreed that without steam

communication with Canada, the Union could not be ef

ſectively or beneficially carried out. He fully concurred

in the Resolution before the chair, that no decision be

come to on the

question
until after it is submitted to the

constituencies. This would give the people ample time

for the consideration of the question, which would thus

be submitted to the whole country; and the House

would be relieved from tha great responsibility of deci

ding a question of such vital importance to the present

and future generations. He, for one, could not have

agreed to any other course; for he would not have taken

the responsibility of voting for the union without its

being previously sanctioned by his constituents. There

was no anticipation of so important a question coming

before the House, when hon. Thembers were returned by

their constituents ; and therefore the electors throughout

the Colony should have the privilege of pronouncing

upon the question, previous tca vote of that House being

taken upon it. Looking at the present depresed condi.

tion of this colony, and contrasting it with the general

prosperity prevalent in the other British North Ameri

can Provinces, he (Mr. McGrath) anticipated a favorable

result from the appeal to the people. He believed they

would be most anxious for union. He must say that

he could not see how otherwise this cºuntry was to be

raised from its present state of depression. The fisheries

were from year tv year becoming gradually less produc

tive, the country was falling into debt, pauperism ab

sorbing the revenne, and leaving no surplus to be ap

plied to public improvements and the development of

our resources. Taking these circumstances into conside

ration, one would imagine that almost any change for

Newfoundland would be for the better. If we visited

many harbors along our coast, we would find establish

ments, once flourishing, now falling into decay, the ma

jority of the fishing population losing all energy, owing

to bad fisheries, and no appearance, as in former years. of

attention to agriculture or any other pursuit from which

they could gain an independent livelihood. , Lonsidering

all these matters, he thought a union with the other

Provinces afforded the best prespect of elevating the con

dition of the people and promoting the best interests of

this Colony. But, as he nad already observed, the ques

tion was one for the decision of the people themselves,

whether they would go into the union, or return a ma

jority to the next House opposed to Confederation. He

had, therefore, much pleasure in supporting the Resolu

tion before the chair,

Mr. KAVANAGH rose, not for the purpose of throwing

any additional light on the great question now before the

country, but merely to show his constituents how he felt

in the matter; and it would be for them to judge of his

conduct. Many and powerful arguments had been put

forward, both for and against Confederation. He (Mr.

K.) was glad to find that the people were alive to the

question, in which their interests are so deeply involved.

The public mind was much agitated upon it, and jusly so,

for if that question of Confederation was carried, it might

entail great and permanent ruin on the country. He was

glad, however, that the decision of the question, was to
be referred to the people themselves. The whole coun

try would thus have time for its consideration, and its

discussion by the people would, no doubt, have the best

results. They would have an opportunity of considering

it deliberately and in all its totality. It would be well

that they should consider how far it would be prudent on

their part to transfer to strangers the power of enacting

their laws and levying upon them any amount of taxa

tion they pleased; also to consider how far it would be

wise to give up to Canadians the control of the Crown

lands, mines and minerals of this lsland, and more than

that, whether they would submit to additional taxation to

meet the outlay for improvements in the other colonies,

and for the military expenditure of the Confederation.

These improvements can be of little or no benefit to the

people of this Colony, while many improvements are ur

gently required here, which would be of the greatest be

nefit to them. Would the people consent to their rights

and privileges passing from them for ever ? Should they

consent to all this, they would deserve the blackest ser

vitude. The British Government had, in their wisdom,

conferred upon us a free constitution, fully satisfied that

we were able to manage our own affairs. Were we, then,

oing to give up that great boon? He (Mr. K) said no.

i. 5ur heart's blood flow to preserve our free constitu

tion under the British flag. Much had been said on that

great and important question. Some hon, members spoke

of the great benefits conferred on Scotland by the union

with England. No doubt Scotland was a great gainer

by that union. But he would ask permission to turn to

another question, and ask how Ireland has been under

her union with England P Had she gained any benefits

by that P. How has it fated with that lovely land of the

sun, which might be said, or its fertility, to be flowing

with milk snd honey—that land whose sons are brave,

and its daughters virtuous, who sent forth saints and he

roes to instruct man and combat tyrants–heroes who

never struck their flag to an enemy, and the plains of

Waterloo could bear testimony to that fact, in the person

of the late distinguished Duke of Wellington, who was a

son of that misruled Island. He (Mr. K.) would ask the

question again.—Was Ireland benefited by the union f

On the contrary, she lost every tuing that was dear to her

people. Let any person take up Sir Jonah Barrington's

itise and Fall of the irish Nation, read it with care, and let

him say what Ireland lost by her union with England.

No country ever rose so quick:y, in the -hort space of

eighteen years—more that Ireland did, whilst she had

the full contre of her own affairs. But when she lost

that sue sank far below tue level of a petty province ;

and is now steeped in misery and want 1 and her hardy

and industrious race deserting her every day, add leaving

her green fields a barren waste. , All this, must be

attributed to her union with England. With this fact

pass away for ever from our hands, and must he entirely

placed under the control of the Federal Government,

which would tend to destroy the prospects of our peo

ple ; and should it suit the whin, of the Federal Go

vernment, they would place such restrictions on our

fishing population as would entirely cripple our great

staple trade ; and having no guarantee to the contrary,

such restrictions might be imposed. Secondly,–the

General Government will have the power of taxing to

any amount our imports and exports, even our houses,

lands, cattle, and all other proper y we possess, in order

to raise a revenue, which would press heavily upon the

people. The steam oommunication is named, but no

guarantee is given for its being carried into effect. We

have merely the promise of the existing government of

Canada for its being carried out. The regulation of our

trade and commerce would be under Federnl control,

and we knew full well, if the mercantile interests of this

Island came in contact with those of Gunnda, that ours

would have to give way. That, in itself, was a great

objection which had to go into Confederation. "Our

Lighthouses, buoys and beacons would be under the

control of the tommissioners of the Federal Govern

ment; in fact every institution now under our own sole

management would pass into Federal hands; and over

them we would not he allowed the smallest control. The

paltry sum of £80,000, with £32,000 assumed on our

account was all we were to receive annually, whatever

amount of revenue might be collected at our ports ; and

with this sum of £80,000 a year we would have to

defray the whole of our local expenditure, including the

making and repairing of local roads and bridges. If this

sum would prove inadequate, we must have recourse to

direct taxation. Then our Crown lands would pass from

under our charge, with our mines and minerals. A

Canadian Surveyor General would be sent down to take

charge of the Crown lands department, who would re

ceive his instructions from the Federal Government, and

have a regard solely to their interests and wishes in the

management and disposal of these lands as well as of

mining licenses. Considering all this, was it a matter of

surprise that there was such a strong public feeling

against Confederation P There was no guarantee, on the

other hand, that our circumstances would be in any

respect improved under Confederation ; but, on the

contrary, he (Mr. K.) thought they would be much

dam ged. Therefore he considered that Confederation

would not suit the country. But should the people

think otherwise, with them the decision would lie. Let

them declare at the approaching General Election in

favour of union, taking the responsibility on themselves ;

and then no blame would attach to their representatives.

But until his constitueots were satisfied that it would be

for their benefit to enter into the Confederation, he (Mr.

K.) was determined to oppose it.

Mr. BARRoN.—The subject of Confederation which

has been so long before the house and so ably discussed

on both sides, was now very nearly exhausted. He had

listened with great attention to the argumsnts which had

been adduced for and against the proposed union. But

notwithstanding the able and eloquent speeches which

had been made, he saw no reason to ehange the opinion

which he had held for a long time, but had never publicly

expressed, that Confederation must prove of substantial

benefit and advantage to Newfoundland. The Resolu.

tions of the Conference did certainly seem objectionable

in some minor matters of detail. The most important

subject which he considered it necessary to refer to, and

without which, in his opinion, there could be no Con

federation, because there would be no reciprocity of inter

est or equality of benefit, was steam communication. He

saw that provision had been made for the intercolonial

railway, which, in itself, would confer more advantages

upon the sister Colonies than upon Newfoundland. He

thought, therefore, that we were entitled to direct steam,

and that a provision guaranteeing it to us should have

been inserted in these resolutions He, however, did

not see how it was possible for us to have direct steam.

with Toronto. It must be evident to any reflecting mind

regarding the present condition of the country, and com

paring it with its progress and uncertain prosperity in

the past, that if we are left to our own unaided resources,

there can be no possible hope of our ever bettering our

condition, but that with the ever increating burden of

pauperism, and cºnsequent social demoralization, nation

al insolvency must inevitably follow. We have nothing

to depend upon but our fisheries, which are of the most

precarious character; we have no other resource to em

play the industry of the people; and when our fisheries

failed, we had nothing to hope for. Hon. gentlemen

had spºken about the good fisheries of the past; but

any one acquainted with them must know that if they

were gºod one year, they were bad the next. The his.

tory of , t e country, shewed a succession of good

and bad fisheries; an he (Mr. B.) firmly believed that

twenty years hence, we would be in the same state of

poverty and degradation that we are in at present. The

great cry that was raise t against Confederation, was ad

ditional taxation. He (Mr. B.) believed that that was a

bugbear, a species of political clap-trap, that was only

resorted to, to mislead and deceive the pecple. He fel.

assured that our imports from Canada, coming in duty

free, would more than counter-balance
any increase

in our

tariff. , Hon. gentlemen who were opposed to this Con

federation had taken the tariff of 1864, and roundly as

served that it would be applied to us. Did they not know

that that tariff was an exceptional one, and that it was

to be remoddelled P Hon. gentlemen had also said that

the Reciprocity Treaty would not be done away with. He

(Mr. B.) knew that it would. He was as well informed

on this point as any other hon, member—the notice for

its abrogation had passed the United States Senate some

time ago; and a settled deterºnina;ion existed not to

continue it. From the time of its inception up to the

present, the farmers ofthe United States had always been

opposed to it; and now that the influence of the Western

States was more powerful in the Senate than formerly,

on account of the Southern Confederacy, there was no

before our eyes, let us, in the name of everything that is possibility of its con inuance , And the
raids from Cana

good, retain that great bool waien the mother cºuntry

besowed upon us ; and let us look to a kind Proviuence

for better times.—Let the people stand firm together,

and preserve the freedom and independence of their

country : for this is not the work of Party or of faction,

but the united work uſ the country; and when a people

become blended and inseparable, their power cannot be

resisted, but must be acknowledged. iben before New

foundland is committed, he ( lr. K.) trusted that. no

man would shriuk from his auty. In supporting the J"

claims, and doing justice to the people. And the*

that would, let him be branded as one unfit for th: ""

: da had so incenseſ the people of the States, that they

were desirous of hasteniug is abrogation. Ine loss,

therefore, of the Reciprocity treaty must be regarde I as

settled. It would be greatly felt by this Colón;, which

had derived great ad-antages from it. It was necessary

therefore, that, in our present position, we should have

something else to depend upon. He did not see that wa

could get terms inuch better than these offered to us.

We are not in a position to dictate terms. Poverty and

misery are riſe among us, and unives we join in this Cons

federation, we could hope fur no impreveiurnt in our so

cial coudition. He did no know much atout the value

of our mines and minerals; but as lue ºeuer'ſ Govern

-

- . obligation an army and a navy would involve. We toº has been sºapy and fully discussed that it was not | fidence of any consutuency, and let him be acous frºm - --

100,opened in 1847.has*::::: | may therefore cºnclude that {h. just and equitable his intention to go ź. it at any great length. After : aſ:º....?'...; for the inau would ment were giving us the large sum of £37,000 pe: al

he application of the Bonus ; | policy which leaves this charge for the present at least listening to the many lengthy, able ind eloquent speech. nuingly barter away the liberus, ºi,º,"...] . for them, he certainly the gºt th; we shºuld nºt

oportion.
feision in 1860. with the imperial Government, is that which it is pro. es of hºn, membersºfaddressed ºn House, botn mºss ºf pottage, shogid not be ºuterated , Tueſ with tº jeº: ºch an offer. These inues would then be work

ery five years; next division
. hat

Ar"
Posed to follow, and that we need not udulge in any for and against Confederation, he must say that, w his wacie heart anu out he (Mr. K.) opposed confeueratou, eu. and as necessary cousequence, a new bracch uſ indus

eived in any part of the world " ". serious objection on this ace uut.” Now how aid that mind, the arguments in favor of Confederation were the until the people are fully convinº, that by “liter"; tº.” be opened up ºr our la loting pºpulativa.
been established t

*gree with the statement in the speech of the hon more cºnvincing. Sull there were same modifications into the scheine their interests would be prºmotº. * and great substantial benefit conſerted on the country.

| Fºrge Brown He [Air. W.) would read an extract which he unought were most necessary before we shºuld in using sº be based bi- objectors on the following Up to this period our nines had bee. in the bands
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of the country had been given to him, and in many places

the Agriculturist was precluded from settling on sime of

the finest lands in the country, because they w.re in the

hands of a private individual, who had o'btained posses

sion of them. He perfectly coincided with the wisdom

and prudence of this Resolution, which left the constitu.

encies of the country to decide the question. Already we

found great change of opinion in the ranks of the anti

confederates. Que gentieman, who at the first was op

psed to the principle altogether, had now so modified

is views as only to object to the details. He (Mr. Bar

ron) would have voted against any Resolution that would

have operated to bind the country without appealing to

the people. He had only heard the closing remarks of

the hun, member for Bonavista, Mr. Wyatt. That hon.

gentleman had such an exalted idea of the power and in.

fluence of the mercantile body, taat he believes that in.

filence will be sufficiently strong to snuff out all those

who have had the manly independance of fearlessly speak

ing their sentiments in opposition to the opinions of

the merchants of St. John's, who are not themselves

agreed on the measure. That hon, member had indulged

in similar remarks before, and he had been very properly

snubbed for it. . That should have taught him a lesson in

modesty. With reference to the suggestion that it

would be well to send delegates to England to watch

proceedings there, he saw no necessity for it, he would

oppose it. The Resolution before the house definitely

settled the question until the next session ; and he con

ceived nothing more was required. He had much plea

sure in supporting the Resolution.

Mr. PABsons.—The subject of a Confederation of

the British North American Colonies has now been

tolerably well discussed by this House; and no doubt

the effect of that discussion upon the public mind has

been useful, in enabling indifferent persons to arrive

at a satisfactory conclusion as to the advantages or

disadvan...ges—the good, or evil—which might result

to this country by forming a part of the proposed

aliance. Before I proceed larther, however, I should

like to inquire how this question has presented itself

for our consideration. We are aware that the Legis

latures of the neighbouring Provinces deputed each

several of their members to attend a Couvention held

last year at Quebec, to deliberate on the expediency

of uniting with the Canadas to form a Colonial Confe

deration. To this Convention the Executive Govern.

ment of Newfoundland despatched two ge.tlemen as

I)-lega.es. The Assembly was no party to the ap

pointment. The people, or the representatives of the

people, knew nothing of the mission upon which they

were sent. It appears, however, that a suite of Reso

Żutions was drawn up as the basis of a constitution for

the formation of a new nation to be created by a union

of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Priuce Edward

Island and Newfoundland with the Canadas. These

Resolutions were passed in secret, that is, the public

were not admited to the deliberations of the conclave.

The Executive Oelegates from Newfoundland sigued

these Resolutions, several of which were only carried

by a majority of one, ahd that one the casting vºte of

an instrument of Canada, thereby pledging the Gov

ernment of Newfoundland, whose special plenipoten

tiaries the Delegates from this colony were, to all the

stipulations contained in them. Now, this being the

case, how came these Resolutions before the House

in the illegitimate shape in which they appear? The

act of signing these Resolutions was certainly the

act of the Government, whose commissioners the Dele

gates were, and the transaction should either have

been rejected by the Government alwogether, or have

been laid upon the table of the House as a Govern

ment measure. Had the Resolutions at Quebec been

agreed to by delegates duly appointed by this house,

the matter would have been quite diſferent; then their

Roport would have come before the house in a con

stitutional manner, and might be ratified as the act of

Deputies rightfully appointed to do certain things on

the part of the Assembly. As it is, it is well to dis

abuse the British Government of any impression it

may entertain, that this house recognises, in any way,

the proceed ngs of the Delegates, or that their signa

tures commit them, in the sightest particular to ineir

views; that, therefore, the ques.ion is an open one,

and that this Legislature is not in a position to come

to a conclusion upon it. With these views I heartily

support the IResolution before the chair. As to the ne:

cessity or expediency of this Colony joining the pro

posed Confederacy, I am entirely opposed to it, on any

plea. It has been urged that we ought to do so, on the

score of self-protection. I deny that there is any fear

whatever to be apprehended on that point. We have had

in all the wars in which Great Britain has been engaged,

ample protection from the mother land ; and is her

strength so decayed,that she cannot still throw the shield

of her defence around us, as she has hitherto done? I

do not believe it. I have that unswerving confidence

in her naval superiority, as to believe that she

is as able, and as willing now as ever she was, to pro

tect us against her foes, no matter from what quarter

they may come. Surrounded as our rock-girt coasts

are by the broad Atlantic, our soil is secure against

any invasion which could uot be successfully met and

rendered abortive by the navy of Engian I. In the

name of the people Newfoundland, I therefore repuii

ate the idea that we shall be more secure against ag

ression by entering the contemplated Union with

§. than we are at the present moment, a col

ony with a millstone of forty milions of dollars of

debt about her neck, whose credit is doubtful at home,

and whose debentures are at a discount in the foreign

market. Let me now call the attention of the house

to the moving causes which opera'ed to in luce the

Canadians to devise a union with the Mariine C lonies;

and I shall quote from a writer seemingly well posted

up in Colonial politics:—

“In Nova Scotia Legislature, last spring, resolu

tions were carried recommending that delegates be ap

pointed to consider the subject of a Union of Nova

Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island

(but not Canada) to be under one Government and

Legislature. Similar resolutions were passed in the

Legislatures of New Brunswick and Prince Edward

Island, and accordingly delegates were appointed by

the Provinces named, who, in September, met at

Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. They were

either, unable to agree, or did not desire to carry

out the instructions of the different legislatures

which authorised their appointment.—Previously,
however, to the meeting of the delegates, a number

of leading Canadians arrived at Halifax, upon

the invitation of some of the people of that city,

and being very well treated there, fell into such love

towards that province as the crow is said to have for

the corrion. A few Haligonians, who imagine that

they ºan control the whole province, seemed ready

to sell us for to promise of an intercolonial railroads.

The Upper Canadians, a shrewd and calculating peo

ple, saw at once that the intercolonial road would

Ls wastly more... beneficial to themselves, and,

moreover, hat if they could get Nova Scotia

with New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,

under their control, they would materialy help to

prop up their tottering credit, and better still, enable

them to surmount the troubles and difficulties which,

for years, existed between Upper and Lower Canada,

and which destroyed the tability of their several suc

cessive Governments.-What that difficulty was it may

not be out of place briefly to mention. In 1827 tile

population of Lower Canada, which was then and for

some time after a separate pºvince, numbered some

500,000. Of this number 525,000 were of French

descent, and professed the Catholic religion. With

upwards of five of French to one of British origin, the

number of salaried offices held by frenchmen was only

47, while the fraction (75,000) of British descent held

157 offices of emolument. This, with numersus other

grievances, produced the irritation and discontent

which resulted in the rebollion of 1837. In 1840,

after the rebellion was put dºwn, as if to avoid fu

ture difficulty, the two provinces of Upper and Lower

Canada were united under one government and legis

lature, both sections having an equal number of re

presentatives in the General Assembly. The popu

Iation of Lower Canada about the time (by the census

cf 1844) was 690,892, while that of Upper Canada (in

1842) was but 486 255, and it will be seen that if the

principle of representation according to population

were then adopted, Lower Canada would have a vast

majority in the House of Assembly; but that right was

conceded to Lower Canada. Upper Canada possessing

an extensive and fertile territory unoccupied, soon at

tracted a considerable stream of emºgration, and ra

pidly increased in population and wealth, so that now,

the population of that part of the country is 1,395,222

against the 1,166,148 of . Lower Canada. Upper

Canada, therefore,now exceeds Lower Canada in point

of population, as much as the latter exceeded the

form r at the time of the Union. No sooner did: the

Upper Cansdians find themselves considerably strong

er in point of numbers than they demanded represent

ation according to population, in the hope that,having

obtained that end, the institutions, laws, nationality,

and religion of the Lower Canadiars would be at

their mercy and under their control. George Brown,

the arch-bigot of Upper Canada, did not hesitate to

declare publicly that this became a public necessity,

for the reasons just mentioned, and by indulging in

the grossest abuse of everything C1:hoic inflamed the

minds of the people on the one side and the other.

The French and the other Catholics of Lower Canada

very correctly answered the Upper Canadians to this

effect:- At the time of the Union our majority over

you was over two hundred thousand, and hid the

principle of representation by population, which you

now seek to establish, been then coaceded to us, we

would long have had a large majority in the House

of Assembly, and our political status would have now

been better than it is...That privilege was denied us,

and you entered the Union with the understanding

that we were to continue to have an equal number

of representatives. We both had to agree to it under

an Imperial enactment, and it is now part of the con

stitution of our country., While we had a majority

you claimed and received an equality of representation

and the rule which was applied to you then should

ually apply to us now. With your hereditary hatred

. laws, our institutions, and, what is dearer to

us, our religion; with your strong, numerous, and

well-organ zed bºdy of Orangemen and others equally

desirous to curtail our rights, if not trample us out of
existence, we will not agree to give you the power

which will enable you to do so while the constitution

and the laws of the country and our own position in

the Legislature protect us. We are tired of your com

pany, as we have received nothing but injustice at

your hands since the Union. If you are not prepared

to carry out the arrangement upon which we became

united, let us take steps to sever the connection. Let

us again become two separate provinces, each having

its own Legislature and G ºvernment. We are both

powerful, and we may be both prosperous and happy

under separate Governments.' . It will be seen that, in

this respect, Lower Canada had both right and just ce

on her side, but Upper Canada was not content to

separate. Leading men continued to agitate the ques

tion of representation according to population. Sev

eral governments were form d within a limited number

of years, but they were destined to rule the country

but for brief periods. At last the danger was that no

efficient government could be formed, and that
º:

Canada would not get the system of representation

which she desired. Mr George Brown, ever-watcatul

to effect the darling object of his life, saw that if the

roposed union of New Brunswick, Prince Euward

sland and Nova Scotia could be defeated, and a nore

comprehensive one could be effected, to include Can.

ada, his mission would be complete. And that then

Lºwer Canada as well as the other provinces would be

.#
soon under the absolute control of Upper Canada

and that his dear Orange men would have it all their

own way. He came to Charlotte‘own where it appears

that he met more than one sympathiser, and the only

union which the delegates were authorized by the dif.

ferent Legislatures to effect was abandoned. Brown

got our delegates to follow him to Canadi, where they

met with a continued ovation; and no doubt every

glass of champagne which they swallowed brightened

the prospects of Upper Canadian ascendancy, and

ably expect soon to occupy a position, not only to hiss

and insult a Prince of Wales with impunity, but to

beard the British Lion in his den if tº dec shes to

carry out their behests and trample on the religious

feelings and rights of millions of loyal British subjects.

To carry the scheme successfully into operation, it

became necessary to declare LowerCanada, nominally,

a separate province, with the expenses incident to a

government and legislature, but without the power

which legitimately belong to them; an i Nova Scotia,

New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island had to be

thrown into the scale, just in such a manner as was

necessary to effect the union and sabserve Canadian

interests.”

Thus it will be seen that this Confederation has

been suggested purely for the benefit of Upper Cana

da. But lest the House should doubt the conclusions

of the writer I have quoted, I will give hon members

extracts from a Despa'ch transmitted to Nova Scotia

by the Canadian Government, and which will be ſound

recorded in the Journal of the Assembly of the former

province for 1859. This Despatch is signed by G. E.

Cartier, John Ross, and A. T. Galt, then in the Cana

dian Government.

(To be continued.)

EveRYTHING IN SEAsox. That grey hairs are hon

orable in old age is a proverbial matter ; but are

they so in youth P MRs. S. A. ALLEN s World

Hair Restorer and Zylobalsamum, or Haur Dressing,

are suited to both young and old, they restore grey

hair to its youthful color, giving the roots the natural

nourisment. They renew, preserve and increase the

growth. Every Druggist sells them. J. J., Dearin,

Sola Agent for Newfoundland, to wilom all orders

must be addressed.

Royal ARTILLERY.—Holloway's, Ointment ahd

Pills.-A serjeant in the Royal Artillery, writes, on

December 12th, 1862, from Poonamattee, Madras

Presidency, that his right leg, from the ankle to the

calf, was a quagmire of disease and corruption; that

he was on the hospital roll for twelve months, with

out any improvement in his case; that he, as a forlorn

hope, resolved to try Hºlloway's celebrated Ointment
and Pills. These soon gave ease, expe led the

-

humours from the limb, healed the apparently incura
ble sore, and restored him to sound health. Soldiers

and sailors are earnestly recommended to have re:

course to these invaluable medicamen's for curing old

wounds, sores, or ulcers—more particularly when they

have arisen from imprudence and seein incurable.

assured the Toronto Orangemen that they may reason -

MAIL INTELLIGENCE.

(From Willmer and Smith's European
Times,April 1.)

A great and unexpected calamity has overtaken the

a.º. town of É. Qne of the oldest,

and, in the judgment of a large portion
of the inhabi

tants, one ºf the most staple provincial, banks-bas

closed its doors, never to re-open them,
failed to the

ºnt ºf a million sterling; and this has occurred at

a time when the tendency to gloomy apprehensions in

the Money Market is greater than it has been for sev

eral years past—greater than the gloºm in the vely

dept of the Crimean war, ten years ago.or.in
the

midst

of the Indian mutiny. An incident like this, occurring

at such a time, produces influitely more mischief than

it would have caused when the funds were steadier,

and mens' minds less oppressed by considerations

about the future. One of the partners in this unfortu

nate establishment—it dates as far back as the last

century—was well known as a prominent member of
what is called the Exeter-hall School of Theology,

whose annual motion about the Government grant to

Maynooth generally emptied the House of Commons.

But the uneasiness caused by the failure of the Bank

has been a little lessened by the announcement that

the assets are likely to amount to ten or twelve shil

lings in the pound.

The distress amongst the cotton operatives in Lan

cashire is st li considerable. The number relieved by

the unions on the 4th March, the tims when the last

returns were made up, was 100,322. In the corres

ponding week of 1864, the number was 138,432 ;

as compared with the working population the number

then relieved amounted to seven per cent, and at

present the number is five per cent. Local charity

was largely employed then, and is still, to aid the

poor. One fact came out which bears a painful signi

ficance, namely, that out of four men in the cotton dis

tricts who are said to be “ able-bodied,” only one is

fit to work at a hill side or on public works. A state

ment like this shows the enervating effect of the mills

on the physical system of those who labour in them.

The Queen of Spain was really in earnest in offering

to present the magnificent domains of the Crown to

the nation, for the purpose, as far as possible, of re

trieving the public credit. Such conduct, it must be

confessed, is very unusual amongst crowned heads; but

it must be remembered that the Queen's mother is one

of the richest women in Europe. Has this fortunate

parent been consulted about the excess of liberality,

or has the reigning Sovereign come to the decision by

her own generous impulses P. The latter, we believe,

will turn out to be the fact.

Prussia, by her selfishness in the affair of the

Duchies, has disgusted the two great empires of Aus

tria and Russia, and the trio of royal brothers appear

likely to quarrel, like so many housebreakers, over

the division of the ill-obtained booty. Austria, being

the pet of Federal Germany, has emphatically pro

tested against the proposed arrangement, which is

quite irreconcilable with the creation of a really inde

pendent Federal German State ; and Russia has a

grievance of her own in the shape of a pledge, the

violation of which by Prussia is said to have caused

intense disrust at St. Petersburg. It is now declared

that the Autocrat of the North was induced to wink

at the dismemberment of Denmark by the offer that

when the war was over, certain frontier districts in the

Grand Duchy of Posen should be ceded to him, but

Prussia having over,eached Austris, is now equally

unmindful of her pledge to the Russian Bear. Good

faith has not always been the characteristic of

Princes, and this is a remarkable proof of their want of

faith in each other.

There has been no debate in the House ef Commons,

for several years, which will excite more general at

tention on the western shores of the Atlantic than the

one which occurred in that assembly on the evening

of the 13, h inst. It related to Canada and its de

fences; but it opened up still greater questions—our

relations with Federal America and the policy which

Engi.nd is bound to pursue with regard to the latter

country. In this debate the Secre ary for the Col

onies, Mr. Cardwell, took part: so did Lord Palmer

ston: so also did Mr. Seymour Fitzgerald, the Un

der Secretary for Foreign Affºrs in the last Conserva

tive Government; and so did Mr. Disraeli, the Con

servative leader of theTory party in the Lower Cham

ber. However much these gentlemen may usually

differ on the great public questions of the day, noth

ing could exceed the expressed desire of one and all

to preserve, if we can, amicable relations with the

Government of which President Lincoln is the accept

eq chief. But there were other speakers-Mr. Fos

ter, a rising member of the Radigaſ party, Ms. Bright,
its head—and several others. Here, then, were the

representatives of Whigism, as personified in the ex

isting Government; of Toryism, as we may expect to

find it reflected in the Government that is to come;

and of the thinking men and astute politicians, who,

agreeing with neither, consider strong common sense

and worldly wisdom to be very efficient substitutes for

the craft of statesmanship. These eminent men, with

scarcely an exception, wish for the continuance of

peace, and can see no cause why peace should not be

preserved, if reason, and not passion rules the hour.

The Owl says that the Empress Eugenie has ad

dressed a letter to the Queen Sovereigns of Europe,

roposing that without distinction of greed all shall

join at once for the purpose of effecting a suitable

restoration of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, which

is now in a state of utter disrepair.

The Dublin people expect a great influx of visitors

to their linternational Exhibition this year. It is said

that, following the example of the Prince of Wales,

Prince Napoleon, with his wife, the Princess Clo

thilde, will visit the city, and Prince Humbert, of

Italy, with Prince Oscar, of Sweden, are also men

tioned in the probable list of visitors.

-******

The New CARDINAL.-I am enabled to state that

there is no truth whatever in a paragraph which has

been going the round of the papers with reference to

the episcopal and other arrangements which have to be

made in consequence of the death of the Cardinal Arch

bishop of Westminster. All predicuons on the point

are idle, as the chapter which met toselect three
inadºes

to be forwarded to Rome from which the Supreme

Pontiff might, if so minded, select a successor to

Cardinal Wiseman, were all solemnly sworn to secrecy,

and it is quite impossible for outsiders to learn the

facts. I may state, however, as in some degree con

nected with the subject, though not in any way with

the duties or functions of the Chapter of Westminster,

that the Hon and Rev. Mr. Talbot will, in all proba

bility, be raised to the dignity of a Cardinal Prince of

the Church. The hon and rev gentleman (who is

brother ofthe popular Lord Talbot de Malahide) has

long held a high official appointment at the Court of

Rome. He is also the personal friend of his Holiness

the Pope, who has the most perfect reiiance in his

judgment and general knowledge of affair; at Rome.
His elevation to the Cardinalate will be hailed with

satisfaction not only in Rome, where his learning and

amiability have endeared ulu to all classes, but also in

the Uni.éd Kingdoin, where his erudition and piety are

well known.—Freeman's London Correspondent.

LATE FROM AMERICA

THE SURRENDER OF LEE.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, April 9, 9 P.M.

To MAJ. GEN. Dix:—This 1)epartment
has received

the official report of the surrender this
day of Gen

Lee and his army to Lieut. Gen. Grant. Details wi
be given as speedily as possible.

(Signed) Edwin M. STANTox,
-

Secretary of War,

HEADQUARTERS ARMIRs of THE U. S.

4.40 P.M., April 9th.

To Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of war. ren

Lee surrendered the army of Northern Virginia thi,

afternoon, upon the terms proposed by myself, i.

accompanying additional correspondence will show the

conditions fully,

U. S. GRANT,(Signed)
-

Lieutenant General.

CLIFTon House, WA., April 9,
HoN. E. M. STANTon, Secretary of War:-The

following correspondence has taken place between

Gen. Lee and myself. There has been no
relaxation

in the pursuit during its pendency.

(Signed) . U. S. GRANT,

Lieutenant General.

April 7th, 1865.

R. E. Lºe, commanding C. S. A.-General,—The
result of the last week must convince you of the

hope.

lessness of further resistance on the part of the ar.

of Northern Virginia in this struggle. I feel that iſ,

so, and regard it my duty to shift from myself ther.

sponsibility of any further effusion of blood by asking

of you the surrender of that portion of the Confeder.

ale States army known as the army of Northern
Virginia.

Very respectfully,

Your obd’t servant,

U. S. GRANT,

Lieut. Gen. Commanding.

April 7th.

General,—I have received your note of this date.

Though not entirely of the opinion you express of the

hopelessness of further resistance on the part of the

army of Northern Virginia, 1 reciprocate your desire

to avoid useless effusion of blood, and therefore con

sidering your proposition, ask the terms you will offer

on condition of its surrender.

(Signed) R. E. Lee, General.

To Lieut. Gen. Grant, Commanding Armies of the
United States.

April 8th, 1865.

To GEN. R. E. LEE, Com. C. S. Armies:—General,

—Your note of last evening in reply to mine of the

condition on which I will accept the surrender of

the Army of Northern Virginia is just received —ln

reply, I should say that peace being my first desire,

there is but one condition that I insist upon, viz: That

the men surrendered shall be disqualified from taking

up arms against the government of the United States

until properly exchanged. I will meet you, or desig

nate officers, or any officer you may name for the same

purpose, at any point agree ble to you, for the pur

pose of arranging definitely the terms upon which the

surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia will be
received.

-

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

U. S. GRANT,

Lieut. Gen. Commanding Armies of the U. S.

April 9, 1865.

General,—I received at a late hour your no.e of ta

day in answer to mine of yesterday. I did not intend

to propose the surrender of the Army of Northern Wir.

ginia, but to ask the terms of yo ºr propolition. To be

trank I do not think the emergency has arisen to call

for the surrender, but as the 1e toration of peace should

be the sole object of all, I desire to know whether

your proposals would tend to that end. I cannot,

therefore, meet you with a view to surrender the army

of Northern Virginia, but as far as your proposition

may affect the Confederate States forces under my

command and tend to the restoration of peace, I

should be pleased to meet you at 10 A.M. to-morrow,

on the Old Stage Road to Richmond, between the

picket lines of the two armies.

Very respectfully,

º. obedient Servant,

R. E. LEE, Gen. C. S. A.

April 9–To Gen. Lee, commanding Confederate

States armies—General,—Your note of yesterday is

received. As I have no authority to treat on the

subject of peace the meeting proposed for 10 A.M.

to day could lead to no good. I will state however,

General, that I am

. ."
anxious for peace with

yourself, and the whole North entertain the same

feeling. The terms upon which peace can be had are

well understood. By the South laying down their

arms they will hasten that most desirable event, save

thousands of human lives and hundreds of millions of

property, not yet destroyed. Sincerely hyping that

all our difficulties may be settled without the lºss of

another life I subscribe myself.

Very respectfully,

Your obd’t servant,

U. S. GRANT,

Lieut. Gen. Commanding.

APRIL 9, 1865.

General—I received your note of this morning in

the picket line, whither I had come to meet you, and

ascertain what terms were embraced in your proposi

tion of yesterday with reference
to the surrender of

this army. I now request an interview in accordance

with the offer contained in your letter of yesterday for

that purpose.

Very respectfully, your Obt. Servt.,

R. E. Lee, General.

To Lieut. Gen. Grant, Commanding the U. S.
Armies.

APRIL 9th, 1865.

Gen. Lee, Commanding Confederate Armies:—Your

note this moment (11.50 A.M.) received in consequence

of my having passed from the Richmond and Linch

burg Road. I am at this writing about four miles

west of Walter's Church and will push foi ward to the

front for the purpose of meeting your notice sent to

me on this road, where you wish the interview to take

place, will meet me.

(Signed) U. S. GRANT,

Lieut. General.

Appomatox Court

*}April, 9th, 1865.

GEN. R. E. Lee, Commanding C. S. A:—In ac:

cordance with the substance of my letter to you of

the 8th inst., 1 propose to receive the surrender of the

Army of Northern Virginia on the following terms,
to wit: .

Rolls of all the officers and men to be made in du

plicate, one copy to be given to an officer designated

by me,the other to be retained by such officers as yo!,

may designate. Officers to give their individual

parole not to take up arms against the United States

until properly exchanged, and each company or regi

mental commander to sign a like parole for the men

of their commands. The arms, artillery and public

property to be paraded and stacked,and turned ove.”

the officers appointed by me to meceive them. This

will not embrace the side arms of the officers, nor their
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;

private horses or bagg

and man will be allow:

not to be disturbed by t

long as they observe t

force where they laay re

(Signed)

IHEADQ

LIEUT GEN U. S. G

States Army:

General,—I have receive

taining the terms of surr

ern Virginia, as propose

stantially the same as tho

the 8th inst., they are

designate the proper offic

into effect.

Very respectſ

You

Thanks to

Wa

Lieut. Gen. Grant;

Thanks be to the Almig

with which he has thus da

lant armies under your co

department and of the gº

of the United States, thei

been deserved and will b

brave and gallant officers

all time.

(Signed)

Order for N.

W

Wash

Ordered—That a salute

headquarters of every ar

United States, and at the

Point on the receipt of th

of the surrender of Gen.

of Northern Virginia to L.

army under his command.

execution of this order to

General at Washington.

(Signed)

-

A private letter from

Union of the Colonies,

country is strongly in favº

carried, the Colonies will

suspicion, and their credit

present uncertainty of th

price of all Colonial invest

known, with money at the

There is no reason to doub

nial securities may be look

iſ ºf
ST. JU

THURSDAY,

It has for some time becom

amongst us that a Governm

by Baen chosen from either

was not that species of ad

lettling interests of the couſ

conserved and promoted.

these parties is, under ordin

sure to be too near an eq

hope to either of a fair wo.

lar branch of the Legislatur

condition of the success o

and efforts of both sides are

wal contentions for power a

cial interests than in the pri

importance to the commun

form the first care and bus;

must also be admitted that

with any of those great p.

larger and more advanced c

concileable diversities of op

demand distinct party orga

narrow, our interests as a co

much identified, to afford sc

which make the platform I.

result of this condition of th

ences on public questions

personal and class divi

more injurious to society by

of the sectarian ingredient.

of late come to prevail to a

more thinking portion of th

been freely urged in favo

Coalition Government, or th

minent men from both a

public affairs. The retireme

GENERAL from the Governº

for testing the experiment

and we are glad to say that

man who succeeds Mt. How

and leader of the Governme.

the favourable occasion and

of his opponents in this en

Mr. KENT have agreed to tº

vacant seats in the Execu

office, the latter taking the d

Mr. E. D. Shea, also on.

accepted the office of Fin

arrangements are, of cou

of the General Election to tº

We cannot at this monet

details to prove the fitness o

it seems to us that, with

position of parties,the adjust

It remains to be seen h

*gard it; but assuming t

great majority of our men of

** a correct index of general

*angement will receive a hea:

lieve we can confidently stat.
been well received, nor is ti

* the approaching Elect

they may effect, will at all e,

that practical and progressive

*ing circumstances, such a

*med can alone have the
poi
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to procure Mrs. WINSLow, -

for children teething.º:
Sooth;

* the prescription of one of t

* and nurses in the United's

for thirty years with never

|ccºss by millions of mother. and

le feeble infant of one week º .

t only relieves the child from pai

o the

he
best

tates; it

failing. Tºo,3,658.

:

2

-*

* St. John's, Monday, April 21, 1865.,
t

**

n, b

-

-

e stomach and bowels, correct:"...º.
- Mondau and Thursday i. making

-

* I -
*

-

-

º

and energy to th
idity and and Published every, Mºngº.”

ursagy || g large rates of Interest on comparatively small interference win the principle upon which the union ws
---

-

• ".
-

j,.#.i.; § *::::: by

#}}}}}#}}#.*. !. ...*..". ..". §."
been ... ... ...t." . *... ..".º::... .º. :

We believe it the best and sur
san

ºffice in DU
-

-
-

*...*.*, *...****** business on lower | Canada. The result is shewn by an agitation, fraught
ºn public rul By th ed Confed

|
- est remed

fi - ayable in advance.
- Rates, trusting to the fortunate

-

f ith

- ***** or extravagant public rulers By the proposed Confede- s

In all cases of Dissent
eqy *inea perianniº Pºy

-

-

º
- - * continuance 9

such .
with great danger to the peaceful and harmonious work-

-

- -

-

**tery and Diarhea in

A§
:

not limited (Auction-sales
and notice:

results during the lives of the Assured, but with these ing of our Constitutional system, and consequently,
i."........"....”

|- 1 = -

ther it arises from teething or .
- -

-

n

directions for use will
º:

ich determine
themselves excepted) are repeated

::::::::::
ºn torting to be withdrawn, and ºre

Institutions the Directors do not place themselves in

competition. They have their local advantages, and
detrimental to the progress of the Province., purposes, and as they will require very Jurge.sums for :

e genuine unless the facsimilº

-

-
---

th

-

d objects alreaf fiad, and

-

-

of Curt
rdinglu.

- may be preferred by those especially more ºh
“The necessity of providing a remedy for a state of the numeroº series, and oljºets alrea’y specified, and a

on the outside wrapper. Price
1-

Jarged for ſcºrtº
-

take part in thei

pecially more who can , . ... •.

-

- their credit will be low, owing to th

-

- an
-

in t

- things that is yearly b

as redit Wi ow, owing to their present enor- ?

only 25 filed,and may be seen free of charge
ał p n their management and watch over their

g yearly becoming worse, and of ullaying
mous debt, they will, in order to raise funds for these ob- .

tle. Sold by all Medicine Dealers

-

*alers. Office

# *
ork, and 205 High Holborn'

1RS. WINSLOW,

!ed Nurse and Female Physician

;
of

mothers,
her Soothing ..".

ing, which greatly facilitates theº:

y softening the gums, reducing all; :

allay all pain and spasmodic action and

ulate the bowels. Depend upon it."
Ino

give rest to yourselves, and relief and

r infants. We have put up and sold this

ºr thirty years, and can say, in confidence

t what we have never boen able to 8a.

ºnedicine—never has it failed in a
single

fect a cure, when timely used. Never

an instalice of dissatisfactio
n
by any one

On the contrary, all speak delighted

|tions, and speaks in tenus of commºn.

gical effects and medical virtue. W.

matter “what we
do now,” after thirt

ºnce, and pledge our reputation for th:

what we here declare. In almost every

e the infant is suffering from paic and

elief will be found in fifteen or
twenty

the syrup is administered.
Full drº.

g will accompany each bottle. Nons

“ss the fac-simile of Curtis and Perkins

on the outside wrapper. Sold by Drug:

out he wºrld,Principal Office, 48 bºy

ind 295 High Hu.uvin, England. Priº,

per bottle.

ºg is an ºxtract from a letter written by

Holme, Pastor of the Pierrepont-street

h; Brooklyn, NY
, to the “Journal and

Cincinnati, O., and speaks volumes in

world-renowned
medicine, Mrs. WINs.

*g Syrup for Chi'dren Teething—“ we

g Syrup. Now we never said a word in

tent medicine before in our life, but wº

1 to say to your readers that this is no

have tried it, and know it to be all i

* probably one of the most successfu

the day, because it is one of the best

your readers who have babies oan't do

y in a supply.”

J. DEARIN, St. John's,

Agent for Newfound'
and.

t

rillice Colilpany.

Streetand Charing Cross, London.

WSTABLISHE
D)—1732

tRUNTF ES AN in DiRECTORS.

• the notice of the public—for the iſºer.

"titude with which all claims upon iſ ar,

paid as well as for the almost uniºniº

* Great Isri ain and Ireland exceed

tºng per unnum.

short time Insurances are undertaken

IX COMPANY on almost every de

*; in Newfoundland at a moderaté rate

W. & G. RENDEI.L.

4gents for Verroundland
.

'HE COLONIAL

SNiiſillſ:0 Üompany

'starlished
846.

º, ONE MILLION STERLING.

of Assuring before 25th

May 1863.

.) DIVISION OF PROFITS.

..advantage of this year's entry to the

Proposals must be lodged at the Offies

"wfoundland,or with Jºe of the Agents

th. May next.

-

*S BONUS will be allocated at the

tº in 864 to Policies opened before

Books for the Present Yeº.

*P BY SPECIAL Act of FARLIAMENT.

Governor.

HON. THE EARL OF ELGIN &

NE. Governor-Gene
ral, or India.

2--5

GEORGESTREE
T, EDINBURGH

.

*** in St. John's, Newfoundland.

Brien, Esq. Walter Grieve, Esq., ,

-----

Merchant.

illiam Henry Mare, Esq.

dºise -Henry Hunt'sºb, M. D.

ºnt-Frederick J. Wyatt.

ON OF THE COMPAN
Y.

of the Company........... eigo,008"

º
divided Profits on two occasions—

900,opened in 1847,has been increased

the application of the Bonus ; othes

roportinn.

very five years; next division in 1860.

sºlved in any part of the world wher

been establish. *

º:

;a

";
Pill and Ointment Establishment

, 244,

grand, London.

clums against the Company out

standing, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

LIABILITIE
S.

With Profits,

Without Profits,

Other Classes of

Add sum divided annually among

the Prºprietors since 1859, hrought

ficularly

º

come to

-

Special
Notice I

The Company's business
year will

close on the 25th May, 1865, and Per

sons proposing to effect Assurances
are

invited to lodge their proposals on or

before that date so that they may se

cure the advantage of one year's ad

ditional Bonus over later entrants at

the Fourth Division of Profits in 1869.

A GENERAL MEETING

of THE

colonial

Life ASSIrancº ('ompany

was held within THz

COMPANY'S OFFICE, 5, GEORGE STREET,

EljinBURGH
,

0N THURSDAY
TII.E 15TH OF DECEMBER,

to Receive: THE

Report by the Board of Directors

on TBie

INVESTIGATI
ON OF THE COMPANY'S

AFFAIRS AND DIVISION OF

PROFITS, AS AT 25TH

MAY, 1864.

George MoIR, Esq., Advocate, Sheriff ofStirling

shire, and Professor of Scots Law in the University of

Edinburgh, in the Chair.

THE PROFITS REALISED

During the period from 25th May 1859 to 25th May

1864, ascertained in the manner
now explained,amou

nt

to the large sum of £73,581, 19s. stellirg, and
the

flowing statement will show how this result is de

.....|f|504,694 14 11

£221,154 15 3

82,665 17 10

Remains,.... I fº,456 19 0

The directors propose to divide the above sun of

78,581, 19s, stellig, in the following proportions,

between the Policy-holders and the Shareholders:—

To the Policy-holders,

To the Shareholders
since last In

#53,022 3 1:

łocal proceedings. But in the case of any one who

looks forward with prudent anxiety to the future, long

deferred as the lifetime of an individual may be, th: :

Colonial seek a preference as standing on a wider

basis, their character and position being as well known

and recognised in every British Colony as in Edin.

burgh, London, or Dublin.

... In coming to the resolution not to reduce Rates

the Directors have proceeded on the advice of their .

Actuºry, and the Investigation into the Company's

Mortality has been the basis of that resolution. "It

would be prematura to publish these curious and in.

structive results, as the Directors are anxious to add

to their experience before giving them to the world,

but it may be stated that the proportion which the

actual number of Deaths bore to the expected number

had increased very consideratly during the period of

five yers from 1859 to 1864, beyond that exhibited

during the period of thirteen years from 1846 to 1859

-in Great Britain, in America, in the East Indies .

(civil life,) in Ceylon, and in the West Indies—show

ing that the Mortality increases relatively in a greater

degree as a Company advances in age, -taat is to say,

the Mortality among lives which have been connected

with the Company for ten, fifteen, or twenty years,

will be increasingly greater than among lives of the

same age in the first five years of theirconnection with

the Company; or otherwise, that the mortality among

a certain number of persons of the same age in the

second, third, or fourth periods of five years respec

tively, after joining the Institution, will have gradual

ly increased, affording less favourable results as we

recede from the period at which the lives were ex

cepted,

-

It is on these grounds that the Directors have de

clined to reduce their Rates. These Rates were

originally adopted after much study and much inquiry,

No Institution has had access to better sources of

nformation than the Colonial, and the Directors have

determined not to run any hazard for the purpose of

popularity or to swell their amount of business.

These are the results of the Investigation,
and the

Directors hopethey may now return to the chord first

struck as the key-note of their Report, a
nd repeat their

congratulations
on the success which has attended the .

Uompany's operations during the last five years, as

well as during the whole period of the Company's

existence,

-

By Order of the Directors,

WILL. TiOS. THOMSON
,

Edinburgh, 15th December, 1864.

N F.WFOUND
LAND.

HEAD OFFICE, ST. John's.

L. O'Brien, Esq., Merchant Wm. Henry Mare, Esq.

Augustus W. Harvey, Esq., Merchant.

Head Office: Exchange-Stree
t, Manchester.

Board of DirecTORS
:

John Knowles, Esq.

J. Robinson Kay,

Bury.

J. Schofield Mayson, Esq |.

George Stewart, General Manager.

- nu, -

Esq., Edward Wanklyn, Esq.

Barton Wood, Esq.

The sum of £53,022, 3s. 1d. sterling, apportioned

to Policy-holders, will give them an Annual Bonus of

£1 10s, sterling per cent. for each year since last In

Westigation, or for each year the Pºlicy has existed in

the case of those which may have been opered since

25th May 1859, and the Directors are happy to beable

to continue this rate, which was that given at the last

Investgation in 1859. They have on this occasion

again given the subject of Division of Profits with

reference to the different classes of risks their most

serious attention ; but aſter reviewing it carefully, and

hearing the views of the Actuary on the subject, they

ºre satisfied that the addition of a reversionary sum

for each premium pºd is as fait a method in the

circumstances
of the case as could be adopted.

Before concluding, the Directors think it necessary

to ask your particular attention, to the Statements

elerred to in a previous part of this Report, relating

9 the Mortality of the Company, as bearing more par

on the rates charged for Assurance.

irectors have been frequently urged to re

duce their Rates for various climates, and they have:

* they were bound to do, given these appeals their

Fost serious consideration
; but after weighing well

the arguments brought forward, and studying with

much care the results of theirown morality.they have

the conclusion that they have not sufficient

*
data to authorise their making the proposed reduction.

There is no doubt that other offices are transacting

usivess at lower

Prºve formidable rivals to the Company, but that is

"stan argument taken by itself which has any influ

*** with your Directors, as they are satisfied that the

ºlºnial Rºtes, as far as present reline knowledge

ºpds, ae fair and equitable. But as soon as they

“satisfied, by he result of sound observation, that

tº ese rates are unduly in excess, they will promptly

8” the Assured the benefit. Small Institutions,

Premiums, in many places. and

º º
sº a

: ºº is; -ºº-ºº:

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

TUEsday, Feb. 28.

SPEECH OF MR. PARSON'S–(Continued.).

* We have the honor to submit, for the consideration

of Her Majesty's Government, that the Governor Gen

eral of Canada, actin
g under the advice of his responsible

advisers, has been pleased to recommend that the sub

ject of a federative union of the Provinces of British

North America should form the subject of discussion by

delegates from each Province, to be appointed under the

orders of Her Majesty's Govern
ment; and we have been

instructed to urge the importance of his step, as well

upon grounds peculiar to Canada, as from considerations

: affecting the interests of the other colonies and of the

: whole Empire.

“It is our duty to state, that very grave difficulties now

present themselves in conducting the government of Ca
n

ada in such a manner as to shew due regard to the wishes

of us numerous pºpulation. he union of Lower and

Upper Canada was based upon a perfect equality being

preserved betwe
en these Provinces, a condition the more

necessary from the differences in their respec ive lan

guages, laws, and religion—and although there is never

a large Fnglish ponulation in Lower Canada, still there

differences erist which perent any perfect and complete

assumitaticw ofthe pietos of the two sections.

“At the time of tue union act, Lower Canada pot

sessed a much larger population than Upper Canada;

but this produced no difficulty in the government of the

united Povinces under that act; since that perica, how:

ever, the progress of pºpulation has been inore rapid

in the western section, and claims are now, mede on

behalfof is inhabitants for giving them representation

in the -Legislature in pºoHortos to their numbers—

which claims, involving, it is believed, a most serious

Her Majesty's Representative in Canada with the im

..] time has arrived for a constitutional
discussion of all

j of the Maritime Colonies were to be made subservient

| already given—can scarcely be less that $40 or £10. It

feeling: that are being daily aggravated by the conten

tion of political parties, has impressed the advisers of

pºrtance of seeking for such a mode of dealing with their

difficulties as may forever remove them. In this view,

it has appeared to them advisable to consider how far

the Union of Lower with Upper Canada could be ren.

dered essentially federative, in combination with the

Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfound.

land, and Prince ºdward Island, together with such

other territories as it may be hereafter desirable to in

corporate with such Confederation, from the Possessions

of the Crown in British North Amerca.

“The undersigned are convinced that Her Majesty's

Government will be fally alive to the grave nature of

the circumstances referred to, which, are stated by them

under the full responsibility of their position as advisers

ºf the Crown in (anada. They are satisfied that the

means whereby the evils of internal dissensions may be

avoided in such an important aependency of the Empire

as Canada.”

These extracts let in a flood of light upon ‘the Con

federation scheme, and clearly show that the interests

to efect the ascendency of Upper over Lower Canada.

If the ‘people of Newfoundland were so. besotted as to .

give up their independent position, and the government

of their country to Canada, they must consent to be sub

jected to a state of tax.tion hitherto unknown in this

Colony. We are already taxed at the rate of about five

dollars, a head. By one of the Quebec Resolutions,

signed by the Newfoundland Delegates, the General, or

Canadian Governmen
t, sitting at Öttawa, are empowered

to levytaxes on the people in every shape and in every

form, and upon property of every description, thus the

fisherman's craft and gear, and the farmer's land and

stock, as well es that of the tradesman, will all alike-be

subject to taxation 5—nay the Canadian Government

may even, if they like, impose an income tax, or an ex

port tax; upon our fish and oil. The

supporters of the Confederate scheme, and particularly:

our so-called Delegates, affect to smile at our fears of

taxation. If we are taxed at all; they say the impost

will be so-light as to be almost imperceptible. I en

tirely disagree with them. Any tax on this colony,

however light, could not be borns, in addition to the

taxes under which the people already labour. Look at

the hardship now felt and expressed in consequence of

the Water-rates; and if the comparatively small burden

General Government, be eudured P. As to the extent of

taxation to which we should undoubtedly be liable, let

us hear what Judge Marshall says upon the subject. In

a phampolet on Confederation, Mr
. Marshall says:–

* This rate, when so made, may look smail, by an

addition of 2 or 5 per cent ; but it must be remembere
d

duty on each head of a family, instead of $2,60c is

$13. Then add 5 per cent to the 10 at present,

making 15 per ºnt, and there will be $6 50c im:

reduce its taxation to 15 per cent, but must remain at .

20, ours must be the same, which would make $6 600

more, making the whole tax on each head of a family,

throughout our whole population, $25,...or £6 10s. But

when it is considered that there will inevitably be in

aiong the great rivers and lakes of Canada-ſor a navy

of some respectable, adequa
te humber, on those lakes;

and for a like adequate military force' in each of the

Province : besides for many miscellaneous and expensive

sevices, the whole taxation on each head of a family—as

is true, it will be paid by what is call inuirect taxation,

or increased prices of the articles on which duties are

impºsed; but the expense to the man is the same.—

* * We are toºd by the advocates for Confedera

tion that we should thiuk of our posterity and secure a

her.tage or our chidren. "Welf as this is right enough,

to a certain extent; and it is right the living, acting per

sons of this generation, should look to their present

interests. If, they neglect these, and suffer themselves

to be placed at the mercy of extravagant Canadian poli

ticians, who have brought their own country into deep

embarrassment
, and will bring themselves under heavy

and appressive taxation, they will have but a poor ber

itage for their posterity, even that of the same or even

greater burdens. There is also held furth, in support of

Üonfedation; visions of what is called “prestige,” or a

name of greatness for the country to which, by that

change, we shall be said to belong. But these are but

visions, and if realized, will be a sorry compen-ation
for

that heavy increase of taxation and other evils. Such

visions, realized or not
, will not answer in the place of

bread and other necessaries for a family, or avert embar

rassments or want. * * The Canaulan rulers, for a

course of years, instead
of increasing general taxation by

duties on 1mpor
tations, and thereby so enlarging their rev

enue,as to coine moderat
ely near meeting their extravugant

and often corrupt expenditures,
have gone on borrowing

money for those purposes, until, in that way, their debt

became so ruinous as it now is, and almost ruinei their

jects, be obliged to resort wo greatly increased taxation,

indirect or direct, or both ; and we shall have to pay our 1

part of it, equally with Canada. They are to have, in

addition to Customs, and Excise duties, the power of

“raising money by all or any other modes or systems of

taxation.” They may, therefore, lay it upon the head, a

the farm, the house, the ship, the mill, the stock, the .

trade, or in any and every mode.”
-

Hon. Gentlemen in favor of Confederation, have ran

sarked even ancient English history as far back as Ahe

Heptarchy, to shew us the advantage States have derived

from union; but I do not think they have been happy :

in their references. “It has been so long a common

saying, and made applicable to every subject (savs the .

writer whom I have before quoted)
that union is strength;

that it has come to be thought by most psrsons a mixim

universally and invariably true. ... On the contrary, how-

ever, in many cases instead of being a cause of power, it

is one of weakness, decay and ultimate dissolution; and :

partial or general injuries and unhappiness.' This 'is'

especially, and, indeed, almost universally true, in in-':

stances of a national or political nature, where the ele

ments or chief constituent
parts of the Union are of anº

incongruous or dissimilar description, as to country; reli-e

on, pecuniary or other interests'; and in the habits of .

ife. This has been nearly the result of the Union be-,

tween Upper and Lower Canada, and would undoubtedly

be the case on a wider scale, if a Confederation of the

Maritime Colonics was consummated. It would lay the *

basis of striſes and contentions unkn
own to us at present;

our sectional Legislatures—or state parliaments—wou dº

be in constant antagonism and general discontent would

prevade the peoples of the maritime states, until, perha
ps,

as a remedy for the evil, the yoke of Canada would be

thrown off, and annexation to the neighboring Republic.

preferred.” The reference to Scotland is equally as ab

surd as that of the Heptarchy—there is no possible simi.

larity in the Canadian scheme and the union of Scotland"

with England—and even if there were, it is a question'

whether Scotland would not be better off to-day than she

is, if she were governed by her own Legislature, without'

the interference of the General Government
, “ The case”

of Scotland (says a colonial writer) to which the advo

cates of Confederation are so fond of referring, differs:

very widely from ours. England. Scotland, and Wales'

do not form an unwidely, nor
even a large country, taken

altogether, and the inducements offered to the Scotch at'

the time of the Union were very much greater than any

now offered to us. At that time the policy of England

was almost the very reverse of what it now is: Not only

- -

rived from the calculations:—
,

t’HOEN IX FIRE
º invested, per statement * : *.xi, º, . 4

.*.*.*, D. CLUNIE gaggotº". of the Water Company be almost unbearable, how will | did it not allow foreign nations to trade with its colonies'

submitted, after deduction, of all

• *-au-
en- ; : *

* Secretary.
the enormous taxes which, as a member of the Confed- and foreign possessions, but it would not allow Scotland;

* | *ration, this Colony must pay for the sustentation of the although a part of the empire, to share the trade. Scot:

land, eager for a Colonial trade, had essayed the work of

colonization on its own behalf, sending costly expeditions'

to the Istmus of Darien. and, we believe, to the coast of

Africa also, to found other colonies. These proved:

most disastrous failures. The commercial community of

Scotland had also engaged largely in some of the wild

on, Esq. (Kirkiuan D. Hodg on Esq.
n

* .º: . .
S,

... 1. §
Medical Adviser IIenry Hunt Stabb, M. D. that when it is so estimated, - it includes all in poor, or speculations of the period, and were much embarrassed in

" ..

|. D. st ...”
-

4. Company whose

-

Agent, F. J. WYATT
destitude circumstances, ev

en every pauper and begging consequence. The Union offered them not merely the

ser, “ Johnjº, Esq. M. P
5, business was

Feb
- 3. *

>

--
-

child throughout the land. Deduct first, thousands of right to trade with England, where they could hope tw.

* ..." John Timohy§. Fº
transferied

15,407 14 7

ebruary
all those who pay nothing of the duty, as they are con- sell little, but with all the English possessions. To a

dhart. George Stanley Reptol. "
* ,

-

$51,237 15

-

- sumers of very little, if any, of the articles on which the trading people this was a great temptation. Of the bene

on, " |Benjamin Shaw,
44

-

LANCASHI
RE

duties are imposed. Then divide the rest of the popula- fits to result from such an expansion of trade there could

* Matthew. Whiting
,

-

- -
-

LAN
tion into families; and suppose

º
of these

i..
be no doubt. Swarms of

;"....

wor, “ Franzis Wilson

-

---
-

osed of six persons—the usual estimate—the husband; land had followed James to the English Court, and learn

segmºn. " cº. £20,000. 0 0

153,456 19 Insurance Company. !. .. .:
children, all dependent on the labour of | ed to long for some better share in the wealth of that

William Harais biso. * *
Gººd

70,000 o 0

- the mans. Apply this estimate to our population of country than the favoritism of that Monarch, or his de

Gºw,LLI

s

.

-

y
- FIRE AND LIFE. about 340,000, and it will be seen that theré are about cendants, could give them. The Scotch aristocracy were.

Nix FIRE §§cº; i
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| 90,000 0

-

56,000 families; and according to the admitted estimate to a very great extent, in favor of the
Union. Yet the

entiy re-

-

-

CAPITAL TWO MILLIONS STERLING
.

of $3,60c for each one of our population, the amount of people of Scotland—the vast majºrity
of the people—

were opposed to the measure, which was carried by bribe.

ry, corruption and fraud. Amidst all these evil practi.

ces, however, the advocates of the Union preserved at

it affords, coupris
ing in addition to the

John Todd, E

wi...:

-

-
--

-
-

- - * -ºvº - ºr

t

-

-

... ... ...a...? irrati

, Esq., Chairman.
crease, either .mportant addition to the expenses least the semblance of constitutional

action., 'The first

.."E.T.:
the whole for

into account at this investigation, 1942: " " William H. Bradley, Eas.
Wi. Pilkington, Esq., of the small farmer, and tradesmen, and others

.
the step was to appoint through Perliament

Commissioner
s to

inulent j.
s

ſia".
oſsom Total Profits of period, fiv 5th

John Clegg, Esq.
Blackburn. ... working classes, whose payment of duties, instead of consider the terms of Union, which were afterwards sub

*m.

Rentlemen and Merchants in the
May 1859 to 25th May 186+ £73,581. 19 0 || B. Darbyshire, Esq., Liv- Joseph Schofield, Esq. $13, will thus be $19 5tc., These are plain estimates mitted to the Parliament for approval. Self-appointed
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erpool.
| N. Shelmerdine,

Esq.
and conclusions of facts, and which all may comprehend;

delegates did not in that case undertake so great a work:

ºft busin. .
carried on an exten

Alºxander Ewing Esq., James Smith, Esq., Liver- and which none, by any sophistries or fallacies, can con- || Butit is said we will do better than Scotland uid; we
will

| he d
*...ºpwººds of seventy- Division

OF PROFITS
-j- Glasgow

pool.
trovert or explain away, And moreover, as Canada, have representation according to pºpulation, which Scot

* duty paid by it to Government
for

-

-

Samuel Hargreaves, Esq.; James Wagstaff, Esq., Lon=
| from its embarrassed circumstances, cannot afford to land did not obtain. True ; but Scotland was really no

... d

party to a measure of which almost the whole people dis;

approval, and which was carried by the most corrupt

means. And it was specially provided that Scotland was

to be taxed less than England. The elements of repre

sentation then taken into account were population, pr
o

ºich may be know on application to Tejº. Fund
#. § §

E. L. JARWIS
creased taxation for the inter-colonial

railway—the ex- bible wealth and revenue. In our case if we go into

ºr otite, in St. John's, where policies

º

—`__.
Agen, ſº Rºundland, penses of the General Parliament and Government at # Confederation we will pay more taxes than the peºple of

of charge.

+73,147 3. 1

g * | *pti for canal extensions an
d impro

ll in G.nada, and have only equal representation
according to

- -

- Canada--also for fortifications, ma
ny hundreds of miles numbers; while the benefits offered to us are at best

but small and doubtful when compared to those then

offered to Scotland. The only trade offered to us is a

trade merely in domestic manufactures. But is the pre

sent condition of Scotland owing to the Act of Union P

Would it not be as well off to-day, if not oetter off, were

its own Parliament and Government sitting in Edinburgh?

These who refer to the state of Sect!and look only at the

busy factories and shipyards in the Clyde, and in a few

other districts. They never speak of the depopulation of

the Highlands, from which so many of the -clans were

driven, to make room for deer and grouse, for sheep. The

Act of Union, which, in course of time, made men an in

cumbrance on these mountains, led uirectly to the con

version of that part of Scotland into a wilderness; but it

would he hard to prove that the people of the Lowlands

would be less active, less industrious, less enterprising

than they now are, if they had their own Parliament as

we have, and were at the same time at liberty to trade

with all the world as we are. Scotland pays a larger am

ount of taxation. Can any of the advocates of Confeder

ation tell how much of that taxation is expended in Scot

land, and Low mucn is taken off to add to the wealth of

England P : Can any one tell where the Imperial

dockyard, or foundry, or manufactory of arms is to be

found in Scotland 2 The Inperial protection is, perhaps,

an equivalent for the money taken from the country; but

would we like to to see all the revenue raised in this

province for all time to come trausf.rred to the same

way to Ottawa, andexpended
in

Canada. ? The advocates

of Confederation
say it would stop the emigration of

young men from the Provinces. Did the uniou stop the

emigration from Scotland * Did it not rather give

that emigration an impetus which it teel to this day, ºo

that except ireland—another country deprived of is

L gislause independence—no country in Europe settl;

out so macy emigrarts in proportion to its population.”

creutt, But, in tue meantime, they kept their popula

lion lot-raoly quiet, as they wets not feeling any ouruen-.

sume weight 91 taxation,-partly turougu tuere being so

lne case viscoiana proves authing in favor of Coniud."

eration.”

|
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If Scotland, proves nºthing in favour of Union,

what does the state of Ireland an I the contition of

her people prove Has not the Union of Ireland

with England proved the greatest curse that exer

afflicted a noble and brave an I geterous people * Did

hot the greato'Connel wear 9 it the bºyº
of his

life in his endeavours to obtain a repeal of that odious

compact in view Were not so me of her mºst
talent

ad sºns not many years sine?—lye, even Mr.
McGee

himself—driven by law from the land of their birth as

felons, for protesting against the injustice of her,000

federate sister England, and ought nºt the sºcial con

dition of that unfortunate country fºr the last cºn

tury to stand out in bold relief as a warnin; to * *

avoid this confederation scheme as fraught with untold

dangers not only to the present generation, bº.º.o

successive ones for all time to exme. That Union

was brought about by duplieity, bribery, and treach

ery, and if ever these co onies are comżºlled to wear

the Canadian chain, it will only be by similar means;

and here I will take the liberty of presenting an ex:

tract in reference to the Union of Ireland with England

from the pen (I think) of a Nova Scotia Statesman,

rife in historic facts, ejuched in language fat superior

to any that I could use:-

-

* Was Ireland's connexion with England voluntary *

wo. Strongbow partially conquered the island in

1169, and by slow degrees the country was overrun

and mastered, till Henry the Eighth received from

its Parliament the title of Kimg of Ireland. How

irksome an I hateful this domination was, is to b:

read in the whole dreary and blºody history of Ireland.

The people were always ready to rise, and often did

rise, to throw off the Saxon yoke. They were as often

overpowered and tradien down. Then penal laws

were enacted and enforced, under which every species

of tyranny and injustice were perpetrated. Why need

we dwell on the "long and bloody record of mutual

alaughter, perfidy, bigotry and confiscation ?. To be

ruleå by a people a long way off Mr. Tobin, must

think a great luxury. ... Perhaps “distance lenis en

chantment to the view.” Cromwell'sſOttawa was only

330 miles away, yet he sold 20000 Irish as slaves in

America, and drove 49,000 more into foreign serviue.

What would he have done had the seat of his govern

ment been 500 miles further off?

“The Parliament of Ireland, like the powerless

Legislature which we are to retain, served to amuse

the conquered country. So long as it was subservient

to that of England, it was permitted to exist. But as

soon as it began to show a national spirit, it was

bought up, overawed, and wiped out of existence, as

ours will be, if it ever dares to maintain the rights of

Nova Scotia, and ceases to be servile and trueulent

to the Grand Parliament of Ottawa,

* Bºlt we are told that when the Union of the two

countries became complete, Ireland began to pro

per, and that we shºuld be encouraged by her exam

ple. In the first place let us show that we are not

pressed by the necessities which compelled Irelani to

ºurrender her Legislature. George Brown is not

Strongbow, or Oliver Cromwell, or William the Thiri.

The Upper Canadians have never conquered us. We

are therefore under no necessity to surrender to them

our Legislative in lependence, if we desire to retain it,

Castlereagh's mole may be triel; b it, if it is, let us

hope there is virtue enough in Nova. Saotia to resist

the temptations. The Legislative Union, which we

are asked to copy, was consum nated in 18) ). For

64 years Ireland has enjoyed the supreme fel’c’ty of

having her affairs managed by by a
Gºvernment. aid

Parliament only 3.J0 miles off—What have been the

results? lead them in the history of the dominant.

Church, fastened upon the Irish m jority by the En

glish majority over the ses; read them in the tithe

*xactions, military enforcements of tithe, and murders

of the proctors; read them in the hostile can is o'

Orangemen a 1d Rioboa men—in the eternal divisions

among the public men of the cºuntry that was sold,

and by which the country that parchased has alway:

been able to divile and rule Ireland at her good will

and pleasure..
-

“We are told that the Canaias will quarrel among

themselves, and that, we shall hold the balancº of

power. . But let usiaka warning from history. How

often have the Irish bean abla tº do this? () aly once

in the whole dreary half century of their U.uon with

the stronger country.-wnan O'Connºll, a man of a

style of mind rarely matured oftener than onze in a

hundred years, by the iabor of a life; and by a combi

nation of popular qualities seldon controlled by a

judgment so sagacious, succeeded in uniting his coun

tryinen and dictating to the English Cabinet. But

presently came divisions, and jealousies, and gonceit

ed pretenders, and the Liberator's heart was broken;

and since that time we have had Young Irelatilers

and premature insurrection; and then we have had

brigades, and parliamentary combinations, broken or

bought up almost as soon as formed; and now we

have the Belfast riots and Fenians, and secret socie

ties, foreign aud domestic,--the vague yearning of the

national heart being ever for the restoration of that

self-government which a few corrupt legislators bur

tered away.

“If anybody wants to understand what Irelan I lost

and how little she gained by the union, let him read

her chequered stories of famines and fewers; of evic

tions and midnight murders; let him see her helpless

minority strugling in Parliament, an her bºggars

wandering in the streets. , Let him see her emigrants

flising by thousan is an i by millions from a country

where patriotism brings no distinction, an I labor will

bring
no reward, and then let him come and ask Nova

Scotians who have been thirty years struggling for

self-government to go and follow her example.

“We have examined the Parliamentary returns

from 37 counties in Ireland wo see how much richer

the people of that country have become by having all

their clever men, and rich men, drawing their revenues

irom the soil, spending them in Londºn, which they

do for eight or ten months at least, of almost every

year. The rate of wages is lowest in Tipperary, whers

mºn earn on an average throughout the year but 53.

7d. per week, and highest in Roscommon, where they

sarn 10s. 2d. per week. For a short time in the spring,

and for about a month in harv'st, man can earn from

12s. to 15s. per week, the highest rats being not more

than half a laborer's wages in British America. The

stron; woman of Ireland can earn from 3s 6d to 5s.

per week for field work. Children unier sixteen years

of age are hired at from 2: 61 to 3. 6. The con non

diet of the people is milk and potatoes.—They rarely

eat meat or fish, and yet Ireland is naturally one of

the most fºrtile, and is confessed one of the most

beautiful countries in the world.

"Now how is it that Irishmen can prosper in every

country but their own f : How is it that Lºndon has

grown to be more than half as populous as Ireland?

How is it that tust city increased within the last tea

years 19 per cent, or 44).788, while Ireland not only

did not increase at all, oat had a less population by

787,842, in 1861, than it had ten years before? The

answer is not far to seek. The union draws every

eminent and every aimbitious man out of Ireland and

up to London, for eight or ten months in the year;

the wealthy and fashijnaole take the same road. Their

rºuts and revenues gº after then, so that there is a

perpetual drain out of li lani and into England, as

there will be out of Nova Scotia and into Canada, so

soon as like causes pro Iuce the state efects. The fox,

when invited to the lion's banquet, paused when he

- *** all tas tracks of other animals leading into the

re

den, and none of them conng back. , Lºt us pºuse,

there are millions of Irishmen's tracks to guide us,

all going one way,
and bones enough, Gud knows,

miliering all over the world to show what has be

come of the victiºns.

* B it we are told that the railroad wouli counteract

and cºre all this centralization. Would it? How man

lines o' fine railroads and steamsrs connect Ireland wit

Englan i-hut what then? Everything goes from the

circumference to the centra, and not from the centre

to the circumference. Don't let us be gulled about the

railroad, which would be a very useful thing to have

on fair terms, but we have lived and prospered with

out it, and we would rather never see it
built if we

can only have it at the cost of our most sacred rights

and charished institutions.”

ou, * isolated condition” is alleged as another rea

son why we should join the Confederation. There ar:

few colonies in the world less isolated than this island.

We have free communications with almost every part

of the globe; a union with Canada could not possibly

increas. our’ facilities in this respect; we are already

part and parcel of the United
Kingd) ns of Great

# itai, and Ireland, and wherever the “ Meteor flag”

of Elglund floºrs, we have free access
wind the fullest

The ships of oar merchants carry our

produce.
The “worll is all be’ore us, whºre to

ghos-,” and any one anong us, if he desire it,
and

can afford it, has opportunities to proceed to any part

of the world that may suit his fancy. How, in this

respect, then, can a union with, Cunada better our

conditiºn? It would open up a field, say its advocates,

for onryoung men. The field for our yeung mº; I

say, is as much ºpened up now as it ever can be. They

are as much at liberty to proceed to Canada now as

they would be
underConfederation; but I m ich doubt

if our young men went to Ganada to-morrow for th:

purpose of securing pºlitical offiº, or governmental

situations, they wºuld be successful. I question very

much whether if our eight members in the Cunidian

Parliament would possess sufficient influence to sway

the General G3vernment to bestow the most trivial

appointment upon one of our yºung men, in prefºr

enºe to one of their own. It would be silly to imazine

such a thing. The Canadius would look with a deal

of jealousy upon a Newfoundlander whº wºn to that

country tº usurp an of a which rightly belonged to

themselaes. We all vividiy recollect the excitement

that occurred here sons few years ago when a gentle

man was sent from London to fill the office of Clerk of

the Sipreme Co irth-re. The entire Bar rote as one

man, and indignantly rose agaiuit the usurpation.

would not the same feelinz of justifiable jealousy be

aroused in the bosoms of C in viians if a Newfound

lander presumed to occupy posts
of honour and emi

lument in Canada? Assuredly it would; what non

sense to talk of Confederation opening up a mºre

expansive field of employment, for our young men

thin they now possess. in whatever light I view

that scheme of Union I can discover nothing advan

tageous in it. . We surrender everything we posses;

by these resolutions, an I have nºthing in return ex

cºpt a future of taxation and difficulties. The benefits

to be derived from our connection with Canals are

w.ll satirized in the following dialogue said to have

occurred in Nova Scotia:

Duncan.—Should the proposel Union take place,

what will we Nova Scotians be obliged tº give up to

the Parliament of Ottawa P

Rolerick.— All our revenue and public property,the

right to directly tax us, the right to change,or pre

sent laws, an i the right to make void the laws our

loyal legislature may here af.ºr enact, the right to ap

point oir G ºvernors and Judges, the right to estab

iish additional Courts and appoint Judges and offizers

thereof, and generally to do with us whatever suits

the interests of Canadians.

D.—if that be so, of what use will be a local legis

lature at Halifºx, and waat can it do independent of

that at Ottawa?

R.—It can impose an export dity on our timber

and coal, directly tax us for local purposes, in ke laws

respecting tavern licenses, & ... and distribre for

roids, bridges, education, &c., the sum of sixty-six

thousand pounds to be annually received from Ottawa.

You can jidge yourself of its utility.

D.—Wul not the sixty-six thousand Pounds you

speak of be increased as our revenue and population

increase?

R–No; that sum is fixed, and is to be the price of

Nova Scotia in a pecuniary point of view, and if not

suffixient to support our Road, Sihool, Collegº, Lºg

islative and other expenses, we must curtail the same

in proportion as that sum becomes inadequate,or nake

up the defiziency as best we call:

D.—What wºuld be ºne annual amount of our Rº:

protection.

venue at the time the Union is to go into operation if,

our tariff were raised to fifteen per cent?

R.—About tour hundrel housand Pounds, which

would increase in accºrdanos with the increase of our

population.

* . . .”
*

D.—wn it are wety-receive bayon I the sixty-six

thousand Pounds you mentioned, in lieu of so great a

sacrifice 2
" * : *.*.*.

-

R.—Protection against Fenian rsiders an i Yankee

invalurs—the Inter-cºlonial Railroad-ºnºsthe 49*

legates asy most ea ºrmous, in-lºscribablz. social, po

litical, commercial, agricultural, aud misp;1ſacturini

advantages, which cannot be comprehendel by u

narrow-minded and ignorant Nova Sºotiºns, until

after the iſ lion takes place,—ogether with the hotor

of belonging to the great British North American

Nation, and perhaps

(Here Roderick paused and slightly grinned, then

Duncan ejaculated “perhaps waat,” and the old man

proceeded )

Perhaps occasionally when the Empire's line of Rail

ways and Steamers are complete I, we may have the

j
of witnessin; a curling match on Fraser's

iver between the young men of Nova Scotia and the

Gents of Vancouver's Island; or of a week or two's

jollification with our intended friends and fellow

countryman the Esquimaux of the North West Ter

ritory ºf British Columbia, which might lead to thou

sands of marriage unions between our sons and their

daugh ers, the effect of which would virtually unite

both ends of the Empire, largsty improve our race,

and produce a thorough British North American peo

ple, who woull be a terror to the Fenians, a check

upon the Yankees, and the means of ultimately render

ing the British North American nation one of the

most powerful, magnifice it, and stupendous Empires

the world ever produced.-On Duncan, how I regret

that my knowledge of human nature, the history of

the pist, and the doctrine of cause and effect, pre

clude me from thoroughly appreciating those noose,

disinterested, expansive, and patriotic views, whicn

gave rise to that masterpiece of statesmanship-tae

Confederation Scheme.”

The debt of Canada at the present moment amounts

to aboat seventy-five millions of Dollars; to which

inmense sum must be addei the local debts of the

several municipalities(not included in the general debt)

amounting prºbably to sixteen millions more. In all

about ninety-one millions of Dollars, or thirty-two

for every man, woman and child in the country. This

fact I gather from a letter written by the editor of the

St. John, (N. B.) Telegraph from Qaebec, who fur

ther states that the local debt bears heavily in cer

tain sections. Soºne cities an i towns in Upper Cana

da are fearful yea-arrassed. Haamilton, in the Upoer,

Loadan, Port Hope, and Quebec, in the Lower Pro

ince, with one or two other localities, are
about bank

!. In view of those difficulties, it would be absurd

tº imagine that she could afford us any
aid in opening

up our resource", ºr
lend us any assistance to

culti

...tºur waste lands. She is unable to ºpº
her

own, for it is a strange
fact, that all the capital invest

ºd in her mines and oil springs belongs tº
the Ameri

ºns. I do not deem it necessary tº trº
longer

upon
the time of the House, and will conclude by re

iterating my belief that we
need no closer union with

tº naïa thin that we have alreally, that
though we

*

now in no very cheering circumstances, ſº
that “ 'tis

better to end irs the ills we have, that: flee to others

... we know not of." Wa have all the ºn
tials

ºil ourselves to make our people contented, pºº.

fºr and wealthy. Our waters teem with
riches—super

ir to the mines of Mexico and Peru-º lands are

fertile as any on this side of the , Atlantic.
With a

rºsperous seal fishery,
fºllowed by a successful ºd

#. I trust this mai dream of Confederation,
this

selling of ourselves and our country,
this disposal of

our birthright for less than a ‘mº
of pottags" will

be dissipated; and that we shall all laboº: under our

own government, to progress without
the assistance

fº Brºwn's general government" at Qº:

As to the signing of the Q lebec Resolution: by the

Newfoundlan'ſ Delegates. I am not astonished
that

they should have been seduceſ to
do so. They were

ºted and flattered to such an extent that they bº:

fººd canda to be a p-rfect, elysium-and her
wily

statesmen angels of light 3 they were danced, and, I

verily believe” drugged" intº forgetfulness of their

country; its freedom and its liberty; —from the time

they landed in Canada till their departure, it "...º.

continued ovation; and it therefore does not surprise

me that they placed their signeº.º. that docum int.

and iii not a sake to the reality till the voice of their

indignant countrymen; aroused the n. With these re

marºs, I beg to suppºrt the Resolution belore thº

chair.

Tag Bowdºw times oy coyfedekATION.

The decision of the Upper House of the Canadian

Parliament in favor of aº has a definute

and important bearing upon the Imperial policy.
It

is only from the existing carcumstances that it
could

be necessary to discuss the question at all. Our

American colonies are so differently situated both as

to their physical geography, their history, race and

social character, that we cannot be surprised at the

levity, as we must call it, with
which a Union has been

proposed and rejected, or laid aside or simplv for

gotten many times since the separation of the United

States. Bºit tor war and the fºrays, raids and other

outrages that lead to it, there is no reason why each

Province should not be politically independent of its

neighbour. We unite for security; and he greater

the danger or the more power'ul the pºssile aggres

sor, the larger the Union necessary for self-defence.

To England it is a matter of very little importance

whether she sends one G ºvernor or half a dºzen to

her American Colonies, and the relation of these co n

munities one with the other are only a matter of local

convenience. But we are aoproaching a very differ

ent state of things. The government at Washington

sees, as it believes, the b-ginning of the end, and now

announces with more confidence than ever that this is

the last campaign, and that this very summar wil see

Federal unity not only restored, but ready for Federal

action. They make no secret of their intention to

present an enorm us list of demands, which they are

a lite aware we shall not acknowledge, and
which, in

deed, they do not wish us to acknowledge. Their

own pånlic writers admit that the law as stated by the

chief American authorities, is against them, and the

precedents of Ameriean practice are against them,

but they hold that the unexampled magnitude of the

occasion removes the question out of law and prece

dent, and justifies the Americans in making a new

precedent in place of following an od one. This is

equivalen: to telling us that submission is denºn':ed

as a tribute to superior force; and such a sub mission

we are not prepared to make. Upo 1 out refu'll they.

avow their intention of sizing a material guarantee.

Our Colonies lie stretched along a frontier two thou

sand miles long, and within a day's journey, by tin

table, of their most populous cities. To steam down

the grand natural highway of river and like that, for

the most part, separate the neighbours is equivalent to

a voyage across the Atlantic; but you my breakfast

one day at New York, Philadelphia, or , Washington,

and the next in British America. Sach is the pos

sible foa, such the mºnace, a 1d suzº we m 1st con

sider the danger. In the fice of it the first question

we ask on selves is, whether the Cºlonies will defend

their territory and stand by their allegiance. That

intention is to be gathered not from words but from

deeds, and the first practical prof they can ofer
is

Union of Confederation. Heuce the significance of

the news just received.

In the event of a war with the States, it is clear

that all our Provinces must be placed under one

miliary command. Do what we will, no unity of

Alministration that we can establish will be eq 14 to

that of the invader. If this disadvantage be urged as

an argºnent against the very atte‘mpt it is our du y

sto reply that the Provinces farthest outlying from

the Cotonial-centre and mºst obnoxinus to the attack

of the foe, are just thºse which would mºst depend

upon our aid. That gives us a special voice in their

case. If the Maritime Provinc is seriously intend to

adhers to the British Crown, it is impossible to say

what fleets, what garrisons, what iron clais, what

ordnance we shall have to pour into Halifax and other

ports, all at our cost. Havin; then an additional right

to speak in this case, we venture to say that if Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick seriously inten l to be

loyal, they ough tº act accordingly and declare for

Confederation. Their holling of can only be ascribe

to a lurking wish to reserve their decision for the pres

ent, and see which way the wind blows. ºld the tour

of actual resistance there m ist be naion, and that

union will be all the more cºsy and effectual from.

some previous use. Indeed the matter is so plain that

vacillation ou this puint can only by interpreted as

wavering loyalty. Toe reasons. that have been given

against a Confederation, even in the old form of a

Zyllverein, are of the most mercantile character. The

trade of the Maritime Provinces, it is said; naturatly

runs to New England and the populous Northern

States. It is here that they sell their coal and other

commodities. This, of course, is an equal reason for

giving up their allegiance altogetner; and if the Le

gislatures of these Provinces cannot make up their

minds to forego for our sake some of their coumercial

advantages, it is better that they should speak out

more plainly at once. It is most important that we

should know whether our Provinces will fisht for our

allegiance. It they will not take the requisite steps

now, we cannot expect them to do more in the hour

of approaching cooflict, when the result of an honor

able decisiou will be no longer problematical.

It cannot be necessary to remind any of our fellow

subjects on the American continent that if they are

invaded, no submission, no trimming policy, no mid

die course, will deter their new masters from pasning

tne rights of conquest to the utmost. The govern

ment at Washington may, for aught we know, charge

upon England all the costs of the war, on tae argu

ment—if argument be necessary—that the terrible

dissentions and saurifices of the war are owing to the

course we have taken. It has been repeatedly pr

posed to discharge the costs
of the war out ofº

and other property of the rebels themselves, anº.

the same reason, supposing us to share thecinº
fate of the rebels, the whole soil of British Amstic

may be confiscated and sold to satisfy the holders .

Federal paper. Imagination itself cannot pictur, th

condition of those Provinces, with all the intº.

varieties of race, handed over to administrators sºlº

ed for the very purpose ofstamping out every vestº,

of British feeling, and making their alienation ani.

sult to this country. But is it indeed necessary to

warn any British subjects of this certain fate if ha

gives up his field', his altars and his heirths into tº

hands of masters fresh from the decimation of thir

own people? Does anybody there think it possible,

purchase by compromise the equality of citizens, and

to get off with even a moderate contribution to tº

warſ? The Americans, we all see, can be true snough.

to their rulers so long as the interests of the struggle

require a share of confidence and continuity of m.

agement. But we see, also, that they will bear tºo

check to their cupidity, their triumph or theirº.

venge. Once in possession of British soil, “vae victiºn

will be the cry, and neither President Lincoln nor

any other President will be able tº prevent it. In

dependence is the only hope of the Golonist—indepen.

in its present form—or if it must be at some distant:

day formal, literal or absolute selfgovernment. For

the present there is only question, and only one
way

It is not to sentimental or interested consideration,

that a project of high political promise should be sac.

rificed. Nobody can well doubt that on all important

points this union or consolidation under a §.

Government would be of vast benefit to our North

American colonies, and that the greatest advantage of

the greatest number would ensue upon its realization.

In fact, the dissentients hardly venture to allege the

real motives of their opposition. Their arguments

against the schene are ostensibly based on other and

less interested views, among which that of loyalty to

tne British connexion is conspicuously advanced. The

project is denounced as tending more or less directly

to the absolute independence of the new Confederacy.

Federal Government, it is urged, is but a step towards

self government, and the old ties will soon belonvenel

and lost. To this we may reply that we are not in

s-nsible to the good-w ll expressed, but that the obr;

jection can hardly have much weight atter the cordial

assent which has been given by this country to the

scheme. If we see no danger in the project, the cul

onists need hardly take alarm. In our eyes they can

not be too strong or too united. Our only wish is to

see them in the position which shall most conduce to

their prosperity aud security. We know that in tºur

case, as in all others, union must be strength. This

much must at least be gained, and there will be ample

oppportunity for insuring that notaing be lost. ...

It is, indeed, not on the gro ind of mºre political

safety that the advocates of the Confederacy are nºw

recommending it. They argue very reuso a ly tº it,

as regards commercial nego istions with their neigh.

bours, a Federal Government disposing of the interes's

of all the five provinces would enter a conference with

hands greatly strengthened. At present the fisheries

and o'lier maritime rights are under one Administri

tion, the chief agricultural interes's under another,

Nova Sco ia and Newfoundland have the set men,”

Canada the militia. Place all these elements of pro

ductiveness and power under on- c-niral Govern me t

and it is obvious that such a Government wrill be

better able not only to make itself respected bit tu

negotiate for mutual concessions in the w y of inter-,

course and trade. The gain would be the gain of the

cºmparatively few. The few. too, can mike reasonable

terms. It is the very object and purpose oi the prº

liminary debates to adjust conflicting intereste, and:

make fair dis ributio 1 o' advant ges. That each coa

stituent member of the Confederition should look tº

interests of its own is perfectly natural, but it woulſ'

be wrong to allow such considerations to injure the

grand result. . We rejoice, therefore, to see that the

promo ers of the project are not discouraged by the

issue of the New Brunswick elections, and that ths

Canadian Parliament will be moved to a vote upon the

proposal as originally designed. We cannot put any

foice upon a dissentient population, but it will bs open

to us to observe that the contributions made from the

Imperial treasury towards colonial administration may

be regulated by our conceptions of true colonial

interests.- March 21.

EveRYTHING IN SEAson. That grey hairs are hom.

orable in old age is a proverbial matter ; but als

tney so in youth P Mas. S. A. ALLEN's World

Hair Hestorer and Zylobalsamum, or Hair Dressing,

are suited to both young and old, they restore grey

hair to its youthful color, giving the roots the naturiſ

nourisment. They renew, preserve and increase the

growth. Every Druggist sells them. J. J. Dearin,

Sole Agent for Newtoundland, to wuoin all orders

must he addreased.
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The tone of public feeling in England on the subject

of Confederation is prety clearly manifested in the

articles we transfer to-day from the Times. There is

nothing whatever new in this indication, for from the

first mention of the project in the mother country iſ

has been impossible to mistake the decided character

of the opinions of British statesmen and the British

press in its favour. Their pronouncements indeed

have amounted to nothing short of a determination

that the present relations between the parent country

and these colonies should not be permitted to con’

tinux, and that they saw no solution of the question

so acceptable to them in all its aspects as the proposal

agreed to at the conference at Quebec. The present

views of the Times are therefore confirmatory of
those

which have already come before us, and evident"

the consistency and fixedness of a foregore conclusiºn"

It is worthy of note that in Halifax, judging
... froſti

fatest accounts, opinion seems to be veering round
in

relation to this subject. When the canaſian Delº

gates arrived there the other day on their way 40
En

gland, they were received with enthusiasm at , pº

demonstration at Temperance Hall. A
torch-light

procession and other significant expressions of 8

wil to the object of their mission were very speedſ.

got up in the Nova Scotia capital; and though." "

not pretended that these exhibitions spoke with
the

unanimous voice of the population, they
must o!

necessity have been the testimony of a sufficient P*

tion of them to represent a large amount of influe”

and they become therefore entitled to proportio"

consideration. *r

of answering it—confederation or not.-March 7.
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Late intelligence
from the

we

unusually
extensive preparations

rivals, the
French, for the

pro

fishery this spring. such
is the

outfit is now proceeding *
St.

informed they
will

require
at

barrels ofherring-bait more.

ºverage supply.
This fact, in

‘most
dettiolental consequences

tu

tought to
be a new incentive to

th

people to
obtain at the Banks

fortune which the
French are acc

same quarter

But beyond
this

-

tha', from the
unfortunate circum

us, we shallere long
be forced by

withdrawing our capital and
indu

from the fishery on our
South an:

traffic carried on there with
the

lation in the supply of
bait is gra

destruction of our fishing intº"

ous evil we appear to
be

remedy. Such is the
view of t

by the Imperial
Government, t

the late Duke of Newcastle abº

local Government were warned

sent would be refused to any on

either “by direct or circuitou?"

terfere with the export
of ba:

stop the way of any
redress for t

this respect, and Imperial
int

must, it seems, be
sunserved at

means of cxistence to the popu

There is surely something?mo

sition, but it is
nevertheless

blight of pauperism,
the result

has of late years fallen upon "' '

small degree to the cause to *

a small dependent colony

upon, and we may say, *"

wrong in order that the

be conserved with ease bet

ent nations of Europe and

of those demands of might in

add cruelty to the deep-stiãº

fice as this must be rendered
t

ment of our imperial ruler
s, th

rights and property be a prefer

—is there then no considerati

from whom these rights arº

bring ourselves to suppose
ths

pensation which all
civilized n

would find repudiation at t

whom, by peculiar right, we lo

the just recognition of our
cla

On Friday last the Telegraph

arrivals of sealers at Concep'

lett, at Brigas, wih 1700,
and

5000, at Harbor Grace,

Dash, Smart,3500; Margarº

On Saturday, the Afton, 1

4,000, and the Seaftower w

day we had the following:

Duff, 1,000; Havelock, 1,000

Margaret Grant, 2,100.

The accounts brought by

whole favourable. They ap

that there will be but few, if

almost all the vessels will bri

CATHolicº

season was delivered at the l

day-evening by the Right I

Lordship's subject was “

most masterly and instructi

He traced the history of th

eventful periods from the ea

showed by the clearest histo

the influence they had exer

and progress of the world.

illustrious names Ireland'

annals of statesmanship,

and the arts in variouſ

-

to those well-known lead

character which seemed

rice for the results it

dwelt with power and pe

wrongs inflicted upon his nal

misgovernment of which

and pointed to the vast gº

•eºnomy, from the midst o'

of the Irish people from thi

the means of implanting

their national virtues over 1

The lecture was indeed an

tie varied luſorination it

kin't well suited to engag

ence from the beginning

this happy effect was show

timony.
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